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QUESTIONS PRESENTED

1. Does statistical evidence that shows only a concen-
tration of minorities in jobs not at issue fail as a matter of law
to establish disparate impact of hiring practices where the
employer hires for at-issue jobs from outside his own work
force, does not promote-from-within or provide training for such
jobs, and where minorities are not underrepresented in the
at-issue jobs?

2. In applying the disparate impact analysis, did the
Ninth Circuit improperly alter the burdens of proof and en-
gage in impermissible fact-finding in disregard of established
precedent of this Court?

3. Did the Ninth Circuit commit error in allowing plain-
tiffs to challenge the cumulative effect of a wide range of
alleged employment practices under the disparate impact
model?

4. Was it error for the Ninth Circuit to expand the reach
of the disparate impact theory to employment practices such
as word of mouth recruiting, subjective application of hiring
criteria, and other practices that do not operate as "automatic
disqualifiers?"
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LIST OF PARTIES

Petitioners are Wards Cove Packing Co., Inc., and Castle
& Cooke, Inc., who were defendants in the trial court pro-
ceeding. (Claims against a third defendant, Columbia Wards
Fisheries, were dismissed. This was affirmed on appeal.
See fn. 2 infra.)

Respondents are Frank Atonio, Eugene Baclig, Randy del
Fierro, Clarke Kido, Lester Kuramoto, Alan Lew, ,Curtis Lew,
Joaquin Arruiza, and Barbara Viernes (as administration of
the Estate of Gene Allen Viernes), who were individual plain-
tiffs and representatives of a class of all nonwhite employees
in the trial court proceeding.

Rule 28.1 disclosure:

Wards Cove Packing Company,
Inc. is a privately-held
domestic corporation.
Castle & Cooke, Inc. is a

publicly-held and traded

domestic corporation.

...
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IN THE

Supreme Court of the Unmi~ States

October Term, 1987

WARDS COVE PACKING COMPANY. INC.,
CASTLE & COOKE. INC.,

Petitioners,

v.

FRANK ATONTIO. et al.,

Respondents.

PETITION FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI
TO THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

OPINIONS BELOW

On October 31, 1983, the United States District Court
for the Western District of Washington (Quackenbush. J.)
entered an opinion following a nonjury trial. Appendix I.
An order correcting the opinion and judgment in favor of
petitioners was entered December 6, 1983. App. II. The trial
court's decision was published at 34 E.PD. i34,347 (Commerce
Clearing House, Inc.). The opinion of the Court of Appeals
affirming the judgment was published at 768 F.2d 1120. App.
III. An order that withdrew the opinion and ordered rehearing
en banc was published at 787 F.2d 462. App. IV. An opinion
of the en banc Court of Appeals was published at 810 F.2d 477.
App. V. A second opinion of the original panel of the Court
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of Appeals on remand from the en banc court was published
at 827 F.2d 439. App. VI. On November 12, 1987 an order
clarifying the opinion was entered, App. VIII, and a petition
for rehearing denied. App. IX.'

JURISDICTION

Federal jurisdiction in the trial court was invoked under
28 U.S.C. § 1331. The decision of the Court of Appeals sought
to be reviewed was entered on September 2, 1987. App. VI.
A timely petition for rehearing was filed on September 16,
1987, App. VII, and the petition was denied on November 12,
1987. App. IX. Jurisdiction in this Court is invoked under
28 U.S.C 5 1254(1). This petition is timely under 28 U.S.C
@ 2101(c).

PERTINENT STATUTE

Plaintiffs' claims arise under Title VII of Civil Rights Act
of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a):

(a) It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an
employer-

(1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any ndi-
vidual, or otherwise to discriminate against any individual
with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or
privileges of employment, because of such individual's
race, color, religion, sex, or national origin; or

(2) to limit, segregate, or classify his employees or
applicants for employment in any way which would de-
prive or tend to deprive any individual of employment

1 In addition, the plaintiffs took two interlocutory appeals: One
unpublished opinion, affirming a denial of a motion for preliminary
injunction and another affirming in part and reversing in part a
dismissal of Title VII claims. 703 F.2d 329.
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opportunities or otherwise adversely affect his status
as an employee, because of such individual's race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A. Nature of the Case.

The named plaintiffs in this class-action suit are former
employees at several salmon canneries in Alaska. They brought
this action against their former employers, petitioners Wards
Cove Packing Company, Inc., and Castle & Cooke, Inc.2 charg-
ing employment discrimination on the basis of race in violation
of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e,
et seq., and the Civil Rights Act of 1866, 42 U.S.C. § 1981.
The class is defined as all nonwhites who are now, will., be, or
have been at any time since March 20, 1971, employed at any
one of five canneries.

Following a lengthy non-jury trial, the trial court found
that plaintiffs had not established discrimination under § 1981
or Title VII and judgment was entered for petitioners. The
Ninth Circuit affirmed this decision, but on rehearing en bane
resolved a conflict within the circuit by determining that the
impact analysis could be applied to subjective employment
practices and remanded to the original panel. The subsequent
panel decision vacated the judgment and remanded to the
district court with directions to apply the disparate impact
analysis in a manner inconsistent with decisions of this Court
and in conflict with other circuits.

2 Claims against Columbia Wards Fisheries, an additional defen-
dant, were dismissed. Atonio v. Wards Cove Packing Co.. Inc.,
703 F.2d 329 (9th Cir. 1983): also see App. III-13-15 and A pp.VIII.
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B. Material Facts.

Petitioners operate salmon canneries in remote and widely
separated areas of Alaska. Of eleven facilities, five were
certified for this class action. The canneries operate only
during the summer salmon run. For the remainder of the year
they are vacant. Petitioners' head office and support facilities
are located at Seattle, Washington, and Astoria, Oregon.

The employment needs to operate the canneries will vary
with the size and duration of the salmon runs. Petitioners hire
employees primarily from the Pacific Northwest and Alaska.
The bulk of employees are "cannery workers," who work in the
cannery itself on the fish processing, canning lines. Local 37
of the I.L.W.U. has jurisdiction and a contract for these jobs.
The remaining jobs at the cannery are carpenters, machinists,
tender crews, longshoremen, administrative, and other support
personnel. It is these non-cannery worker jobs which are at
issue. The non-cannery worker jobs are covered by several
union contracts. Some are non-union. The trial court's opinion
sets forth the facts in detail. (App. I; see also the background
discussion in first panel opinion at App. III-3-12.)

Petitioners hire all employees except those persons work-
ing on the cannery line (cannery workers) from an external
labor market which is 10% nonwhite. For the positions at
issue, nonwhites filled 21% of the at-issue jobs at the class
canneries and approximately 24% in petitioners' overall Alaska
operations. Cannery workers, on the other hand, were hired
through Local 37 of the I.L.W.U. The composition of Local 37
is dominated by Filipinoes, as are the crews it dispatches to
the canneries each summer. In addition, petitioners filled some
cannery worker jobs for some of the more remote canneries
from local populations.

In 1974 plaintiffs commenced a class action against peti-
tioners. The suit mounted a broad-scale attack against the
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gamut of petitioners' employment practices. Plaintiffs identi-
fied 16 "practices" 3 which they contended caused an imbalance
and thus a "concentration" of nonwhites in the lower-paying
cannery worker jobs. Plaintiffs used comparative statistics
to argue that of the total work force, the majority of the non-
whites were concentrated in the lower-paying jobs and that
there should have been a balance of 50% white/nonwhite
employees in all job classifications.

After 12 trial days, in which more than 100 witnesses
testified, over 900 exhibits were admitted, and over 1,000
statistical tables were submitted, the trial court entered
extensive findingsof fact in a 73-page opinion. App. I. The
findings determined that plaintiffs' comparative statistics were
of little probative value; that the labor supply for petitioners'
facilities is 90% white; that minorities were not underrepre-
sented in the at-issue jobs; that cannery workers are not the
appropriate comparison labor pool for at-issue jobs; that
petitioners hire from an external labor supply and do not either
promote-from-within or train inexperienced, unskilled workers
for at-issue jobs; that most jobs at issue require skill and prior
experience that is not readily acquirable at the canneries; that
Local 37 provides an oversupply of nonwhite cannery workers
and that this overrepresentation is an institutional factor in
the industry.4

In addition, the trial court found that no individual
instances of discrimination were proven; that petitioners did
not give job preference to friends and relatives; that plaintiffs'

s The 16 practices were word-of-mouth recruitment, separate hiring
channels, nepotism, termination of Alaska natives, rehire prefer-
ence, retaliatory terminations, menial work assignments, frater-
nization restrictions, housing, messing, English language require-
ment, race labeling, subjective hiring criteria, lack of formal
promotion practices, failure to post openings, and discrimination
in pay in certain jobs.

4 None of these findings were challenged on appeal.
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"nepotism" statistics were distorted and unreliable; that hiring
was on the basis of job-related criteria; that hiring of exper-
ienced personnel was a business necessity; that the rehire
preference clauses in the union contracts operated like a
seniority system; that housing is not racially segregated, andthat housing, rehire, and messing policies were all dictated bybusiness necessity.

The trial court found that plaintiffs had failed to establish
intentional discrimination and the disparate impact analysis
was not appropriate for application to plaintiff's wide-ranging lmultiple practice challenge nor to subjective hiring practices.
In applying the impact analysis individually to five of peti- ttioners' practices (rehire preference, English language, "nepo- ttisrn," housing, and messing), the district court again foundin favor of petitioners.

C. Court of Appeals Rulings.

On appeal a panel of the Ninth Circuit affirmed the tjudgment, noting, however, that there was a conflict in thedecisions of several circuits and the Ninth Circuit itself as towhether the disparate impact analysis could be applied toanalyze "subjective practices." 768 F.2d 1120 (9th Cir. 1985),App. III. This opinion was withdrawn after rehearing en bancwas granted. 787 F2d 462 (9th Cir. 1985), App. IV. On en bancrehearing, the Ninth Circuit held that the disparate impactanalysis could be applied to such practices. 810 F.2d 477(9th Cir. 1987), App. V. The case was then remanded to theoriginal panel which sought to apply the impact analysis toeight of the 16 "practices" identified by plaintiffs.5 827 F.2d439 (9th Cir. 1987), App. VI.
5 The practices selected by the panel were subjective hiring criteria,word-of-mouthrecruitment, nepotism, separate hiring channels,6rehire preferences, housing, messing, and labeling. The Ninth

Circuit does not explain why these were selected nor what dis-position was made, if any, of the other eight practices alleged tohave caused the "imbalance" in hiring.
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On remand the Court of Appeals panel affirmed the dis-
trict court on the rehire preference, did not discuss the English
language requirement,. but held that plaintiffs' "comparative
statistics," which showed only a concentration of minorities
in the cannery worker jobs, were nonetheless adequate to
require the district court to examine petitioners' hiring
practices on grounds of business necessity. In doing so, the
Court of Appeals did not hold that any practice caused
disparate impact,6 and ignored the district court's findings that
plaintiffs' statistics were distorted and unreliable, that peti-
tioners hired more nonwhites than the proportion available in
the labor supply, and that institutional factors, not the peti-
tioners' practice, caused an overrepresentation of minorities
in cannery worker jobs.

The court also held, contrary to trial court findings, that
a preference for relatives ("nepotism") existed and had an
adverse impact on nonwhites. Finally, the court questioned
the district court's finding of business necessity for petitioners'
housing and messing practices. The Court of Appeals vacated
judgment for petitioners and remanded.

6 The Ninth Circuit implied that petitioners "conceded" causation
and did not argue no impact was shown. 827 F.2d at 446, 447.
This is not true. Proof of causation and impact is plaintiffs'
burden and petitioners have maintained throughout that plaintiffs
failed to meet their burden on both.
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REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION

This case raises fundamental questions as to the bound-
aries of the disparate impact theory under Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. 2000e, et seq., and as to the
role of statistics and the allocation of proof under that theory.
The Ninth Circuit's decision, in direct conflict with several
other circuits, effectively allows a plaintiff to shift the burden
of proof to an employer by establishing only that the em-
ployer's work force has an uneven racial balance. Tb reach this
extraordinary conclusion, the Court of Appeals had to dis-
regard established precedent of this Court and other circuits,
invent new rules for allocation of proof, and totally ignore the
trial court's key findings of fact and the petitioners' evidence.

This petition should be granted because only this court
can answer the questions raised, resolve the conflicts created,
and rectify the wrong that has been done to petitioners.

I. The Simplistic Notion That Racial Imbalance Can Estab-
lish Disparate Impact in the Face of Findings That
Minorities Are Not Underrepresented in the Jobs at Issue
is Not Supported By the Decisions of This Court and is
Rejected by Several Other Circuits; is a Fundamental
Misconception of the Role of Statistics in Proving Dis-
crimination; Has Far-Reaching, Ominous Implications for
Employers; and Is Out of Step With the Congressional
Policy of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

The Ninth Circuit gave plaintiffs' comparative internal
work force statistics decisive weight in vacating the trial
court's judgment for the employers: Id., 827 F.2d at 444-447
(App. VI, pp. 14-18). However, in doing so the Court of Appeals
ignored the admonition of this court that the usefulness of
statistics "depends on all of the surrounding facts and other
circumstances." Teamsters v. United States, 431 U.S. 324,
340 (1977). It also ignored the unchallenged findings of the
trial court on the labor market.
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In failing to recognize the significance of the findings,
particularly as to the labor market, the Ninth Circuit com-

mitted serious error. The decision is in direct conflict with
Hazelwood School Dist. v. United States, 433 U.S. 299 (1977)
and Johnson v. D-ansp. Agency, 480 U.S.__, 94 L. Ed. 2d 615
(1987), which hold that where at issue jobs are filled from

outside the employer's own work force, it is appropriate to focus
on the racial composition of the relevant external labor market
and statistically compare it to the employer's actual hiring.
The post-Hazelwood circuit court opinions agree. E.g.,
Johnson v. Uncle Ben's, Inc., 628 F.2d 419, 425 (5th Cir. 1980);
Rivera v. City of Wichita Falls, 665 F.2d 531, 544-45 (5th Cir.
1982); De Medina v. Reinhardt, 686 F.2d 997, 1004-1009 (D.C.
Cir. 1982); EEOC v. Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, 698
F.2d 633, 658-62 (4th Cir. 1983), rev'd on other grounds sub
nom. Cooper v. Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond. 467 U.S.
867 (1984). See Hilton v. Wyman-Gordon Co., 624 F.2d 379,
380 (1st Cir. 1980) (plaintiff's "concentration" evidence
rebutted by outside labor force statistics); Clark v. Chrysler

Corp., 673 F.2d 921 (7th Cir. 1982) (any showing of impact
refuted by external labor market statistics). Cf Hammon v.
Barry, 826 F.2d 73 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (improper to adopt affirma-
tive action plan where minorities not underrepresented in
comparison to area labor force). The Ninth Circuit did not
mention, discuss, or heed these decisions.

In effect, what the Ninth Circuit has done is hold that
a mere internal work force showing of "concentration" of
minorities, without regard to the factual circumstances, is
sufficient to establish the disparate impact of the amalgam
of practices plaintiffs choose to name. This is a direct conflict

At trial both parties recognized that establishment of the-most
reasonable proxy for the pool of potential applicants was neces-
sary. Hazelwood u. United States, 433 U.S. 200 (1977). Both
offered expert and statistical evidence on the labor market and
the trial court found petitioners' evidence more probative.
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with at least four other circuits whose post-Hazelwood deci-
sions hold (1) internal work force comparisons are relevant, if
at all, only in a promotion case or where the employer trains
its workers for promotion and then, only if plaintiff focuses
on the qualified segment of the promotion pool, Johnson v.
Uncle Ben's, Inc., supra, 628 F.2d at 425 (5th Cir.); Ste. Marie
v. Eastern R. Assoc., 650 F.2d 395, 400 (2d Cir. 1981); EEOC
v. Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, supra, 698 F.2d at
659-60 (4th Cir.); Rivera, supra, 665 F.2d at 541, n.16 (5th Cir.);
and (2) that a showing of concentration in a hiring case will
be refuted by external labor market evidence that shows no
underrepresentation of minorities, Hilton, supra, 624 F.2d at
380: Coser v. Moore, 739 F.2d 746, 752 (2d Cir. 1984); EEOC
v. Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, supra, 698 F.2d at
658-62 (4th Cir.); Rivera, supra, 665 F.2d at 539, 544-45 (5th
Cir.). See Clark, supra, 673 F.2d at 929 (external labor market
data showed no impact in hiring).

The foregoing decisions stand for the proposition that
plaintiffs cannot establish a disparate impact in hiring for jobs
at issue with statistical evidence that shows only a concentra-
tion of minorities in jobs not at issue, where the employer has
hired minorities in their porportion to the labor market and
hires from an external, not internal, labor pool. The Ninth
Circuit disagrees, but it stands alone in that disagreement.

The Ninth Circuit is geographically the largest court of
appeals circuit in America. To allow this fundamentally
erroneous view of the role of statistical proof exposes every
employer in the West that does not have an "even" racial
balance in all of its jobs to the threat of litigation and the risk
of liability, regardless of the particular circumstances of their
businesses. As discussed below, this is not what Congress
intended nor do the logical implications of this decision carry
out the spirit or the letter of Title VII. See III, infra.
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II. The Ninth Circuit's Application of the Disparate Impact
Theory Represents a Radical Departure from Established

Precedent of This Court, and Threatens to Revolutionize

the Allocation of Proof in Discrimination Suits.

A. In Reaching for a Basis to Vacate the District Court's

Judgment, the Ninth Circuit Has Ignored Prior Prece-

dent of This Court and the Trial Court's Findings.

First, as pointed out above, the Ninth Circuit did not

consider the trial court's finding as to the probative value of

petitioners' statistical evidence. This was a finding of fact,

was not clearly erroneous, and should not have been ignored.

Anderson v. Bessemer City, 470 U.S. 564 (1985). The Ninth

Circuit could not have reached its decision without avoiding

this finding and in doing so, it violated the first principle of

appellate decision-making.

Second, it is clear that before the burden is shifted to the

employer in an impact case to prove job relatedness or business

necessity, the court must evaluate both petitioners' attacks

on plaintiffs' evidence and petitioners' own rebuttal evidence,

Dothard v. Rawlinson, 433 U.S. 321, 338 (1977) (Rehnquist, J.,

concurring); EEOC v. American Nat'l Bank, 652 F.2d 1176,

1189 (4th Cir. 1981); Pouncy v. Prudential Ins. Co., 668 F.2d
795, 800-801, n.8 (5th Cir. 1982); Shidaker v. Carlin, 782 F.2d

746, 750 (7th Cir. 1986). See B. Schlei & P. Grossman, Employ-

ment Discrimination Law, pp. 1325-26 (2d ed. 1983); p. 159,

n.75 (suppl. 1984). The Ninth Circuit did not take into account,

discuss, or even mention petitioners' labor market evidence,

statistical proof. or other evidence showing that the factual

setting rendered plaintiffs' comparative statistics virtually

irrelevant.
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Plaintiffs allege that petitioners utilized a practice of
"nepotism" in filling job openings. This term is defined as
"favoritism shown to .. relatives as by giving them positions
because of their relationship rather than on their merits."
Webster's Third New International Dictionary of the English
Language Unabridged, p. 1518. The trial court found that
although relatives were hired, they were not hired because of
that relationship, they were hired because they were skilled and ru
qualified. App. I-105-122. The district court found that no hin
preference for relatives existed. In other words, nepotism was
not established. Despite accepting the trial court's findings
(see App. VI-20-21), the Ninth Circuit found that the practice Si
of nepotism existed. 827 F.2d at 445. Moreover, the Ninth
Circuit found that there were 349 "nepotistic hires" during d
1970-1975. Id.8 The statistics come from tables prepared by hi
plaintiffs that simply listed employees who were related. These h
tables were rejected by the trial court. App. I-105.9 Plaintiffs
attempted to prove that the fact relatives were hired demon-
strated they were hired because they were relatives. The trial w,

-court found otherwise. This finding was not clearly erroneous.

Finally, as to housing and messing practices, the trialcourt found that even if it applied the impact analysis, the a
practices were justified by business necessity. This finding Cc
was not clearly erroneous and should not have been vacated loby the Ninth Circuit under the rule of Anderson v. Bessemer hcCity, supra. 

m

t0

The Ninth Circuit panel's finding is even more curious when onerecalls that this same panel had previously found that nepotismdid not exist. See 768 F.2d at 1126. 1133 (App. III-22-23, 56).
y There were numerous methodological problems with plaintiffs'

so-called "nepotism tables." A principal flaw was that they in-cluded gross over-counting of employees and improperly treatedsome persons as related.
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B. The Ninth Circuit Decision is a Revolutionary Depar-
ture from the Established Rules for the Allocation of
Proof in a Discrimination Case.

1. New Allocation of Proof

The Ninth Circuit has invented a wholly unprecedented
rule for cases that are tried under both the treatment and
impact analysis. The Ninth Circuit held that since petitioners
had, in their rebuttal to plaintiffs' treatment case, offered to
"explain the disparityv" 0 they were precluded from challenging
plaintiffs' impact showing. App. VI-5. There is absolutely no
Supreme Court precedent supporting this holding. The only
decision cited by the Ninth Circuit is Albemarle Paper Co. v.
M'loody, 422 U.S. 405 (1975). Albemarle held that if the plaintiff
has established disparate impact of an employment test, the
employer must prove the job relatedness of that test. It did not
hold that the employer was precluded from showing that there
was no impact; nor did it hold that the employer was precluded
from attacking plaintiffs' evidence purporting to show impact.

In effect, what the Ninth Circuit has done with this new
"rule" is to avoid the clear burden of proof requirements in
a treatment case set forth by this court in Texas Dep't of
Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248 (1981), and fol-
lowed by the majority of other circuits thereafter." Burdine
holds that once a plaintiff has established a prima facie treat-
ment case, the employer may defend by articulating - not

10 By attacking plaintiffs' statistics and by establishing the proper
labor market, petitioners proved no disparity existed. In addi-
tion, petitioners articulated nondiscriminatory reasons for their
conduct.

" E.g., St. Marie v. Eastern R. Ass 'n. 650 F.2d 395 (2d Cir. 1981);
McNeil v. McDonough, 648 F.2d 178 (3d Cir. 1981): Robins .
White-Wilson Medical Clinic. 642 F.2d 153(5th Cir. 1981). But
see Segar v. Smith, 738 F.2d 1249 (D.C. Cir. 1984), cert. den. sub
nom, Meese v. Segar, 471 U.S. 1115 (1985) and Griffin v. Carlin,
755 F.2d 1516 (11th Cir. 1985).
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proving - a legitimate nondiscriminatory reason for his action.
450 U.S. at 258.1 The Ninth Circuit seems to hold that once
the reason is articulated the employer may no longer attack
plaintiffs' statistics and prove lack of disparate impact; further,
the employer must now not only articulate, he must prove the
business necessity of the reason. The result of this new rule
is to emasculate Burdine and make it impossible for an
employer to defend a treatment case by articulating a reason
for his action, unless he is prepared to prove the business
necessity of the practice.

Combined with its holding that the proof necessary to
establish a prima facie case under the treatment and impact
theories is identical"s (App. VI-4-5), the Ninth Circuit has
effectively held that burden of proof is shifted to the employer
if plaintiffs meet the "not onerous" burden'" of establishing
a prima facie treatment case.

A case cited that could support the Ninth Circuit's holding
on the burden of proof is Segar v. Smith, 738 F.2d 1249 (D.C.
Cir. 1984), cert. denied sub nom, Meese v. Segar, 471 U.S. 1115
(1985). Segar also involved a disparate treatment attack on
the cumulative effect of many alleged practices. The District
of Columbia Circuit held that if an employer defends by artic-
ulating the reason for his conduct, he must identify which of
the practices causes the disparity and then prove the business
necessity of the practice." Segar was followed by the Eleventh
1" While the Ninth Circuit paid lip service to this requirement, itsimply avoided it by equating "articulation" in a treatment casewith an admission of impact and of causation in an impact case.
" A holding that has little or no support and conflicts with Robin-

son u. Polaroid, 732 F.2d 1010 (1st Cir. 1984) (plaintiff established
prima facie treatment case but not impact case).

" Burdine, supra, 450 U.S. at 253.
" In Segar, the employer explained his conduct, as is allowed byBurdine, but did not refute the statistical disparity. Here.

(footnote continued on next page)
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Circuit in Griffin v. Carlin. 755 F.2d 1516 (11th Cir. 1985).
No other circuits appear to have deviated from Burdine.

2. Hiring Criteria.

Tn applying the impact theory to hiring criteria, the Ninth
Circuit also altered the burdens of proof and ignored the
district court's findings. Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S.
424 (1971) requires that if the plaintiff wishes to challenge a
hiring criterion as having a disparate impact, he must prove
that criterion causes the impact. In Griggs, plaintiffs estab-
lished the disparate impact of a high school diploma require-
ment with unrebutted evidence that a disproportionately
smaller percentage of blacks had diplomas. 401 U.S. at 430,
n.6. In Dothard, supra, plaintiff's established the disparate
impact of a height and weight requirement by showing that
a disproportionate number of women were less than 5'2" feet
tall and 120 lbs. 433 U.S. at 429-30. In neither case would
the plaintiffs have been allowed to establish an impact case
by simply alleging the practice was discriminatory without
independent evidence that the qualification had an impact.

Yet, this is precisely what the Ninth Circuit has done here.
It held that since plaintiffs "challenged" petitioners' hiring
criteria, they were not required to take those criteria into
account. App. VI-17, 27. Plaintiffs chose not to do so, 6 both
in their labor market statistics and in their internal compara-

defendant did both: explained the facts that rebutted plaintiffs'
prima facie showing (e.g., that defendants hired from an external,
not internal, labor pool; that Local 37 dispatched a gross over-
representation of nonwhites), attacked the reliability of plaintiffs'
statistics, and offered their owcn statistics that showed nonwhites
were not underrepresented in the at-issue jobs.

16 Plaintiffs chose instead to rely on their argument that virtually
all of the at-issue jobs did not require prior skills, experience, or
other qualifications. The trial court found otherwise and plain-
tiffs offered no evidence that took the trial court's findings into
account.
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tive statistics. They did so at their peril, because the trial
court did find that employers hired on the basis of job-related
criteria. App. I-45-75, 122.

It is not surprising that plaintiffs chose not to account C
for even the most basic qualifications of the "proxy" popula-
tion. Pe titioners' did so with their labor market analysis and
it established that qualified nonwhite availability was closer v
to 10% than to the 50% argued by plaintiffs.

In its discussion of hiring criteria, the Ninth Circuit stated C
that it was petitioners' burden to prove the qualified nonwhite e
component in the labor market (App. VI-17, 26), but then E
ignored petitioners' evidence doing just that. Instead of T
addressing petitioners' evidence that showed not only the t
qualified nonwhite component in the labor market, but that C
nonwhites were not underrepresented in-the at-issue jobs, the t
Ninth Circuit skipped over this evidence and held that the
employers were first required to prove job relatedness of~the
criteria plaintiffs were challenging. Again, this is a totally
inappropriate shifting of the burden of proof. Combined with
its inappropriate crediting of plaintiffs' statistics, this means
that a plaintiff can simply allege that there is an "imbalance"
between two job categories (i.e., something other than 50/50),
"allege" that any qualifications required by the employer are
discriminatory, and thereby force on the employer the burden
of proving the job relatedness of its criteria without plaintiff
ever having to make the threshold showing of impact of the
qualification at issue.

3. Sources of Employees.

The Ninth Circuit's allocation of the burden of proof in its
treatment of the "hiring channels" and the word-of-mouth
recruitment issues is particularly disturbing in light of the
actual facts in this case. The Court of Appeals seems toconclude that plaintiffs' comparative statistics combined with

-: n' ' IMN fN_ r.".""rr naw.. .. , _..y;.:: W. ---- ---..
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word-of-mouth recruiting" was "discriminatory." App.
VI-28-29. No court has held that word-of-mouth recruiting is

per se discriminatory; the court must look first at the results
of that practice. See Markey v. Tenneco, 707 F.2d 172 (5th Cir.

1983) and Clark v. Chrysler Corp., 673 F.2d 921 (7th Cir. 1982),
both of which hold that the employer can defeat an attack on

word-of-mouth recruiting by establishing that the resultant
hiring is in line with the external labor market. Even the

Ironworkers Local 86 case cited by the Ninth Circuit 8 did not

conclude that plaintiffs had established their case without
examination of the unrebutted stark racial statistics and the

evidence as to racial composition of the local population. The
Ninth Circuit did not do so here. To reach its conclusion on

these practices, the Ninth Circuit not only ignored the trial

court's findings, it committed plain error in concluding that
the companies did not argue the practices had "no impact."
App. VI-30. (This error was pointed out in the Petition for
Rehearing, App. VII.)

The Ninth Circuit then placed the burden of proof on the

petitioners to establish why they did not hire for the at-issue
jobs through different sources. App. VI-30.19 In forcing

'" Word-of-mouth recruiting, the practice selected by the Ninth
Circuit for consideration, was only one method by which potential
employees came to the attention of management. For instance,
the record also demonstrates that walk-in applicants and referrals
from other unions having jurisdiction over the at-issue jobs were
used. The trial court found that the company got far more
applications than there were available non-cannery worker jobs.

'* United States v. Iron workers Local 86, 443 F.2d 544, 548 (9th Cir.),
cert. denied, 404 U.S. 984 (1971) cited at App. VI-29.

'3 It appears that the Ninth Circuit has concluded, in the absence of
evidence that minorities are underutilized in the at-issue jobs.
that the employers should have hired carpenters, machinists.
bookkeepers, etc., through Local 37 or done what the trial court
held was unreasonable, that is, recruit for skilled personnel in the
thousands of square miles of tundra in Western Alaska in the
dead of winter.
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petitioners to establish why they did not utilize the cannery
worker crews as sources for at-issue jobs (i.e., promote from
within), hire machinists through Local 37, or recruit for skilled
jobs in remote regions of Alaska, the Ninth Circuit is doing
nothing less than substituting its judgment for that of the
employer as to the best way to operate its business. This is
a flat violation of the admonitions of this court in Furnco
Constr. Corp. u. Waters, 438 U.S. 567, 577-78 (1978) and
reiterated in Burdine, supra, 450 U.S. at 259.

Where the employer has not underutilized minorities in
the at-issue jobs, it is inappropriate to adopt a voluntary
affirmative action plan to boost the number of minorities in
those jobs. Johnson v. Transportation Agency, 480 U.S.__
94 L. Ed. 2d 615 (1987). Yet, in that very situau.on here, the
Ninth Circuit is demanding that petitioners prove why they
have not taken the different and "affirmative" steps of utilizing
different sources for employees. The underlying assumption
is that these steps would "maximize the number of minority
workers" hired. Again, this violates the principle of Furnco
and Burdne.0

III. Allowing Plaintiffs to Challenge an Entire Range of
"Named" Employment Practices Merely Because the
Employers' Work Force Reflects Uneven Racial Balance
Is an Improper Application of the Disparate Impact
Model, Places an Unfair Burden on the Employer, and
Exacerbates an Existing Conflict of Authority in the
Circuits.

The only showing plaintiffs made in support of their
impact theory attack on petitioners' hiring practice was the
' It is worth noting that if petitioners here would be prohibited

under Johnson v. Transportation Agency from adopting anaffirmative action plan for minorities in the at-issue jobs, it canhardly be said that minorities have established a prima facie caseof disparate impact against them. See Johnson u Tansportation
Agency, supra, 94 L. Ed. 615, 631 and n.10.
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allegation that the cumulative effect of the practices identified
was the concentration of minorities in the cannery worker jobs.
This was shown by their comparative statistics. With but two
exceptions' they offered no other statistical evidence that
even purported to show the impact of any one of the sixteen
hiring practices they named, independent of the others. This
is exactly what the plaintiff did in Pouncy v. Prudential Ins.
Co., 668 F.2d 795 (5th Cir. 1982); but unlike the Ninth Circuit
here, the Fifth Circuit refused to allow plaintiff to misuse the
impact theory in this way. 668 F.2d at 800-802.2 The First
Circuit agrees with the Fifth Circuit on this issue. Robinson
o. Polaroid Corp., 732 F.2d 1010, 1014, 1016 (1st Cir. 1984). The
Ninth Circuit has now joined the Eleventh Circuit, Griffin v.
Carlin, 755 F.2d 1516, 1522-1525 (11th Cir. 1985), in conflict
with the Fifth and First Circuits. This Court should resolve
the conflict.

It is an important conflict to resolve. First, it is and will
be a recurring problem. Many businesses have, for completely
legitimate reasons, a concentration of a protected group in a
particular job category. See, e.g., Ste. Marie, supra, 650 F.2d
at 401-402; Hilton v. Wyman-Gordon, supra, 624 F.2d at 380;
Rivera, supra, 665 F.2d at 539-542. Employers need to know
whether the imbalance will force them, like petitioners here,
to prove the business necessity of every practice a plaintiff
chooses simply because plaintiff alleges they "combined" to
"cause" that imbalance or concentration.

' Housing space charts and tables of relatives. The latter. along
with plaintiffs' labor market statistics, were rejected.

The Ninth Circuit unpersuasively tried to distinguish the facts
in Atonio from Pouncy by saying that plaintiffs in Atonio
"identified" (i.e., named) the practices. 810 F.2d at 1486, n.6.
The plaintiff in Pouncy did the same thing. See 668 F.2d at
801 (names three practices).
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An obvious solution for an employer is to eliminate the
imbalance as economically as possible. 'Ib the extent an
overrepresentation of minorities produced the imbalance (e.g.,
Hilton, supra, 624 F.2d 379), many employers will simply
reduce the number of minority workers until overrepresenta-
tion disappears. If the petitioners here had adopted this
"solution," e.g., by refusing to cooperate with Local 37 unless
it dispatched only 10% nonwhites, plaintiffs would not have
a case.

For the employer who cannot (or will not) reduce its
minority work force in lower-paying jobs, one solution is to use
an in-house defacto racial quota in the upper jobs until the
percentage of minorities in the two categories is the same.
This is directly contrary to the spirit and intent of Title VII.
See 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(j) (Title VII does not require preferences
or quotas because there is a racial imbalance). It also risks
liability in reverse discrimination suits - particularly where
there was no underutilization in the upper jobs. See Ham mon,
supra,. 826 F.2d 73 (D.C. Cir. 1.987) (voluntary affirmative action
plan set aside because no underutilization shown).

Second, the impact model was designed to focus on a
particular requirement, usually a selection criterion, that can
be measurably shown to cause an adverse impact, e.g., Pouncy,
supra, 668 F.2d at 801; see discussion, infra, IV. Most of the
practices that plaintiffs here allege combined to cause the
imbalance (e.g., requiring cannery workers to cut the grass:
restrictions on fraternization; failure to post) are far from this
conception and can be, at best, only tangentially connected
to the reasons minorities are overrepresented in the cannery
worker jobs. Indeed, plaintiffs did not offer proof designed
to show the impact of any one, independent of the others.

This leads to a third and very important reason this
conflict should be resolved in favor of petitioners: The more
practices plaintiffs can "name" or "identify" as allegedly
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causing the concentration, the more impossible becomes the
employers' burden. For if the court finds that imbalance is
sufficient to require the employer to prove business necessity,
he could be forced to justify every practice identified. Courts
may require "validation" under the EEOC Guidelines for
Employee Selection Procedures - an enormously expensive
proposition for one "procedure," but prohibitive for several.

The unfair risk and burden the employer faces is best
illustrated by petitioners' situation: they have demonstrated
to the satisfaction of district court and the Court of Appeals
the business necessity of their rehire preference, an English
language requirement, and (although the Ninth Circuit would
disagree) of their hiring criteria. But they are still in court
- because plaintiff named other practices that the Ninth
Circuit says must also be justified, even though plaintiffs have
not offered any evidence establishing that these remaining

practices "caused" the imbalance, as opposed to the ones
already proven to be a business necessity. This is exactly the
situation the Fifth Circuit predicted in Pouncy would occur:
allowing "disparate impact of one element to require validation
of other elements having no adverse effects." 668 F.2d at 801.

IV. There is a Substantial Conflict in the Circuits as to
Whether the Disparate Impact Analysis May Be Applied
to Subjective Decision Making and Other Practices That
Do Not Act as "Automatic Disqualifiers.""

The Ninth Circuit has now erroneously followed the Sixth,
Tenth, Eleventh, and the District of Columbia Circuits in
applying the impact analysis to subjective practices and
criteria. Rowe v. Cleveland Pneumatic Co., 690 F.2d 88 (6th
Cir. 1982); Hawkins u. Bounds, 752 F.2d 500 (10th Cir. 1985);
Griffin v. Carlin, 755 F.2d 1516 (11th Cir. 1985); Segar v. Smith,

See Dothard v'. Rawlinson, supra, 433 U.S. at 338 (Rehnquist, J.,
concurring).
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738 F.2d 1249 (D.C. Cir. 1984), cert. denied sub nom. Meese v. eri
Segar, 471 U.S. 1115 (1985). The Fourth, Fifth, Seventh, and al
Eighth Circuits do not apply the impact analysis to subjective pr
practices, although there are some conflicts within some of W
those circuits. E EOC v. Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, w
698 F.2d 633 (4th Cir. 1983), rev'd on other grounds sub nom, T
Cooper v. Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, 467 U.s. 867 tl
(1984); Pope v. City of Hickory, 679 F.2d 20 (4th Cir. 1982); et
Bunch v. Bullard, 795 F.2d 384 (5th Cir. 1986); Vuyanich v. a
Republic Nat'l Bank of Dallas, 723 F.2d 1195 (5th Cir. 1984), tl
cert. denied, 469 U.S. 1073 (1984); Pegues v. Mississippi State w
Employment Serv., 699 F.2d 760 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 464 fl
U.S. 991 (1983); Pouncy v. Prudential Ins., 668 F.2d 795 (5th 3
Cir. 1982); Griffin v. Board of Regents, 795 F.2d 1281 (7th Cir.
1986); Harris v. Ford Motor Co., 651 F.2d 609 (8th Cir. 1981).

C'
This Court has presently granted certiorari and heard C

argument (January 21, 1988) in Watson v. Fort Worth Bank
& Trust, 798 F.2d 791 (5th Cir. 1986), to review this important c.
question. No. 86-6139.

This case illustrates a broader application of the issue than
Watson, inasmuch as it poses several applications of the h
analysis, e.g., word-of-mouth recruitment, "separate hiring t
channels," labeling, and the effect of challenges to the cumula-
tive effect of multiple practices. a.

The decision in Witson may reach some of the issues raised
by petitioners. While this Court may wish to consider ruling
on this petition after that decision is issued, this case presents
other important issues and the granting of the writ should not
be delayed.

CONCLUSION

Although they mounted a broad scale attack, plaintiffs
were unable to prove any instance of individual or of class-
wide disparate treatment of minorities in any aspect of the
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employment relationship. Plaintiffs' fallback position was to

allege under the disparate impact theory that petitioners'

practices combined to cause unintentional discrimination.

Without significant evidence of unfair treatment, plaintiffs

were left to prove their impact case with comparative statistics.

These statistics did nothing more than show "imbalance" -

that there was an overabundance of minority workers in the

cannery worker jobs. They proved nothing as to the jobs
at issue. Plaintiffs' statistics were a simplistic reflection of

the fact that Local 37 dispatched an oversupply of minority
workers. In other words, but for the fact these petitioners

fulfilled their collective bargaining responsibilities with Local

37, plaintiffs would not have an impact case.

The trial court saw through plaintiffs' theory; the Ninth

Circuit did not. 'Ib justify its decision, however, the Ninth

Circuit issued an opinion that has ominous implications not

only for petitioners, but for litigation of all discrimination
cases and for the conduct of everyday business.

This case presents a meaningful opportunity for this Court

not only to correct an erroneous decision, but to finally estab-

lish the proper boundaries of the impact analysis, to clarify

the role of statistics and the proper allocation of the burdens

of proof in applying that analysis, and to resolve numerous

and longstanding circuit conflicts in this important area of law.

For the foregoing reasons, this petition should be granted.

Respectfully submitted,

Douglas M. Fryer*
Douglas M. Duncan
Richard L. Phillips
MIKKELBORG. BROZ,
WELLS & FRYER

Attorneys for Petitioners
* Counsel of Record
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APPENDIX

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON

FRANK ATONIO,
et al.,

Plaintiffs,

vs.

WARDS COVE PACKING
COMPANY,
et al.,

INC.,

Defendants.

)

) NO. C-74-145-JLQ

)

)OPINION FOLLOWING
)
)

)

)

NONJURY TRIAL

This class action challenges various

employment. practices of three Alaska

salmon canning companies under

of the Civil Rights

Title VI.

Act of 1964,

78 Stat. 253,

§ 2000e et geo.
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and the Civil Rights

42 U.S.C.

and Supp. V),
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42 U.S.C. § 1931 (1
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Atonio, et al. v. Ward Cove Packing Co.,
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S

et al. v. Ward Cove Packing Co, et al,

703 F.2d 329 (9th Cir. 1982)).
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2. Defendant WCP is

corporation.

(25) employees

Tt has had over twenty-five

for each working

least twenty

1970 onward.

(20) weeks of each

It has been engaged

year from

in an

industry affecting commerce at least

since 1970.

3. Defendant Castle & Cooke,

(BBS) is a Hawaii corporation, of which

Bumble Bee Seafoods is a division.

had over twenty-five (25)

each working

weeks of each year.

employees.

day in at least twenty

from 1970 onward.

has been engaged in an industry

for

(20)

It

commerce at least --since

4. Defendant CWTF is a joint

venture.

employees

It has had over twenty-five

for each working day in

(25)

at least

twenty (20) weeks of each year from 1970

onward.

industry

It has been engaged

affecting commerce

in an

at least

since 1970.
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It has

affecting
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venturers

operators of

WCP and BBS.

defendant CWF are defendants

At least since 1970, WCP and.

BBS have operated the venture jointly

equally.

6. In operating the CWF joint

venture,

the agent

WCP and BBS have each acted as

of CWF.

7. At least since 1970,

owned and operated

WCP has

two (2) Alaska salmon

canneries: Red Salmon Cannery and Wards

Cove Cannery.

8. At least since

owned and operated

Cannery:

one

1970, BBS has

Alaska Salmon

Bumble Bee Cannery.
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WCP and
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Port Baily

cannery; and Icy Cape cannery.
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operated
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(4) Alaska

venture: Egegik,

as part

Craig, Chignik

of the

Lagoon

and Moser Bay, Alaska. The canneries

having practices at issue in this case are

Bumble Bee (at South Nahnek

Bay) , Red Salmon (at Nahnek

Bay) , Wards Cove

on Bristol

on Bristol

(at Ketchikan

Alaksa) ,

River in Bristol

Kodiak Island).

10.

Ekuk (on the Nashugak

Bay) , and Alitak (on

The CWF facilities ar

CWC Fisheries,

corporation.

Inc. It is

e owned by

a dormant

Its only function. is

ownership of those facilities.

WCP and BBS each own 50% of

Defendant
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managers of CWF are the

president
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and vice president

Inc. The remaining
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officers

and the directors

are officers

of CWC Fisheries,

of WCP and BBS.

At T east since 1970, WCP and

BBS have each owned 50% of Lake Union

I-6

southeast

in

Inc. The

11:

Inc.,

fish camps
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Lake Union Terminals,

Inc., owns a boat yard

Washington

in Seattle,

which is known as LUT Yard.

LUT Yard is a division of defendant

which services assets such as tenders

fishing boats owned by CWC

Inc.,, and WCP. CWC Fisheries,

Fisheries,

Inc., owns

the defendant CWF tenders.

Plaintiff Arruiza

defendant

was employed

BBS during the 1971-73

salmon canning seasons.

Plaintiffs Kido and Karamoto

were employed by defendant BBS during

1971 salmon canning season.

also employed by defendant WCP during

1970 and 1972-73 salmon canning

14. Plaintiff

by WCP during

Vierne

the 1969-73

seasons.

s was employed

salmon canning

seasons.

Plaintiffs Alan Lew and Curtis

Lew were employed by WCP during the 1972-

73 salmon canning seasons.

I-7
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12.
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13.
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They were

the

15.
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16. Plaintiff Frank

employed by WCP during the 19

canning seasons. He was also

defendant CWF during

17. Plaintiff

employed by WCP dur

73 salmon canning

employed by defenda

season.

18. Plaintiff

employed by WCP dur

19. Plaintiff

employed by WCP

seasons.

Atonio was

72-75 salmon

employed by

g the 1980 season.

Randy del Fierro

ing the 1970 and 1

seasons. He was

nt CWF during the

Robert

ing the 19

Eugene

during

was

972-

also

1971

Morris was

73 season.

Baclig was

the 1969-73

20. No representative plaintiff has

worked at the CWF cannery at Ekuk.

21. On October 31, 1973 plaintiffs

Frank Atonio, Lester Kuramoto, Clarke

Kido and Eugene Baclig filed with the

Equal' Employment Opportunity Commission

("EEOC") the charges marked Exhibits 1-4.

On November 16, 1973 plaintiffs Randy del

I-8



Fierro and Joaquin Arruiza

EEOC the charges marked Exhibits

January 2, 1974 plaintiffs Alan Lew and

Curtis Lew filed with the EEOC the charges

marked Exhibits 7-8.

Robert Morris f filed

charge marked Exhibit

1974 plaintiff G

with the EEOC

On January 31,

with the EEOC

9. On February

ene Allen Viernes

the charge

f

ma

1974

the

14,

filed

rked

Exhibit 10.

22.

deferred

On November

the Atonio,

13, 1973 the EEOC

Kuramoto, Kido,

Arruiza and del Fierro charges

Washington

On January

State Human Rights Commission.

23, 1974 the EEOC assumed

jurisdiction over these charges.

EEOC served the statutory notices of

charges.

On January 9, 1974 the EEOC

deferred

Washington

On January

the Lew charges to the

State Human Rights Commission.

18, 1974 the EEOC assumed

I-9
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to the

23.
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-. jurisdiction over these charges.

EEOC served the statutory notice of the

charges.

On February 1, 1974, the EEOC

deferred.

Washington

the Morris charge to the

State Human Rights Commission.

On March 7, 1974 the EEOC assumed

jurisdiction ovr the charge. The EEOC

served the statutory notice of the

charge.

25.

deferred

:1

On March 4, 1974 the EEOC

the Viernes charge to the

Washing gton State Human Rights Commission.

On May 6, 1974

jurisdiction

the EEOC

over the charge.

assumed

The EEOC

served the statutory notice of the

charge.

26. On March 13, 1974 the EEOC

deferred the Viernes charge to the

Washington

On May 13,

State Human Rights Commission.

1975 the EEOC assumed

over the charge.

24.

s

c

IT

T

The

:I

jur isd ic tion The EEOC

I-1 0



served the statutory

charge.

27. On March 11-12, 1974,

mailed plaintiffs

Kuramoto,

the EEOC

Clarke Kido, Lester

Alan Lew, Curtis Lew, Frank

Atonio, Joaquin Arruiza and Randy

F ierro--as well as Robert Morris--the

letter and right-to-sue notices marked

Exhibits 11-18, 20-27. This action was

filed within 90 days of receipt of those

notices.

On May 24, 1974 the EEOC mailed

plaintiff Bacl ig the letter and right-to-

sue notice marked Exhibit

29. On July 18,

mailed plaintiffs

K u ramoto

originals

s 19 and 28.

1974 the EEOC

Alan Lew and Lester

filed with the EEOC the

of Exhibits 29-30.

August 5, 1974 plaintiff Eugene Baclig

f iled with the EEOC the original of

Exhibit 31. On August 5, 1974 plaintiff

Curtis Lew and Robert Morris filed with

I-11
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28.

On

notice of th e



the EEOC the originals

On August 21, 1974 plaintiff

filed with the EEOC

Exhibit 34.

Clarke Kido

the original

On September 24,

plaintiffs Frank Atonio and Gene Allen

Viernes f filed with the EEOC the originals

of Exhibits

1974 plaintiff

35 and 37.

Randy

In mid-October,

del Fierro filed

EEOC the original

Exhibit 527.

On November 13, 1974, the EEOC

mailed plaintiffs Alan Lew, Curtis Lew,

Eugene Baclig, Clarke Kido, Gene Allen

Viern es, Frank Atonio and Lester

Kuramoto--as well as Gene

and Robert Morris--the

Allen Viernes

originals of

Exhibits

31.

38-53.

On June 27,

Commissioner's charges were filed with

the EEOC against

Exhibits 54-55.

WCP. They are marked

I-12

of

1974

with the

30.

of

1972,

of Exhibits 32-33.



32. In February 1974 the EEOC

entered into a conciliation agreement

with defendants WCP and CWF based on -the

Commissioner's charge.

33. No plaintif f or member of the

aggrieved classes described in the

Commissioner's charges marked Exhibits

54-55 was a party to the conciliation

agreement settling those charges.

34. The EEOC has not filed a civil

action against either defendant

defendant CWF on the basis

Commissioner 's charges.

35. On March 27, 1975 pl

requested that the EEOC issue r

sue letters based on the Commis

charge against defendant War

Packing Company, Inc.

36. On Apr il 15, 1975 the

Seattle District Office wrote pla

attorneys, declining to issue

right-to-sue letters.

WCP

of

or

the

aintiffs

ight-to-

sioner 's

ds Cove

EEOC' s

intiffs'

e these

I-13



37.

General

On Mar

Counsel.

ch 1, 1976

overruled

the

the

EEOC's

Seattle

District C

right-to-s

Commission

38.

issued Fra

del Fierro

Alan Lew,

Gene Allen

sue not

charges

Company

They ar

39.

moved f

cour t w

complain

right-to

40.

ice

a

ffice's decision not to issue

ue letters based on a

her's charge.

On March 19, 1976 the EEOC

nk Atonio, Eugene Baclig, Randy

, Clarke Kido, Lester Kuramoto,

Curtis Lew, Robert Morris and

Viernes a letter and right-to-

s based on the Commissioner's

gainst Wards Cove Packing

and

e mark

On

or an

ould

Lt so

-sue

On

Columbia W

:ed Exhibits

April 22,

Order indic

permit them

as to allege

notices.

July 21,

yards Fisheries.

56-57.

L976 plaintiffs

eating that the

to amend their

receipt of the

1975 plaintiff

Clarke Kido filed the EEOC charge marked

Exhibit 58.

I-14



On July 25, 1975 the EEOC

deferred the charge to- the Washington

State Human Rights Commission.

August 7, 1975

jurisdiction

the EEOC

over the charge.

assumed

The EEOC

served the statutory notice of the

charge.

42. On March 11, 1980 the EEOC

mailed plaintiff Clarke Kido the right-

to-sue notice marked Exhibit

43.

428.

On May 1, 1980 plaintiffs moved

to amend their complaint so

receipt

notice.

44.

as to allege

of the letter and right-to-sue'

On June 20, 1977 plaintiff

Allen Viernes filed with the EEOC

charge marked Exhibit.

the Washington

Commission the charge

45.

528, and filed with

ate Human Rights

marked Exhibit 429.

On or prior to September 1,

1977 the EEOC assumed jurisdiction

I-15
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the charge filed with

the statutory

46. On

Gene Allen Viernes

charged

47.

deferred

notice of the charge.

August 3, 1.977 plaintiff

filed with the EEOC the

marked Exhibit 430.

On August 5, 1977 the EEOC

the charge to the Washington

State Human Rights Commission.

August 26,

jurisdiction

1977 the EEOC

over the charge.

assumed

The EEOC

served statutory

48.

notice of the charge.

On May 31, 1978 the EEOC mailed

plaintiff Viernes the right-to-sue

notices marked Exhibits 431-32.

The defendants are engaged

the salmon processing business in various

Alaska locations. eMost of the

has been done by canning a

recent years some has also be

processing

although in

een done by

freezing.

Defendants' facilities

generally located in remote,

I-16
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separated areas of Alaska. Thus, the

canneries and fish camps are self-

supporting installations where the crews

are housed and fed by the company.

51. Since summer salmon runs are

very short, it is essential that the

canneries operate at peak production as

much of the time as possible.

52. Most of the jobs at the

canneries are seasonal and of short

duration. Only the cannery

superintendent, the assistant cannery

superintendent, and certain office

personnel are employed by the company on a

permanent year-around basis with the

exception of Ward Cove's small winter

maintenance crew and certain machinists,

carpenters, beachmen and tendermen who

may be employed in the shipyard in the

offseason. Each facility also has a

winter watchman.

I-17



In some years, a cannery may

not oper

abandone

camps.

for fis

salmon b

54.

salmon i

as a f:

Cannery

1977-80,

1973-76.

salmon

operated.

cannery

canned s

55.

camps fo

June of

56.

involvin

done in

1.

es

Some

which

ate at al

d cannery

A fish ca

hermen w

y canning

Wards

n 1970 an

ish camp

canned

and operated

facility

operate

ies

as

are

fish

a support facility

does not process

eezing.

cannery canned

2-80, and operated

971. Red Salmon

in 1970-72 and

as a fish camp in

Bumble Bee cannery canned

in 1970-73 and 1975-80, and

as a fish camp in 1974. Ekuk

canned salmon in 1970-80. Alitak

almon in 1970-80.

Readying the canneries and fish

r operations is done during May or

each year.

Preseason work is intense,

g extensive overtime, and must be

a short period of time.

I-18
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57. The intense period of preseason

work allows no time for training

unskilled workers for skilled jobs.

58. When the cannery is open and

inning, the cannery workers arrive just

before the start of fishing operations.

If they are idle prior to canning, they

are often given unskilled work as called

by thei

ting and c

by knive

n mowers

gth of the

h of the t

59. In

the Alaksa

r contract, such as

cannery cleanup. The gra

s and hand sickles. U

is impractical due to

grass and steep hilline

errain.

addition to estimates

Department of Fish and

grass

ss i s

se of

the

ss of

made

Game

and the Fisheries Research Institute at

the University of Washington, management

makes its own estimate for each run at

each facility. Accordingly, the decision

is made as to how many canning lines to

I-19
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operate and the number of employees

hired.

60. Frequently

varies considerably

the predicted

from the actual

and during the season the actual catch may

vary tremendously on a daily basis. Also,

the Alaska Department of Fish and Game

will open or close fishing by

order depending

emergency

upon the amount of

escapement.

61. All f ishe rmen are now

"independent",

not employees.

on their own

They are paic

boats and are

by the pound

for fish and each crew divides

on a share basis.

the profit

Prior to 1974,

"company" fishermen were paid by the fish

or on a piecework basis.

Bristol Bay gillnet

boats and some seine boats on

fishing

Kodiak

Island are stored in the offseason

cannery.

locations,

Due to the remoteness

repairs

of those

to those fleets are

I-20
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62.
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performed by such cannery employees as

the caulkers, shipwrights, carpenters,

and port engineers.

63. Salmon are extremely perishable

and must be processed within 48 hours of

capture. Most salmon is transferred from

the fishing grounds to the canneries

aboard "dry" or unrefrigerated tenders;

refrigerated or "brine" tenders can hold

fish for several days and can transfer

them to other areas for processing.

64. Tenders carry equipment and

supplies to the cannery location in time

for use and storage well in advance of

operations. During the season, the

tenders will also count fish by species.

In Br pistol Bay, fishermen were often fed

on the tenders during unloading until

1981.

65. After arrival at the cannery,

the fish are conveyed to a "fish house"

where the salmon are eviscerated, the

I-21



and they are cleaned.

fish

butcher

machi ne

"Iron C

66.

the sup

are not

process

special

67.

regulat

Adminis

house is located

ing machine. This

is patented under

Chink" machine.

Salmon eggs are pr

ervision of Japanese

employees of the def

ed eggs are marketed

ty product known as "

The canning is

ion of the Food

tration. The major c

the salmon

eviscerating

the name of

ocessed un

nationals

endants.

in Japan a

suyiko".

done un

and D

leanup, wh

der

who

The

s a

der

rug

ich

is performed every 24 h

lasts approximately 3-1/2

mandatory. The canning

rate of 235-260 cans per

cans per second.

68. After f illing

salmon are cooked in

retorts. The precise

requirements are establis

ours and

to 4 hour

lines run

minute or

which

s, is

at a

four

, the canned

steam pressure

time/temperature

hed by the FDA.

I-22
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Failure to keep accurate records can

result in FDA seizure and impoundment of

all lots for which there are no records

verifying that a "proper cook" was made.

The cannery could be forced to recan and

recook all "suspect" lots, an expensive

procedure.

69. It is

machinists ensure

can bottom (can s

(seamer machinist

seams are secure,

properly cooked

botulism and to

quality product fc

70. During

various machinist

ensuring the con

of the equipment.

specialize in cer

the "filler man",

important that the

that proper seals on

hop machinist) and top

) are made, the side

and that the salmon are

(salmon cook) to avoid

provide a wholesome,

or sale.

the canning operation,

sts are engaged in

tinued smooth operation

There are several who

tain equipment; that is,

"seamer man", "salmon

cook", and "can shop" are typical of these

I-23



special

the mach

product

71.

a shipya

the name

also has

small su

Seattle.

Bee Seaf

where

superint

72.

Gilbert

pr es iden

and one

venture.

73.

1977, A

de fendan

defendan

ties. In case of a breakdown

ine, an entire line will be out

on until repair is effected.

CWF also maintains and opera

ard in Seattle, Washington, un

. "Lake Union's Terminals".

a resident vice president wit

pport staff at 88 East Hamlin

The home office of its Bum

foods division is Astoria, Ore

the Bumble Bee cann

endent and his staff is locate

At least since 1970 John

has been defendant BBS's v.

t in charge of Alaska operate

two manageo

t

t

From

W. B

WCP

CWF

at

rindl e

and

joint

rs of the

least 1

was p

a manage

venture.

of

of

tes

der

BBS

h a

in

ble

gon

ery

d.

R.

ice

CWF's joint

970 through

resident of

ger of the

After his

I-24
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1977, A.W. Brindle was succeeded

in these roles by Alec W.

74. The overall.

is vested in Alec W.

Brindle.

management

Brindle

of CWF

and John R.

Gilbert. They communicate directly

each operations' superintendent.

Exhibit 60 is the only document

generally

defndant

executed

governing

CWF ~ joint

by

predecessor

defendant

of defendant

the terms of

venture.

the

It was

WCP and the

BBS in the

venture.

76.

Seattle,

Employees

W ashington

both defendants

at 88 East Hamlin,

perform duties

WCP and defendant

for

CWF

regardless of which defendant's payroll

they are on.

77. At least since 1970 defendant

has not had an independent

representative

negotiations.

at collective

Instead,

bargaining

it has relied on

I-25
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the representative of defendants

BBS.

78. At least since 1970 the

president

primarily

of defendant

responsible

WCP has been

for setting its

hiring policies,

promotion

regulations.

responsible

policies

firing

and

He has

for hiring

policies,

employee

also

its

been

cannery

superintendents and office managers.

vice president

operations

in charge

for defendant

of Alaska

Castle & Cooke,

Inc., has had similar responsibilities

for that defendant's cannery. These two

individuals

the same

have jointly and equally

responsibilities for

defendant

facilities.

Columbia Wards Fisheries'

Decisions on whether a plant

will operate, the size of its

salaries of its

basic amounts

non-union personnel,

of -its supplies,

the

the

I-26
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equipment it will have, whether a capital

expenditure should be made

major decisions are made jointly

and other

for CWF

by the venture's

decisions are made

facilities

managers.

for defendant

by its president.

Such

WCP ' s

Those

dec-is ions are made

its vice president

for the BBS

in charge

facility by

of Alaska

operations.

80. Except as

the superintendent

ultimately

screening,

terminating

He is also

assigning

assigning

described

of each

responsible

hiring,

employees fi

ultimately

employees

elsewhere,

facility is

:or recruiting,

promoting and

that facility.

responsible

to

crews to dining

for

bunkhouses,

areas and

making improvements which

capital

81.

do not require

expenditures.

At least since 1970

superintendent of defendant

facility has reported directly to that

I-27
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defendant's vice president in charge

Alaska operations.

president

of Red

During 1970-77 the

of WCP was also superintendent

Salmon

superintendent.

Cannery. The

of Wards Cove Cannery

reported directly to him. Since 1977

superintendents of both canneries

reported directly to Alec W. Brindle,

is the current president of

who

defendant

WCP.

HIRING POLICIES AND PRACTICES.

Preliminarily, it must be

there are two

cannery

includes

"laborer"

(2) general

jobs. The

the "cannery"

jobs.

categories

first

of

category

workers and

The second category

includes all other departments

designated "

"noncannery"

noncannery"

jobs which

jobs.. It is the

are at issue in

this lawsuit.

83. None

-canneries has advertised for jobs at

I-28
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of the five class
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least since 1970, although the Alaska

State Employment Service has been called.

Generally, vacancy notices have not been

posted at the Bumble Bee, Red Salmon, Ward

Cove or Ekuk canneries since 1970 and at

least from 1970 through 1975 mid-season

vacancies have not been posted at Alitak

except for two positions for cook and one

for "laundress-bedmaker".

84. Many of the jobs at defendants'

facilities are covered by union contracts

which have rehire preference clauses.

85. Defendants' policy and practice

is to adhere to the union rehire

preference clauses and to offer

employment in the same jobs to past

satisfactory employees for the new

season. Employees, including nonresident

cannery workers, take advantage of these

clauses to secure employment.

Nonresident cannery workers are those

whose off-season residence is the

I-29



Resident cannery workers

those whose off-season residence

Alaska..

86.

resident

Hiring

cannery

for all jobs except

workers and spring and

fall laborers takes place at defendants'

home offices in Seattle and Astoria

the first three months of the year.

Most employees,

skilled jobs,

particularly

are hired before

in the

April 1

year for the upcoming season.

non-cannery

availability

jobs also

by the end of April.

require

for that

year.

87.

past

The rehire preference

employees

determining the

are

number of

rights of

respected

vacancies

in

to be

f killed for the new season.

vacancies are filled from

The remaining

among those who

seek employment with defendants during

the fall and winter preceding the

upcoming season. Defendants do not

I-30
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generally look to applications for the

preceding season in filling openings for

the upcoming season.

88. Defendants generally do not

treat general oral inquiries about jobs

made during the preceding season as an

application for a position in the

upcoming season a year away. This is

particularly true when the employee fails

to follow up the inquiry with an

application. Defendants do not treat

white or nonwhite persons differently in

this respect.

89. Defendants receive far more

applications than there are vacancies for

the upcoming season. The majority of the

applications for non-cannery worker

positions are by whites 
or by persons who

are not identifiable as racial

minorities. Defendants have received

relatively few applciations from 
nonwhite

I-31



employees

positions.

for noncannery

Resident cannery workers

spring and fall laborers

hired from the general labor

are usually

force in

areas .closest to each cannery. Except

the

for

Wards Cove, this labor force is small.

The 1970 Census for the City of South

Naknek, Exhibit A-35, illustrates this.

The entire population of Bristol

Census Division, which covers thousands

of square miles,

170.

was only 3,500 people in

It is not a reasonable business

practice to scour such sparsely

populated, remote regions for skilled and

experienced workers.

Except at Ekuk, non-resident

cannery worker jobs which are not filled

by employees with rehire preferences are

filled through the dispatch procedure

Local 37.

I-32-
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haveLocal 37 male members

r ef used

without

to work in the egg department

overtime and by special agreement

with the union workers outside

Local 37 source are hired although

must join

93.

the union.

Management does not

of its cannery worker foremen

line up members of any particular

direct any

to hire or

race for

his crew.

Employees

free to apply

and non-employees are

for any job for which they

feel qualified.

applicants are

95. Most

defendants'

entitled to

hired from

treated

Similarly situated

equally.

P ROOT IONS

people

facilities

hired

are

) a rehire preference

the external

at

persons

or are

labor market

rather

transfers

than through

from another

promotions

position

department within. the cannery.

. -33
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or
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96.

vacancies

There are very few

in jobs. There is

midseason

not time

during the season to fill such vacancies

through a posting, application, interview

and traini

97.

within a

ng procedure.

Most higher paying positions

department are not -filled

the lower paying positions within

from

the

same department at

98Ov. Midseazso

transfers acros

a cannery.

promot i rr

s union

departmental lines are rare.

99. Promotions or transfers

departmental lines

next are

from one season to the

rare.

100.

laborers

available

summer season

Many of the spring

hired by defendants

for employment

because they

and f all

are not

dur ing the

choose to fish

instead.

I-34
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REASONABLE BUSINESS PRACTICES

AND BUSINESS NECESSITY

The job preference clause

operates like a seniority system.

102. Because of the intensity

salmon run, the high cost

demands placed upon

of the

of error,

the

and

cannery,

experienced applicants are given priority

over inexperienced ap

both possess the same

103. Local 37 pr

plicants

general

ovides a

even though

skills.

n oversupply

of nonwhite cannery workers for all

defendants' canneries

LABOR MARKET

The employees in the various

job classifications

Each job

differing

are -not

or job department

qualifications,

fungible.

requires

primarily skill

and/or experience.

availability is

qualification. D

the labor market

Preseason

often an important

defendants must look to

providing individuals

T-35
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except Ekuk.

104.



with the

by each

jobs req

not poss

within a

inexperi

105.

cannery

defendan

nonwhite

the pr

cannery

defendan

membersh

predomin

106.

skills and

job. Many

uire skills

essed by nor

reasonable

enced persons

The racia

wor kers

experience required

noncannery workers'

and qualifications

readily acquirable

time by unskilled,

at the canneries.

1 composition of

and l~

ts' facilities is p

. This is so because

imary source of

workers for all

ts' facilities,

ip and leadership of

ently Filipino.

Filipinos constitu

laborers at

redominently

Local 37 is

non-resident

but one of

and the

Local 37 is

te about one

percent (1%) of the population and

approximately one percent (1%) of the

labor force (over age eighteen) in the

geographical region from which defendants

draw their employees, that is, Alaska,

the Pacific Northwest, and CaLifornia.

I-36



107. The available labor supply in

this relevant geographical area for

cannery worker, labore-, and other

nonskilled jobs is approximately ninety

percent (90%) white. Nonwhites,

particularly Filipinos and Alaska

Natives, are thus greatly overrepresented

in these jobs at the defendants'

canneries

108.

asserted

resident

Starting

cannery

Local 37

union in

Filipino

hired by

the per

nonresid

Salmon,

Alitak -

Local 37,

jurisdict

cannery

io

in 1971, Ek

workers w

cannery wc

any way.

nonreside

Ekuk is si

centage of

elt canner

Bumble Be

all four of

ILWTU, has not

n rights over non-

workers at Ekuk.

uk hired non-resident

ithout utilizing a

worker foreman or the

The percentage of

nt cannery workers

gnificantly less than

FilipinoS hired as

'y workers at Red

e, Wards Cove, and

f which have a contract

I-37
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with Local 37 to supply nonresident

cannery workers.

109. Alaska Natives constitute only

a smll portion of the overall general

population in the section of Alaska where

canneries are located . However , in those

remote, sparsely pulated acres which are

immediately adjacent to the canneries at

Naknek, south Naknek, Alitak, and Ekuk,

the native population is a significantly

greater percentage than it is compared to

the general Alaskan population which

includes the predominately white city

populations. Consequently, Alaska

Natives comprise a high percentage of the

local labor market for resident cannery

workers and laborers at the -canneries

located at Naknek, South aknek, Alitak,

and Ekuk. For the same reason, that is,

because of its Ketchikan location, the

percentage of Alaska Natives hired at

Wards Cove is significantly less than the

i -38
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hired asAlaska Natives

resident cannery

four facilities.

area immediately

workers at the other

This is so because the

adjacent the Ward Cove

Cannery is not sparsely populated.

Persons filling cannery worker

and laborer jobs are not part o

supply for jobs requiring

qualifications at defendants'

f the labor

differing

facilities.

Defendants' cannery workers

do not form a labor pool for

and laborers

other jobs at

defendants' facilities.

111. A Local 37 cannery

is transferred

worker who

during the season to a

under another union's

claim both his

jurisdiction

season guarantee as

cannery

earnings

worker in addition to his

in the new position.

Company policy has been to hire

workers

transfer

from withe

or promote

rather than to

from within.

z-39
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11.3. Most cannery worker and laborer

jobs do not provide training for other

work in the cannery. The skills acquired

in most cannery worker and laborer jobs

are not a substitute for the experience

and skill requirements of the skilled

noncannery worker jobs.

114. The end of each canning season

terminates the eIyImy cannerv

workers.

115. The o

dominate the o

requests cover

and mess ing .

116. There

of interest

applying for no

117. Most

require that

communicate ef

in the English

require early

older Filipinos

there cannery war

ng matters such as

tend

kers

hou

has been a general 1

by cannery workers

ncannery workers jobs.

cannery worker jobs do

the employees be able

fectively, or be liter

language and none of

season availability.

to

in

ing

ac k

in

not

to

ateP

them

Most

I--40
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other jobs at the canneries require both

of these qualifications.

118. Most students are not available

for preseason work required in most

noncannery worker jobs.

119. Most of the jobs at the

canneries entail migrant, 
seasonal labor.

While as a general proposition, most

people prefer full-year , fixed location

employment near their homes, seasonal

employment in the unique salmon industry

is not comparable to most other types of

migrant work, such as fruit and vegetable

harvesting which, for example, may or may

not involve a guaranteed wage.

120. Thus, while census data is

dominated by people who prefer full-year,

f ixed-location employment, such data is

nevertheless appropriate in defining

labor supplies for migrant, seasonal

work.

I-41
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Based on a sample of almost

one-half of the industry,

individuals employed in the

48% of the

Alaska salmon.

canning

nonwhite.

industry during 1970-78 were

This is so primarily because

nearly

worker "

all employed

department are

in the "cannery

non-white . The

institutional

representation

factor of Local 37's over-

of non-whites accounts for

this statistic. Accordingly,

does not assign considerable

the court

weight to

this statistic.

percentage of nonwhites

employed

industry

in the Alaska salmon canning

during

historically

1906-39

been from about

and 1941-55 has

47%

Toward the end of this period.

stbilized

to 70%.

it has

at about 47% to 50%.

Eighty-eight percent (88%) of

the class

Filipino

members a

descent.

are Alaska Natives or

Defendants'

of

labor

market data proved that the percentage

I-42
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whites hired in the following

aggregate by facility or by

jobs in the

combination

of facilities is either less than the

percent. of whites in the labor

does not exceed the percentage

in the relevant

of whites

labor supply by a

statistically signi ficant amount.

only a few instances does the percentage

of whites hired in these jobs aggregated

by department exceed the percentage

whites available in the relevant labor

supply; in some instances, nonwhites are

over represented in the jobs taken

department-by department basis.

Administration: All jobs.

Beachgang: crane operator,
man, net boss, net man,
dock, outside
buck foreman,
truct driver.

Carpenter: A

Culinary:
cook/baker,
steward/cook,

Machinists:
electrician,

foreman,

on a

gas
oil
pile

setnet pickup,

l1 jobs .

baker, cook
steward/baker

steward.

diesel operator,
first machinist,

I-43
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machinist foreman, mechanic,
port engineer, refrigeration
machinist, shop machinist,
welder, machinist helper/
electrician, - refrigeration
machinist/can shop machinist,
salmon cook/shop machinist,
shop machinist/can shop
machinist, shop machinist/pipe
fitter, shop machinist/port
engineer, shop . machinist/
fireman .

Tender: captain.

Miscellaneous: all jobs except
quality control, janitor, and
laundry/cnannery worker.

All Year-Round Jobs:

NaknekStore/Stockroom:
Trading Company.

Office: Administrative a
ant.

Beachgang: beach
beachman, pile
beachman/truck driver.

Culinary: kitchen
laundry, waiter/waitress.

Mach ini-st
machinist
casing
machinist
machinist
helper ,
cook,
pipefitte
pipef i tte
machinist

cold s

ssist-

boss,
buck,

help,

torage
can shop machinist,
machinist, filler

, fireman, iron chink
, machinist, machinist
machinist helper/oil

pipefitter/fireman,
r, salmon cook/
r, salmon cook, seamer
, brite stack

I-44
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machinist/pipe
chink
machinist,
cook.

Fisherman:
(captain and.

Miscellaneous:
control,

machinist/casing
pipe fitter/oil

company f ishe rman
partner) .

janitor,
cannery worker.

Office:
instances

(except
where

quality
laundry/

for
they

a few
were

seasonal, these jobs are year
round)
bookkeeper,
help,

,secretary.

accountant, assistant
bookkeeper, office

of f ice

Store/stockroom:
help, stoc
storekeeper,
manager .

manager ,

stockroom
kman, storehelp,
Naknek Trading Co.

Tenders:
mate/deckhand ,
tender

deckhand,

engineer,
tendercook/deckhand.

mate,
talleyman,
tenderman,

JOB QUALIFICATIONS

124. At the canneries,

not provide on-the-job

defendants

tr airing

unskilled,

requiring

inexperienced persons for jobs

skill and experience.

I-45
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125. Because of the lack of time and

personnel available for training at a

salmon cannery, skills or qualifications

cannot be considered "readily acquirable"

unless they can be acquired within a

matter of days with a minimal amount of

training time required of supervisory and

other skilled personnel.

To maximize production and minimize

the amount of training which must be done

at the canneries, defendants attempt to

hire experienced persons' in all job

categories.

126. Qualifications required for any

individual position depend to a certain

extent on the cannery involved, the age

and condition of equipment, skill level

of other incumbents and supervisors, and

other such factors. It is not practical

or realistic! in terms of running a safe,

efficient, and profitable operation to

I-46



staff each position with people meeting

only the

127.

carpenter

machinist

departmen

positions

positions

defendant

128.

cannery

stated minimum requ

Many lower paying

apprentice-helper

helper, kitchen

ts are not "en

for vacancies in h

within the same d

s' canneries.

The skills acquire

worker and laborer

substitute for the expe

requirements of the sk

worker jobs.

129. Below is a co

department of all job t

been f illed at any ti

defendants' facilities b

(No individual cannery

many job titles in any gi

Administration:

Assistant

irements.

jobs (e.g.,

deckhand,

help) within

rtry level"

higher paying

epartment at

red

jobs

rience

in most

are not a

and skill

killed noncannery

mposite list by

titles which have

me, at any of

ewtween 1970-80:

would fill this

ven season.)

Manager
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Assistant Superintendent

Double Star Coordinator

Manager

Purchasing Agent

President

Roe Operations Manager

Sales Manager

Superintendent

Beach gang:

Beach Boss

Beachman

Be achman/Truc k

Crane Operator

Dock Manager

Gas Man

Net Boss

Net Man

Driver

Oil Dock
Standard Oil

Outs ide

Pilebuck

Pilebuck

(including
dock crew)

Foreman

Foreman

Setnet Pickup

I-48



Truck Driver

Carpenter:

Carpenter

Carpenter Apprentice

Carpenter/Shipwright

Carpenter

Caulker

Contract

Foreman

Carpenter

Painter

Culinary:

Baker

Cook

Cook/Baker

Kitchen
bull cook)

Help (includes

Laundry

Steward/Baker

Steward/Cook

Steward

Wai ter /Wai tress

Cannery Worker:

Cannery
crab

Worker (includes
and

processing workers)
freezer
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Fisherman:

Company Fisherman (Bumble
Bee, Red Salmon and Egegik
only)

Machinist:

Brite Stack
Pipefitter

Cold Storage

Machinist/

Machinist

Can Shop Machinist

Casing Machinist

Diesel Operator

Electrician

Filler Machinist

Fireman

First Machinist

Salmon Butchering
Machinist

Salmon Butchering
Machinist/Cashing

Machinist

Machinist

Mechanic

Machinist.

Machinist

Foreman

Helper/Trainee

Helper/Electrician

Machinist Helper-Oil Cook

I-50
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Pipe Fitter/Fireman

Pipe Fitter/Oil

Pipe

Cook

Fitter

Plant Engineer

Port Engineer

Refrigeration Machinist

Refrigeration
Mach ni. st/Can
Machinist

Salmon Cook

Salmon Cook/Fireman

Salmon Cook/Pipe Fi

Salmon Cook/Shop

Seamer Machinist

Shop Machinist

Shop Machinist/Can
Machinist

Shop Machinist/Pipe

Shop
Engineer

Machinist

Shop

Fitter

Machinist/Port

Shop Machinist/Fireman

Welder

Laborer:

General Laborer

I-51
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Spring/Fall Workers

Office:

Accountant

Administrative Assistant

Assistant Accountant

Assistant Bookkeeper

Bookkeeper

Office Help

Office Manager

Purchase ing/Bookkeeper

Sales Clerk

Secretary

Store and Stockroom:

Naknet Trading Co.

Stockman

Stockroom

Manager

Help

Storehelp

Storekeeper

Tenders:

Captain

Deckhand

Mate

I-52
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Mate/Deckhand

Tallyman

Tender Engineer

Tenderman

Tender Cook/Deckhand
(includes Tender Cook)

Miscellaneous:

Affirmative Action
Representative

Beachman/Store Helper

Consultant

Double Star Captain

Double Star Carpenter

Double Star Cook

Double Star Cannery Worker

Double Star Deckhand

Double Star Engineer

Double Star Foreman

Double Star Mate

Foreman (Unspecified)

Inventory Control

Janitor

Maintenance
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Mi scellaneous

Monkey Boat Operator

Nurse

Off ice Helper/Store Helper

Quality Control

Radio Operator

Recruiter

Roustabout

Store Helper/Kitchen

Helper

Traffic Manager

Night Watchman

Winter
Assistants

Laborers
to

Watchman

Winter Watchman

(Employees
title are in
department)

with no job
cluded in this

L.U.T. Yard:

Y ardwor ker

Yard Foreman

Certain persons.

appeared on cannery payrolls,

but are either not employees

(independent fishermen) or who

worked on special construction

projects and were hired by the

I-54
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constructions project manager
are not included in a
department.

Virtually all of the jobs in the

administration and office job departments

are

wor

the

k

ir

f illed by

at company

regular

work at c

offseason

facilities

processing

individuals

carpenter,

are for all

employees.

compa

but

in

seas

pr

and

pra

T

shipyards in th

their regular

defendants' Ala

season.

130. The

supervisory,

year-round employees who

headquarters. As part of

job duties, most of them

ny headquarters in the

at the defendants'

Alaska during the salmon

son. There are also many

imarily in the machinist,

tender departments, who

ctical purposes year-round

hey work at defendants'

e offseason and, as part of

job duties, work at

ska facilities during the

following

requir e

jobs are

management
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and extensive experience to

successfully perform:

(a) superintendent

(b) cannery

(manager)

(machinist)

foreman

~assistant

(assistant

superintendent

manager)

(d) first machinist

(e) office manager

(f) carpenter foreman

(g)

(h)

(i)

beach boss

net boss

setnet pickup boss

(j) tender captain

(k) steward

first cook (if

at facility)

no steward

(m) outside

(n) skipper

(o) Manager

Co.

(p) pilebuck

foreman

of Double

Ekuk)

Star

of Naknek Trading

foreman

I-56
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131. The following jobs require

substantial prior skill and experience to

successfully perform:

(a) port engineer

(b) wet tender (briner)

engineer

(c) carpenter

(d) carpenter/shipwright

(e) caulker

(f) shop machinist

(g) refrigeration man

(h) electrician

(i) steward

(j) baker

(k) cook

(1) radioman

(m) doctor

(n) nurse

(o) accountant

(p) company fisherman

(q) welder

(r ) pipe f i tter

I-57



132.

required

the jobs

(s) pilebuck

(t) netman

(u) crane operator-

(v) cold storage machinist

(w) Double Star engineer

(x) Standard

distributorship manage

(y) traffic manager

(z) sales manager

(aa) purchasing agent

Qualifications reason

for successful performance

listed below are as follows:

Salmon Butchering

Machinist. Requires two

seasons experience as a

helper-trainee in the fish

house with one winter of

offseason training or one

year of mechanical

experience of a similar

nature. This job also

T-58
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requires

work

supervise

the aid

knowledg

to use

tools fc

repair o

season

ability

commun i c

English.

of trai

helper-t

house if

Reformer

an ability to

with minimum

ion and without

of shop manuals, a

e of and ability

mechanic's hand

or adjustments and

f equipment, early

availability, and

to understand and

ate effectively in

Must be capable

ning a machinist

rainee in the fish

one is employed.

-Can Shop

Machinist.

seasons

helper-tra

as

ine

or six month

experience o:

nature.

Requires two

machinist

r in cannery

s mechanical

f a similar

Job requires the

I-59



withoutto work

close

knowledge of

to use seam

supervis.on,

and ability

micrometers,

gauges and mechanic' s

tools to comprehend,

communicate

English,

mechanical

effect lively

understand

drawings, and

possess leadership skills.

Early season availability

is also required.

Fillerman

seasons as

helper-trainer

canning

Requi res two

machinist

on the

line with one

winter

training ,

of of f season

or one year of

mechanical experience of

similar nature.

of and ability

mechanic's

Knowledge

to use

hand tools to

I-60
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make adjustments and

repairs to equipment is

required. Ability to

read , comprehend , and

communicate effectively

and availability are

required. Leadership

skills may also be

required.

Filler Operator. See

machinist helper-trainee.

Seamerman. Requires two

seasons experience as a

machinist helper-trainee

i.n the cannery or six

months mechanical

experience of a similar

nature. Ability to read,

comprehend, and

communicate effectively in

English is required.

Knowledge of and ability
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to use mechanic's

tools to make adjustments

and repairs

is required.

availabi. lity

to equipment

Early

is

season

also

requi red.

Seamer Operator. See

machinist helper-trainee.

Salmon Cook-Pipef i tter .

oneRequires

plumbing

pipef hitting

less depending

and type of

with boilers or

vessels.

prof iciency

mathematics,

read

year of

and/or

experience,

on amount

experience

pressure

Job requires

in basic

ability

gauges

to

and

thermometers,

to handle

responsibility

and ability

the strain,

and

I-62
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pressure of "cooking" as

many as nine retort loads

of salmon simultaneously.

Must have knowledge of and

ability to use mechanic's

and pipefitter's tools to

make adjustments and

repairs. Must be able to

understand and accurately

complete required

inspection and report

forms required by

governmental agencies and

industry associations.

Early season availability

is also required.

Machinist Helper-Trainee.

Requires mechanical

ability, knowledge of and

ability to use mechanic's

tools. Must be flexible,

willing to learn, and to
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follow directions. Must

be able to communicate

effectively in English and

have the ability to read

and comprehend English if

placed in canning line or

can shop. Early season

availability is required.

Fireman. Requires

mechanical ability,

ability to use mechanic's

and some pipef hitting

tools, and early season

availability. (In

addition, for the above

machinist crew jobs,

possession of at least one

of the following

additional skills is

highly desirable and

preferred in hiring:

welding, pipefitting,
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and machine

shop; requ

and abil

independent

other cre

performing

of mainten

- tasks

buildings,

fixtures,

Quality Coi

ability

comprehend,

communicate effectively in

English, ability to check

weights, record

temperatures, and use

basic mathematics through

decimals. Must have

ability to handle detail,

be able to (handle reports

and paperwork, be

I-65

electrician,

ires willingness

ity to work

tly or with

ew members in

a wide variety

ance and repair

on cannery

grounds,

and equipment) .

ntrol. Requires

to read,

and



reliable, and be honest.

One season of general

cannery experience or

other relevant experience

or education, such as food

technology, is required.

Beachman. Requires good

health, and the capacity

for and ability to perform

heavy work out-of-doors.

Requires familiarity with

wide range of hand tools

(both mechanical and

carpentry) , small power

tools, and operation of

forklifts and other

equipment. Minimum

qualification requirements

vary depending on size of

beachgang: the larger the

beachgang, the greater the

ability to take on less

I-66



skilled personnel.

Minimum qualifications for

a new beachman joining a

crew of three or more

beachmen (not including

beach boss) would be three

to six months prior heavy

work experience,

preferably out-of-doors

and construction or

shipyard

Dry

Requ

rela

six

mech

one

expe

and

mech

related.

Tender Eng

ires one yea

ted boat experie

months

anical experien

season of

rience, knowled

ability to

anic s and

ineer .

r of

nce or

eng ine

ce and

tender

ge of

use

some

pipe fitting

adjustments

tools to

and repai

I-67
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shipboar

equipmen

d6

t ,

in small

function as

member of

Willingness

work long h

going vesse

Ability to

helmsman

machinery

ability to

and

live

quarters and

an effective

small group.

and ability to

ours on ocean-

1 is required.

act as relief

and back-up

navigator may be

on some boats.

Accountant. Fo

of job perfo

Alaska, see Bookk

Bookkeeper. Req

years formal bc

education or c

work e

familiarity with

computers in

processing dep

required

r portion

rmed in

keeper.

uires two

okkeeping

comparable

experience,

use of

data

ends on
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location, typing an

ability to accuratle

operate ten-ke

calculator. Two season

as assistant canner

bookkeeper would als

satisfy requirements

English literacy an

preseason availability ar

required.

Assistant Bookkeeper

Requires knowledge o

basic bookkeeping, basi

mathematics, familiarit

with use of computers i

data processing depends o

location. Job als

requires ability to us

typewriter and accuratel

operate ten-ke

calculator. English

literacy is required

d

y
y

s

y

o

d

e

.

f

c

y

n

n

0

e

y

y

sh

d.
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Preseason availability

required.

Office Assistant/

Bookkeeper-Helper.

Requires knowledge such as

would be obtained from

office practice training

course or comparable work

experience, knowledge of

basic mathematics, ability

to type, and ability to

accurately use ten-key

calculator . Preseason

availability may be

required. English

literacy required.

For those of the above

jobs which may be year-

round, the stated

qualifications do not

necessarily deal with the
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off-season requirements of

their jobs.

133. The qualifications necessary to

successfully perform the remaining jobs

are as follows:

Deckhand: Aptitude for

marine work, early season

availability, willingness

to work 1

hours on

vessel. Ma

preferred.

language re

Tender

Cooking exp

and type

location,

ong,

rine

irregular

ocean-going

experience

English

quired.

Cook/Deckhand:

erience, amount

depends on

aptitude for

marine work, willingness

to work long irregular

hours in cramped quarters

on ocean-going vessel,

early season availability,
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English language required,

marine cooking experience

preferred.

Company Fishing Boat

Partner: Determined by

captain, but generally

fishing experience and

aptitude for marine work,

willingness to work long

hours on very cramped

ocean-going vessel, and

willingness to work on a

"share" basis (that is,

without any guaranteed

wage, wage rate, or

salary) .

Carpenter Apprentice:

Aptitude for carpentry

work . Early season

availability. Carpentry

work experience preferred.

English language required .
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Truck Driver and Setnet

Pickup.

experience,

type depends

involved.

Driving

amoun t and

on truck

Driver 's

license.

required.

Stockman.

literacy;

ability;

hardware,

English language

English

record keeping

knowledge

machinery,

of

and

parts.

Storekeeper

knowledge

to perform.

and basic

maintain c

Requires

of and ability

record keeping

bookkeeping,

credit records,

manage inventory

ordering of

records,

supplies.

Must be physically

and willing

shelves.

to stock

Early season
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ava ilabi li ty r equir ed . At

larger stores (Ekuk,

Chignik, Bumble Bee) must

have considerable retail

experience--.

stores (

Bailey, Ke

some reta

Al

ni

il

it

At

ak,

mus

e xpe

smaller

Port

t have

rience.

English literacy.

Storekeeper At Wards Cove .

Must have driver's

license, physical

strength, and English

literacy.

Winter Watchman and

Caretaker.

responsible

willing to

months in

at ver

locations.

depend

Must be

individual

spend several

winter weather

y isolated

Qualifications

somewhat on
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location, but genera

person must have the skill

and ability to diagnose,

maintain, and effect

repairs on various cannery

equipment and buildings.

134. The parties agree that no prior

special skills are neces-sary to perform

the following miscellaneous jobs: gasman

or oilman, apprentice carpenter,

carpenter ' s helper, winter watchman,

night watchman, AFU waiter, and AFU

dishwasher. The court finds that all at-

issue (noncannery and non-laborer) jobs

are skilled positions except for the

following titles:

1. Piledriver

2. Kitchen help

3. Waiter/Waitress

4. Janitor

5. Oildock Crew

6. Night Watchman
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7. Tallyman

8. Laundry

9. Gasman

10. Roustabout

11. Store Help

12. Stockroom Help

13. Assistant Caretaker

(winter watchman and

watchman's assistant)

14. Machinist Helper/Trainee

15. Deckhand

16. Apprentice

Carpenter/Carpenter 's

Helper

INCIDENTS OF RACE-LABELING

AND RACIAL COMMENTS

135. Various memos written by agents

of defendants during the period of 1970 to

1973 and occasionally later included the

following references: "Filipino cannery

workers", "Native cannery workers" ,

"Native Gallery Cook", "Filipino Mess",
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"Filipino, Eskimo,

"Young native boys"

Union", "white boys",

"Phillipine

"the Filipino

"Native

Bunkhouse".

crew" , and

See e.g.,

Exh. 245, 254, 300, 322-26,

452, 721

136. A memo dated May 15,

John Korzan states,

175 badges numbering

our cannery

330-37, 397

1976, from

"In 1975 we ordered

one thru 175 for

for purposes

use

of

identifying

Exh. 458.

our Eskimo cannery workers" .

BBS's company personnel records

listed employee number badge assignments

as follows:

BADGE ASSIGNMENT

01-1 thru 01-99 Company Fishermen

02-100 thru 02-149 Lease Fishermen

02-150 thru 02-299 Independent

02-300 thru 02-399 Setnetters

03-400 thru 03-429 Power Scows

04-430

Fishermen

Beach Boss

I-77
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05-431 thru 05-440 Beach Gang

Drivers

06 Fish Boss

07 Net Boss

08-445 thru 08-474 Machinists

09-475 thru 09-524 Girls

09-525 thru 09-574 Filipinos

09-575 thru 09-659 Natives

09-660 thru 09-674

and Truck

Mi scel laneous

10-675 thru 10-699 Carpenters

11-700 thru 11-729 Commissary

12-730 thru 12-739 Labor

13-740 thru 13-750 Other Labor

Exh. 467.

Laundry for nonresident cannery

workers at Wards

marked "Oriental

Cove was stored

Bunkhouse",

in bags

and the mail

slot where the nonresident

workers received their mail was

cannery

similarly

marked.

139. A letter from A. W. Brindle

dated December 15, 1970 states:
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There is one more thing I want
to tell you that probably will
happen. We built a new
bunkhouse. We expected to move
all the carpenters and all the
machinists into it. Apparently
this is not working out due to
the beachmen coming in and out.
I have considered now taking
the room that Vern used to have
and the two rooms that Ned had
and making those rooms into a
room for the beachmen and
putting a shower in so they
would be away from the
f ishermen. The (sic) come in
and out at night and it would be
quieter for them. I would then
use the new bunkhouse for
women . The reason for this is
these Eskimos are complete
impossi
but tro
less tr
Nelbro
one mor
refuse
July 2n
agreed
pay o
contrac

yble. We have nothing
uble and we probably had
ouble than the majority.
for instance had 43 quit
ning. We had all of our

to go to work on
d at 8 o'clock until I
to give them additional
over and above the
t.

Exh. 452.

A memo from Winn F. Brindle

dated December 29, 1972 states:

This letter from Frank B.
Peterson is to give Salvador a
bit of status in the community.

As
Filipinos

you well
both at
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abroad are difficult to deal

with.

Exh. 253.

A May 25, 1970 memo from Don

Ballard to the Seattle office of WCP

states in part:

Hardy, could you
Mayflower press

check with
about those

little square pre-printed

for the buttons.

cards
We should

have had them up here before

now, we got 24 Eskimos in

yesterday and I would bike to

get these things made up so I

know who they are and
keep
Mess

the other bums
Hall.

ou
also to

t of the

Exh. 454.

MESSING

142. As stated earlier ,

Asians are overrepresented i

143. The bargaining

Filipino

n Local

and

37.

representative

for nonresident cannery workers

traditionally

Filipino food,

members

wishes.

asked for Oriental

and a separate menu for

and

its

Management has acceded to these

The older persons in the Local 37

crews prefer this arrangement.

I-80
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The Local 37 contract. provides

for a separate culinary

Local 37

crew for the

crew,

145. The quality

food served in

responsibility of

and quantity of

mess halls is the

the cook in the mess

hall. Most complaints about the food

be traced to matters of personal tast

competence of the cook.

146. Defendants have order ed

food for the non-resident cannery

mess halls in accordance wi

Local 37 union leaders'

special

wor ker

th the

or cooks' desires

without. unreasonable budgetary

restrictions.

147. The few whites in Local 37 ate

with the Filipinos in

See testimony

the Local 37 mess.

of David Yoshizumi.

-OUS ING

In response to a written

inqu iry about employment, Hardy Parrish

I-81
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197 1,a letter dated January 25,

wrote:

We are not in a position to take

many young fellows to
Bristol Bay canneries as

do not have the background

our type of employees.

our
they
for
Our

cannery labor is either Eskimo

or Filipino and we do not have

the facilities to mix others

with these groups. Another

thing is the time element, most

of the college boys do not get

out of school early enough to

fit in with our requirements.

Exh. 251. At the time of writing

letter, Mr.

for WCP.

Parrish was a cannery

Presently,

foreman

he is cannery

superintendent for C WF at Kenai , Alaska.

1 49.

significant

housing, fr

While defendants

improvements in

om 1970 to

have made

all worker

1973, and while most

defendants' employees

integrated bunkhouses, housing

whites predominate

where non-

has generally been

poorer

However,

than housing whites

any differences

predominate.

in housing

quality are not attributable to the race

I-82
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of the occupants.

are attributable

Instead,

to the

differences

following

industrial circumstances:

A.

accord i ng

arrival.

bunkhouse

preseason

within a

beginning

location

arrive.

employees

housed, a

available

Workers are gen

to job departmen

The larger c

s are not opened

but rather,

few days of th

of the salmon

which is when the

erally housed

t and time of

cannery worker

up during the

are prepared

e anticipated

run at each

cannery crews

By this time, most

have already begun worki

d there are few, if any,

except in the cannery

other

ng, are

spaces

worker

bunkhouses .

B. Since cannery workers are

housed for the shortest period of time

(during the summer), they do not need the

better insulated buildings required for

the noncannery worker employees who
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at the cannery earlier and

Generally, persons working

different departments do not work

same shifts.

INDIVIDUAL INSTANCES

In May of 1977, Moses Friendly,

who is of Alaska Native descent, applied

to defendants in writing for a summer

clerical

1 51.

job, but was not

In May of

Akanakyak

descent,

who is of,1
Alaska Native

applied to defendants in writing

for a storekeeper job in 1976, but was not

hired in that job that year.

In February of 1977,

Trsijui,

applied

clerical

any job.

who is of Japanese

in writing

summer job,

for

descent,

a waitress or

but was not hired in

Ed Daba, who is of Filipino

descent, applied on April 30, 1976,

I-84

arrive

later.

(?

C.

stay

in

the

150.

hired.

1976, Jimmie

152.
Kim

153.

in



for a job as tender deckhand, as a

machine ist trainee or in another

noncannery worker job, but was not hired.

At the time of his application,

noncannery jobs had been filled.

154.

Filipino

Cove

Orlando

descent,.

Cannery

Bucs i t, who is of

applied orally

superintendent

to Ward

Joseph

Brindle and at 88 East Hamlin

a tender in 1980 , but was not hired in

that job.

155.

Filipino

Richard

descent,

Gur t i za,

applied

who is of

orally to Ward

Cove

Brindle

Cannery

for a job

superintendent

which was about

up on a tender part way into

season.

However,

Brindle

the 1977

He was not hired in that

after the season was

allowed Richard

job.

over Joseph

Gurtiza to work

on a tender for the seven-day trip south

to Seattle.
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In May of 1971, Clark Kido, who

is of Japanese descent and was a student,

apple

job,

ied at

machi

worker jo

he could

arranging

early.

1975, Mr

interim

Mr. Kido

structura

times he

existed .

defendant

for which

pre- seaso

in early

157.

Mexican d

orally in

b

h

l

East

nist

Hamlin

job or o

orally and in

be available

to complete

n late April

Kido similar

employment.

ad been laid of

engineer at

for

)th

wri

in

his

l y

At

fa

a carpenter

er noncannery

ting, stating

mid-May, by

final exams

early May of

applied for

that time

as a full-time

Boeing.

was instructed no

Mr . Kido previously wo

s as a cannery worker.

he applied, however,

n availability and wer

spring.

Carlos Garces, who

escent, applied in wri

March of 1976, asking

job at Ekuk or at any

Both

openings

rked for

The jobs

required

e filled

is

ting

for

of

and

any

other cannery.
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Mr . Garces

educational

had no experience, had

background in mechan

enginee

applica

whom Mr

applied

qualifi

applica

158.

Filipino

apply n g

thought

cannery

crew.

unable

because

company

for other

159.

descent,

cannery

mach inis

r

t

c

t

I

t

ing but did not

ion. However,

. Garces spoke

a

i

did not

tions. Hi

on was tha

Charles

descent,

for a non

Filipinos

were suppos

n addition

o get a j

so

Mr

at

state

Ekern

the t

on his

with

ime he

ask Mr. Garces h

s status at the time

at of student.

Tangalan, who is

felt uncomfortable

cannery job because

who worked in t

ed to be on the canne

, he felt he would

ob outside the canne

is

of

of

le

he

he

ry

be

ry

he was not related to other

employees . Thus , he did not apply

r jobs.

Frank Atonio, who is of Samoan

inquired orally of Wards Cove

foreman Ray Landry regarding

t jobs on a Sunday in 1973. He
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inquired orally at the

season of Wards Cove Cannery

superintendent Joseph Brindle for a

machinist, carpenter or tender job; and

orally at the end of the 1973 season to

the Ward Cove bookkeeper Jerry Steele

concerning a tender or clerical job but

was not hired at that time. Mr. Atonio

did not disclose any qualifications, and

he was not asked about qualifications. He

did not follow

application, and.

time when the job

season. Mr . A

noncannery jobs

deckhand) in 1

applications for

preseason. He w

season for a job

the Kenai facili

boat departed.

through with a written

iis inquiries came at a

s had been filled for the

tonio was employed in

(beachgang and tender

979 and 1980. His

these jobs were made

as rehired for the 1981

as a tender deckhand at

ty but quit before the

I-88
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S1967, during

canning season, Mike Eddie Antonio, who

is of Filipino descent, orally inquired

of the Red Salmon beach boss, Vern Jones,

about how one went about getting a beach

gang job. In 1966 or 1967, Mr . Antonio

orally asked the Red Salmon head

machinist how one goes about getting a

machinist's job.

161. In 1973, Ronald Barber, who is

of Filipino descent,

worked seasonally for

orally asked Ward Cov

foreman Salvador del F

control, clerical,

machinist helper job,

for these jobs. Mr.

were directed at an

hiring authority for

inquiries were made

when those

was

va

a student,

rious canneri

an d

es,

e (cannery worker)

ierro for a quality

storekeeper or

but was not hired

Barber's requests

employee without

those jobs. The

during the season

positions were already filled.

I-89
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162.

descent,

Andy Pascua,

worked at Red.

1971 but did not apply

who is of Filipino

Salmon in 1970 and

for a machinists

job during

inquire of

one would go

Mr. Pascua' s

those years. Mr . Pascua did

a Red Salmon employee as to how

about getting

inquiry, however,

directed at any employee with no hiring

power .

Lester Kuramoto, who is of

Japanese descent, worked as a cannery

worker at Ward

summers of

Cove Cannery during the

1970, 1971, 1972 and 1973 and

worked as a cannery worker at Bumble Bee

cannery

applied

for any

during

orally

the summer of 1971. He

in 1971 at 88 East H amlin

job.

164. Gene Viernes,

Filipino descent,

during the summers

and at

who was of

worked at Red Salmon

of 1969,

Ward Cove during t

1971, and 1972

he summers of

1966, 1969 and 1973. In 1973, Mr. Viernes
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was fired for dropping over

canned fish he was transporting with the

fork lift. In 1977, he orally inquired

Alec Brindle about getting hired as a

cannery worker for that season,.

not hired.

1_65.

Filipino

Packing

W illiam

descent,

m.1.. Pascua, who is of

worked for Ward Cove

at Red Salmon during the 1971-

1972 seasons. While at Red Salmon,

Mr. Pascua wanted a clerical or quality

control

because

job, but did not ask

he believed that Andy

Gene Viernes had unsuccessfully

for one

Pascua and

y inquired

about such jobs.

166.

Filipino

Packing

Benjamin

descent,

Tabayoyon, who is of

worked for Ward Cove

at Red Salmon during the

1969-1971 seasons.

he inquired of

fishermen how they

During those seasons

the machinists

got their jobs.
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167.

Filipino

Eugene

descent,

Baclig,

worked

during the 1969-72 seaso

Cove Cannery during the l

did not apply for jobs

cannery job because the u

appeared to him to be all

168. Phillip Fujii,

Japanese descent, worked

Cannery curing the summer

interested in a machinist

apply because he did

qualifications were nece

openings existed. Also,

any Japanese or other no

at Wards Cove, and o

employees say that one

connections or past exper

a high paying position.

169. Randy del Fie

Filipino descent, worked

worker for Wards Cove P

ns

973

and at

season..

other th

pper level

white.

who is

at Wards

of 1972. H

job, but di

not know

ssary and

he did no

n-whit

verhe

had

ience

rro,

as

acking

Ward

He

an

jo

of

Cove

e was

d not

what

what

t see

es working

ard other

to have

to receive

who is of

a cannery

at Wards
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Cove Cannery in the 1970, 1972 an

seaons; he worked at Alitak in the

of 1971. Mr . del rierro's grandf

Salvador del Fierro, was foreman at

Cove Cannery in 1970, 1972 and

Mr. del Fierro did not apply for an

level job because

of his

the way

30-31.

occupyi

worker

170.

descent

during

he was

cannery

crew that job

it was". Ct

In addition,

ng positions

positions.

Curtis Lew

, worked at

the 1972 and 1

qualified for

worker, but

about his qualificati

was told by members

egregation was "just

Rec. 710 at 2, 11.

e saw few minorities

other than cannery

who is of Chinese

Wards Cove Cannery

73 seasons. He felt

jobs other than as a

never told anyone

ons because he did

not believe there was any way he could

advance due to the lack of posted openings

and racial imbalance among the jobs.
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171. Joaquin Arruiza

Filipino descent, worked

Cannery during the T971,

seasons, and was intere

outside the cannery crew.

never saw -a written announ

one informed him of

opportunities.

172. Allen Lew, who

descent, worked at Wards

during the summers o

that time, he was a

the University of

available for prese

did not know how the

persons- in the upper

Mr . Lew's impression

been qualified for

tenderman, and book

who is of

at Bumble Bee

1972 and 1973

sted in jobs

However, he

cement, and no

promotional

is of Chinese

Cove Cannery

f 1972 and 1973. At

full-time student at

Washington and not

ason work. Mr. Lew

defendants employed

level jobs. It was

that he would have

quality control,

keeper positons, but

he remained a cannery worker.
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DISCUSSION N

JURISDICTION:

As stated earlier, this action

challenges employment practices by WCP,

BBS, and CWF under Title VTII and under

Sec. 1981. Except for CWF, exhaustion

requirements have been met or waived,

Zipes v. Trans World Airlines, U.S.

, 50 U.S.L.W.

and jurisdiction

With respect to

4238 (Feb. 23, 1982) ,

exists in this court.

the Title VII claims

against CWF at Alitak. and Ekuk,

McGovern dismissed all such claims, and

the Ninth Circuit. af firmed the dismissal

because

Atonio v.

the claims were time

Ward Cove Packing Cc

barred.

o., Inc.,

703 F.2d 329, 331 (9th Cir. 1982) .

Plaintiffs urge in their Supplemental

Final Argument that since WCP and BBS are

essentially joint venturers, the two

should be liable for any Title VII claims

against CWF. However, this court is bound
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the Ninth Circuit's ruling affirming

the dismissal

Accordingly,

of the claims in question.

the court may not now

utilize the joint venture theory to find

liability on claims which no longer

exist.

BURDEN OF PROOF:

At the outset, it should be

that Section 1981 "does not embody the

same broad, prophylactic

Title VII". Gay v. Wai

purpose as does

ters' and Dairy

Lunchmen' s Union, Local No. 30, 694

531, 537 (9th Cir . 1983) .

plaintiff suing

Therefore, a

under Sec. 1981 must show

intentional discrimination to establish a

prima facie

however, t

liability,

model

approach

impact"

and

case. Id. Under Title VII,

here are two theories

the "disparate

the "disparate

A prima facie

case may be established

of

treatment"

impact"

disparate

without

any proof of intentional discrimination.

I-96
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Instead , where a business practice , which

is neutral on its face, is shown to have a

significant, adverse impact upon a class

protected

made out.

burden of

by Title VII, the plaintiff

a prima facie

proof

has

case, and the

shifts to the defendant t.o

show that the practice is justified

"business necessity". Contreras v. City

of Los Angeles, 656 F.2d 1267, 1275-80

(9th Cir. 1981) . Thus,-good intent is not

a defense in

694 F.2d at 537.

"impact" cases. Gay,

Under the "disparate

treatment" mode, certain individuals are

singled out, and treated less favorably

than others based upon

sex or national origin.

race, religion,

International

Brotherhood. of Teamsters V. United

States,

(1977) .

431 U.S. 324,

Treatment

claims, require

335-36 n. 15

cases, like Sec. 1981

proof of intentional

racial discrimination. 694 F.2d at
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537. While the "burden of proof" shifts

in "impact"

the burden

after establ

cases,

which

ishment

in "treatment" a

shifts to def

of a prima faci

is only a burden of "production".

clear the burden of persuasion r

with the plaintiff . Texas DE

Community Affairs v. Burdine, 45

248, 257 (1981) ; Gay, _694 F.2d a

n.4. Prima facie disparate tre

(and Sec. 1981) is established by

of facts sufficient to suppo

inference of intentional discrimin

Furnco Construction Corp. v.

438 U.S. 567 (1978) . But see,

actions

pendant

.e case

It is

emains

p t of

0 U.S.

t 537,

eatment

proof

rt an

ation.

Caters,

United

States Postal Service v. Aikens, U.S.

103 S. Ct. 1478, 1482 (1983) (when a

defendant fails to persuade the district

court to dismiss for lack of a prima facie

case, the factfinder must decide whether

defendants' conduct was intentionally

discriminatory regardless of whether
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made out a prima facie

case) .

It must be decided whether

disparate treatment. or the disparate

impact theory,

plaintiffs' Ti

or both, applies to

tle VII claims in this

action.

whether

action.

If both apply,

both apply to

Plaint iffs

models of liability

it must be decided

all aspects of the

argue that both

are applicable.

Defendants

treatment

counter that only

theory is appropriate

since the allegations

discrimination.

the

here

are of wideranging

Until

answer to this question was

easy.

recently, the

relatively

In Heagney v. University of

Washington, 642 F.2d 1157, 1163 (9th Cir.

1981) the court found that the impact

only applied to "objective"

employment practices:

It is apparent,
the creation of

however,
jobs that are

exempt from the Washington
personnel law cannot be equated
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model.
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with such well-defined
objective employment practices

as personnel tests or minimal

physical requirements.

Classification of certain jobs

as "exempt" only meant that the

University had wider discretion

to establish the employee

salaries. Subjective

employment decisions may result
in discrimination, but the use

of subjective criteria is not

per se
omitted.
Heagney'
lack of
criteria
pract ige
exist.
that

illegal. [Citation
] The gravamen of

s complairnc is that the
well-defined employment
allowed a pattern or

of discrimination to
We therefore conclude
impact" analysis is

inappropriate and that Heagney

was required to prove disparate
treatment.

Accord, O'Brien v. Sky Chefs, Inc.,

F. 2d 864 (9th Cir . 1982) . As recently

discussed in Moore v. Hughes Helicoptors,

Inc., 708 F.2d 475, 481 & n.4 (9th Cir.

1983) , there is a split among the courts

of appeal on the applicability of the

model to subjective employee

selection practices, and the Heagney

approach is consistent with holdings in

the Fourth, Fifth, Eighth, and Tenth
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See, e.g., Pope v.

Hickory, N.C.,

1982) ; Pouncey

679 F.2d 20, 22 (4th Cir.

v. Prudential. Insurance

Co. of America, 66

Cir. 1982); Harris

F. 2d 609, 611

8 F.2d 795, 800-01 (5th

v. Ford Motor Co.,

(8th Cir.

G51

1981) ;

Mortensen v. Callaway, 672

(10th Cir . 1982) .

was decided, in W

Howeve r ,

F.2d 822, 824

after Heagney

ang v. Hoffman, 694 F.2d

1146, 1147 (9th Cir. 1982) , the court of

appeals

Heagney

took a contrary position to

without citation to that case.

The Wang majority concluded

prevail on his [impact] theory,

only demonstrate the lack of

criteria and

promotions ."

a disparity

Id . at 1148 .

that "to

Wang need

objective

in job

The Moor e

708 F.2d at 481-82

recognized

unsettled,

to resolve

that the law in this circuit is

but did not find it necessary

the rule at that time. Thile

the Wang approach may find support
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the Sixth Circui

Pneumatic Co., 690

t,

F.

Rowe v. Cleveland

2d 88, 95 (6th Cir.

1982) , until the Ni

opinion specif ica]

and its progeny, t

its rule since it p

The conclusi

decisionmak.ing is

impact approach do

impact model for a

Rather, there are a

which survive the

upon issues before

to the extent there

requirement speaka

at-issue jobs,

arguably should be

is therefore prope

analysis, since on

a d ispar ate impact

this issue is not

the parties, it is

.nth Circuit by en banc

ly overrules Heagney

his court is bound by

redates Wang.

on that subjective

not susceptible to the

es not dispose of the

11 areas of this case.

spects of the Wang case

Hea ne rule and bear

this court. That is,

e is a language skills

king English) for the

such a requirement

deemed objectives t and

rly addressed by impact

its face, it would have

on minorities . While

squarely addressed by

the conclusion of this
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court that given the

business, defendants

proof in demonstration

for a language require

nature of the cannery

met their burden of

ng business necessity

?ement in upper level

jobs.

under

Specif i

the sc

c

r

regulations.

calibrating ca

management, for

a threat of

disease fatal t

are unable to

one another ma

others in great

weather. There

personnel for ex

unique seasonal

ally, th

utiny o

The slig

n size

example,

wide-spre

o humans

quickly

y place

peril du

is insuf

:haus tive

industry

highly perishable food

Another area which

separately from t

discrimination model

pervasive incidence of

e industry labors

f strict health

htest mistake in

or in retort

could result in

ead botulism, a

Fishermen who

communicate with

themselves and

ring stormy ocean

ficient time and

training in this

which deals with

products.

must be ana

e intent

concerns.

nepotism at

1

i

yzed

onal

the

the
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canneries

Court of

Recently,

Appeals held

the

that

Ninth Circuit

a shareholder

preference

ownership

persons of

either mem

friends of

susceptible

Bonilla v.

1297, (9th

this was so

tied prej

assignments

Consequently

preference

employment .

Local

543

(evid

40,

F. 2d

ence

plan

was

in

con

Italian

bers of

a curr

to

Oakland S

Cir. 19

because the

erential

to owners

i, the und

plan was

Id . Se

Supercargoes

1259, 1268

of purpose

which

cedely

ancestr

the family

ent share

impact

cavenger

'82) . P

company

wages

shareholder

limited to

y and were

-y or close

holder was

analysis.

Co, 697 F.2d

particularly,

y in Bonilla

and job

hip of its stock.

isputed nepotistic

a condition of

e , also, Gibson v .

& Checkers, Etc.,

(9th Cir. 1976)

to discriminate is

unnecessary where

solely because of

other employees) .

employee is hi

his relationship

Relatives of whi
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and particularly nonwhites

incidence at the canneries.

defendants have established

relatives

However,

that the

hired in at-issue jobs were

highly qualified for the positions in

which they were hired and were chosen

because of their qualifications.

addition, plaintiffs' nepotism figures

failec1 to differentiate

became related through

those persons who

marriage after

starting work

Consequently,

at the

the nepotism

canneries.

which is

present in the at-issue jobs

exist because

relatives.

of

does

a "preference"

Id.1

1. Plaintiffs'
established that.

evidence
some nonwhites were

hired in cannery positions through
Local 37 due to relationship with other
union cannery workers. However,
positions are not in question, and
evidence has little, if any, bearing
the at-issue jobs.
named as a defer

these
this
upon

The Union has not been
ndant and the named

defendants may not be held vicariously
liable for union conduct. General
Building Contractors Association, Inc. ".
Pennsylvania, et al.
L. Ed.2d 835 (1982) .

102 S. Ct. 3141, 73
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Having concluded that the language

requirement and incidence of nepotism do

not .separately constitute impact

violations of Title VII under the

circumstances presented by this action,

both must nevertheless be considered

singly and collectively together with

plaintiffs' evidence of defendants'

failure to post openings, general lack of

objective job qualifications, lack of a

formal promotion procedure, and the

practice of reiring past employees in

their old jobs to determine whether an

inference of intentional discrimination

has been raised. The court would further

note that should plaintiffs prove that

they were prevented from obtaining

seniority because of defendants'

discriminatory hiring practices, the

rehire practice must then be separately

evaluated

effects of

to

the

determine whether

past discriminatory hi

I-106
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practices

perpetuated

Presumably,

(if established)

through the rehire practice.

in such~ a case, the rehire

practice

Title VII

could constitute

violation, re

a separate

gardless of

whether defendants

discriminatory

F.2d at 1268.

Scavenger Co.,

purpose.

Accord,

See Gibson,

Bonilla

543

v. Oakland

697 F.2d 1297 (9th Cir.

1982) .

infra,

here.

SKILLS:

For reasons

such an analysis

As earlier stated,

to be discussed,

s is inapplicable

all at-issue

(non-cannery and

skilled

following

positions

non-laborer)

except

jobs

for

titles:

1. Piledriver
2. Kitchen help
3. Waiter/Waitress
4. Janitor
5.
6.
7.
8.

Oildock Crew
Night Watchman
Tallyman
Laundry

9. Gasman
10. Rous tabout

I-107

acted with a

are

the

was



Store Help
Stockroom Help
Assistant
(winter

Caretaker
watchman

ll.
12.
13.

14.
15.

16.

It may be that under a different

factual setting, some of the positions

which this -court finds -to be

truckdriving on the beach,

skilled,

fit into

the category of jobs which require

that are readily acquirable

skills

by persons

the general public under Hazelwood

District v. United States, 433 U.S. 299,

308 & n.13 (1977) . However , what is

readily acquirable under the circumstance

of a full-year

setting

operation such

in "Teamsters, supra,

readily acquirable in the salmon

as the

is not

cannery

industry.

With respect

helper/trainee; app

to the machinist

enticee carpenter, and

carpenter 's helper; and deckhand
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watchman's assistant)
Machinist Helper/Trainee
Deckhand
Apprentice
Carpenter/Carpenter' s
Helper

and

in

School

e.g.,



positions,

essentially

availability

qualification.

STATISTICS:

although such postions are

unskilled,

is a

preseason

necessary

Plaintiffs rely upon two types of

statistics, ones which allegedly

that non-whites were under-represented

the upper-level jobs when compared

the percentage

available

plaintiffs

of non-whites

labor supply

and "comparative"

in the

claimed by

statistics

which show a pattern. of job segregation

throughout the cannery work forces.

When full-year, fixed location

employment

some portio

is at issue, the population

of the surrounding

of

community

normally taken as the labor supply.

Hazelwood School
Districttvd

States,

defining

question

433 U.S. 299 (1977) .

an employer's

However,

labor supply is a

of fact, Williams v. Owens-

I-109

show
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F.2d 918, 927 (9th
llinois, Inc., 665

Cir. 1982)

in defining

and courts "must be flexible

the relevant labor market".

Domingo v. New England Fish Co., 445

Supp. 421, 433 (W.D. Wash . 1977) -

Here, as in Domingo,

incorrectly

plaintiff s

assume that the historical

general hiring percentages in the

industry as a whole mean that defendants

hired nonwhites in the same percentage as

their availability in the labor market .

Id.

support

However , the evidence

such a conclusion

institutional

distort the

workforce.

factors

does not

because of

which greatly

racial composition of the

Id. The most significant

example is the circumstance

Local 37, which dispatches non-resident

cannery workers, is almost entirely

Filipino. Id.

Stated differently, this court is

unable to assign significant probative

I-110
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to plaintiffs

statistics because the plaintiffs'

base premise does not reflect

important factor that Alaskan Native

Filipinos, combined, represent only

one percent of the population of Al

Washington, and Oregon from which

defendants draw their workforce.

Pl

bowed

e at-i

the

atisti

scrimi

here

ge 63

volve

can e

data

the

s and

about

aska,

state

aintiffs' statistical evidence

significant disparities between

issue jobs and the total workforce

canneries. Such comparative

.cs are highly probative of

nation pattern or practice where,

, the positions enumerated at

are essentially unskilled or

skills that many persons possess

asily learn. Piva v. Xerox Corp.,

654 F.2d

Moore v.

708 F.2d

concludes

591

Hugh

at

th

(9th Cir.

es Helicop

483.

at plaint

1981) .

tears,

Thus,

iffs

See, also,

Inc., supra,

the court

establish a
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prima facie

discrimination

positions

Never thele

burden of

failed in

persuasion

and for th

particular

making thi

evidence

application

case

with

of

respect

intent

to

i

enumerated at page

ss, defendants satisfied t

production and plaint

their ultimate burden

for the reasons earlier st

e reasons discussed infra.

significance to the court

s finding, was the lack

of early and for

is, to be distinguished f

onal

the

63.

heir

iffs

of

ated

Of

in

of

mal

from

oral inquiries. I have excluded from my

consideration the positions of winter

watchman and winter watchman's assistant

since those positions are not seasonal.

Consequently, the latter two positions

would not be available to students, and

evidence of other class interest was not

presented.

Relying upon O'Brien v. Sky Chefs,

Inc., 670 F.2d 865, 867 (9th Cir. 1982) ,

I-112



plaintiffs argue that their evidence was

also sufficient for a prima facie showing

with respect to the at-issue positions

which this court has found to be skilled .

This is so, it is asserted, because

subjective decisionmaking strengthens an

inference of discrimination, and

requiring a prima facie showing of class

qualifications when qualifications are

unknown would be an insurmountable

burden. However, the Sky Chefs case did

not ir

special

here,

local

requisi

evolve

skills

the pro

labor

te ski

skilled

are req

xy pool

force

lls."

posi tions . If

uired for a job, as

must be that of the

possessing the

Moore v. Hughes

Helicopters, Inc

482 & n.5. In

agreed that many

present case req

and necessary

distinguished f

., supra,

addition,

y at-issue

uire the

'qualificat

rom a

708 F

the e

jobs

rather

ion" (

"skill"

.2d

~xpe

in

uni

to

)
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preseason availability. Plaintiffs' own

evidence establishes that plaintiffs were

generaly aware of this important

qualif ication. Finally, for the reasons

previously stated, this is not a

promotion-from-within case.

Having concluded that plaintiffs'

statistics have little probative value

with respect to the skilled positions, it

must be determined whether the strength

of the nepotism evidence, absent

defendants' rebuttal evidence, together

with plain-tiffs' evidence of racial

comments and individual instances is

sufficient to establish, prima facie, a

pattern or practice of discriminatory

treatment in hiring, promoting, paying,

and/or firing. Without the strength of

highly probative statistics, plaintiffs'

case must largely rise or fall upon the

strength of the inference from the

evidence of individual instances. The

I-114



are set forth in McDonnell-

Douglas v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 802

(1973)

ins tances

To establish h

of discriminatory

individual

treatment,

when statistics are insufficient

prima facie case, generally an individual

should show that

minority,

qualified

rejected,

employer

Id.

he belongs to a racial

that he applied

for the

and

position sought, he

and after the rejection,

was

was

the

continues to seek applications.

While the McDonnell-Douglas

are not

Teamsters,

determining

an "inflexible

431 U.s. a

the elements o

case or the inference

elements

formulation",

t 358, for

f a prima facie

weight to be

assigned

instances,

guidance.

plaintiffs

minorities.

the only

the collective

it nevertheless

individual

provides some

Here, it is clear that

belong to various

A-t this juncture,

evidence of

racial

however,

preseason

I-115
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application, other than oral inquiries,

was the February, 1977, written

application by Kim Tsuji, a student. She

was seeking a summer position. One of the

two jobs about which she inquired was

generally year around (clerical) ; the

other was unskilled. Ms. Tsuji did not

disclose any qualifications on her

application.

Oral inquiries to a foreman by

anyone interested in a job are not treated

as applications in the cannery industry.

Plaintiffs appeared to have understood

this. Gene Viernes, in his deposition at

18, stated in response to a question about

Mr. Viernes' oral inquiries,

[The foreman] gets bored by
hundreds of people everyday, I
was treated as one such person.

Not only is it asserted that

defendants discriminated in individual

instances of filling vacancies, but

plaintiffs also seek to buttress their

I-116



case with evidence

various class members

from applying- for

were 'deterred"

better jobs. Several

4fs testified they did not apply

for i°-issue" jobs

defendants

it should

purposeful

defendant

because

discriminated.

be noted that

they believed

At the outset,

the test for

discrimination is whether a

in fact discriminates, and not

whether

believe

class member s

a defend t

subjectively

discriminates.

Tobacco Wkrs. Intern. Union

577 F.2d 1135, ~1143 (4th Cir . 1978) .

"Basing

improper

recovery on that fact is

consideration."

Nevertheless, under Teamsters, 431 U.S.

at 365,

The ["whites only"]
be communicated
applicants more
as clearly by
actual pract,
consistent

message can
to potential

subi-ly but just
an employer's

ices--by his
discriminatory

treatment of actual applicants,
by the
publicizes
recruitment

manner in which he
vacancies,
techniques,

his
his

I-117

plain

Lewis v.

an

Union

prima facie that.

,



to casual or
inquiries, and even

by the racial
composition of that
work force from wh
di scr i.minator ily
members of minority

0

p
ic

g

Plaintiff's burden

stage of proving that

applied for the job had it

employer's practices is

burden, Id. at 368, and at

the liability stage, th

insuf f icient to meet

However, plaintiffs' e

nevertheless be considered

as a factor buttressing the

pattern of discrimination

prima facie case.

r ethnic
art of his
ch he has
excluded

groups.

at the remedy

he would have

not been for an

a difficult

this junctive,

e evidence is

that burden.

vidence must

at this point

inference of a

in plaintiffs'

Accor

probative

assigned

evidence,

individual

dingly,

value

to p

or t

may

1air

he

inst

while

not

ntiffs'

testim

ances

significant

separately be

statistical

ony regarding

including

deterrence, and the evidence of other
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circumstances

nevertheless if the

various areas is con

plaintiffs have

inference of discri

hiring, promoting,

with respect to the

cour t is compelled

that defendants hav

production in

motivation was

discriminatory anim

not met their u

persuasion, and have

defendants' conduct

As earlier not

defendants labor

presentation in these

sidered collectively,

raised a marginal

minatory treatment in

paying, and firing

skilled jobs. This

to conclude ,- however ,

e met their burden of

showing defendants'

not based upon

us. Plaintiffs

ultimate burden

not established

was pretextual.

ed, this court f

supply data to

have

of

that

inds

be

significantly more probative. Under the

circumstances of this case, the census

data is the most comprehensive source of

information correlating race, residence,

and occupations in the geographical areas

I-119
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defendants

employees. Defendants' statis

do not utilize plaintiffs'

counting "re-hires" have

probative value under the cir

of this case. Plaintiffs not

rehires during successive seaso

successive canneries within

season. Thus, an employee who

ob

ti

hem

for

mes

St eel

1018 (2d Cir.

452 U.S. 940 (19

that eliminating

statistical base

perpetuate the

discrimination.

circuit, as i

(Bethlehem Steel

r years could

Relying upon

Corp., 635 F

1980) , cer t.

81) , plaintiff

the rehires n

and allows def

results of

However,

n the Second

Corp., supra)

tics which

theory of

greater

cumstances

only count

ns, but at

the same

holds the

be counted

Grant v.

.2d 1007,

denied ,

s maintain

arrows the

pendants to

earlier

in this

Circuit

, for the

rehire evidence

be established

to be probative, it must

that past discriminatory

I-120
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hiring practices

543 F.2d at 1268.

Grant v. Bethlehem

existed.

Indeed

Steel

See

the

Corp.

Gibson,

facts in

differed

drama

number

import

that t

race

101-7.

submi t

automa

ically from those in this

of respects. Of fu

ance, in Grant it was u

the defendant had a long h

discrimination in hiring.

Second, in Grant, p

ted evidence that persons

tically rehired posses

safety records which

them from rehiring

hiring system. Id.

the case here. Cot

that statistics mt

methodologic problems

reasonableness of a:

drawn from such state

431 U.S. at 340, n.20

Finally, under

case, given the high

case in a

ndamental

ndisputed

istory of

Id . at

laintiffs

who were

sed bad

would have excluded

in a merit-based

at 1018. Such is not

urts have emphasized

ust be free from

which undermine the

ny inference to be

tistics. Teamsters,

the facts of this

perishability of the

I-121



inexperience, and whites hired were

no more t

The

plaintiff

application

generally

authority

made too

preseason

otherwise

schedules

At this j

find a

instances

"Filipino

han nonwhites.

evidence further showed that

:s' oral inquir-ies were not

ons, and the inquiries were

made of persons without hiring

. Typically, applications were

late in the season for the

* jobs and the applicants were

unavailable due to school

or other personal preferences.

uncture, the court is unable to

practice of deterrence. The

of "race labeling", e .c.,

Bunkhouse"

white speakers, but

also routinely used

While such conduct

applauded, under the

not persuasive evider

intent. This court i

that nonwhites were

were not unique

this terminology

by the nonwhit

is hardly to

circumstances, it

ice of discriminat

s also unable to f

singled out beca

to

was

es.

be

is

ory

ind

use
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of race with respect to rules against

fraternization with the women or w i th

respect to "menial" jobs such

grasscutting.

In

burden.

sum, defendants

of production,

have met their

both with

statistical

plaintiffs

and other evidence, and

have failed in the burden of

persuasion with respect to the skilled

at-issue

HOUSING:

Plaintiffs' evidence of segregated

housing

evidence

showed by a preponderance of

facts sufficient to establish a

prima facie

persuasive

treatment case.

was Exhibit

Particularly

251, a letter

dated January

2. The
between the
Cannery, and
settlement,

25, 1975 by Hardy Parrish,

1974 conciliation agreement
EEOC

WCP
and n

defendants of liabi

and CWF, Red Salmon
was a negotiated

ot an admission by
lity. The agreement

is entitled to little weight. Domingo v.
New England Fish Co., 445 F. Supp. 421 n.l
(W.D. WA 1977) .

I-124
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which correspon

relevant part

Defendants'

sufficiently dis

defendants w

discriminatory a

the court w

presently

CWF at Ken

offensive

foreman, a

for company

otherwise s

was articu

addition,

workers ar

post-season

housing.

showed t

would

a c

dence

in

evid

pels

ere

not

anne

ai, at

letter

nd ther

policy

support

rating

defend

riving

De

hat

is set out in

Finding No. 148.

ence, however,

the inference that

motivated by

Lmus. At

e that whi

ry superi

the time

e

a

he was

fore, not

Nor does

f indi ng

the outset,

le Parrish is

ntendent for

he wrote the

a cannery

responsible

the evidence

that Parrish

company policy.

nts established

preseason and s

required

fendants'

workers

>etter

further

are

In

that

taying

insulated

evidence

housed

departmentally because the

departments worked the same shif

example, fishermen necessarily

various

ts. For

come in
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and out of their bunkhouse during the

nights. To arrange the housing

nondepartmentally results in more workers

awakening and preparing to leave for work

while others are trying

course,

to sleep. of

for the reasons stated earlier,

the department

predominantly

of cannery workers

non-whi te.

is

Thus, the

cannery worker housing was predominantly

non-whi te.

housing

by

Defendants'

assignment

crew

inference

evidence

by time of arrival

sufficiently

that defendants

by discriminatory animus,

dispels

of

and

the

were motivated

and plaintiffs

have failed in their ultimate burden

persuasion and of showing pretext.

Were this

impact model ra

court to utilize

there than a trea

model, the

reached.

economically

same conclusion would be

It is not efficient

feasible to open

or

all

bun khouses preseason to assign workers

I-126
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tment
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arriving preseason to different housing

with a result of maintaining more housing

than necessary for longer periods of

time. Title VII does not require that a

seasonal employer be put to the expense of

winter i zing

assignment

such an e

found an

treatment

court need

whether an

"award" or

skilled wo

employment

summer hou

by date of

expense unn

absence

or impact

not reach

employer

entice wi

rkers who

location

sing when bunkhouse

availability makes

ecessary. Having

of discriminatory

in housing, this

the question of

may legitimately

th better housing

must live on the

for a greater length

of time than unskilled workers.

MESS ING:

Plaintif fs evidence of segregated

messing showed by a preponderance of

evidence facts sufficient to establish a

prima facie treatment case. Defendants'

evidence, however, sufficiently dispels

I-127



the inference that defenda

motivated by discriminatory a

plaintiffs have not proved

Local 37 members eat in the

mess. The quality and quantit

served in the mess halls

responsibility of the cook in

hall. The complaints about

generally are attributable to m

personal taste.

Were this court to uti

nts were

n imus and

pretext.

Local 37

y of food

is the

the mess

the food

matters of

lize the

impact model rather than a treatment

model, the same conclusion would be

reached. Defendants operated under the

Local 37 contract which provides for- a

separate culinary crew for the Local 37

crew. Filipino and Asian persons were

"overrepresented" in Local 37. Of

course, an employer-union agreement which

permits an employer to discriminate is

not immune.

Williams v.

to race discrimination

Owens-Illinois,

claims.

Inc.,

I-128



665 F.2d

also,

Assoc.,

J02 S. C

Neverthe

testimony

Local 37

Local 37

simply a

workers.

food tha

918, 926

General

Inc.

t. 31

less,

y was

ate

mess

cceded

who

t was

(9th Cir.

Building

v. Pennsy

41 73 L.

as s

that

with th

, and

to the

preferre

served.

E

tat

the

e

th

wi

d

1982) . See,

Contractors

lvania, et al.,

d.2d 835 (1982).

ed above, the

few whites in

Filipinos in the

e culinary crew

shes of the older

the traditional

Consequently, it

was the conduct of the

conduct of defendants

pattern of messing

racial lines.

union

which

along

and not

caused

essenti

CONCLUS I ON

Defendants have not discriminated on

the basis of race in the allocation of at-

issue unskilled jobs. In addition,

defendants did riot discriminate in the

hiring, firing, promoting, or paying in

the at-issue skilled positions.

I-129
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have not

discriminated on the basis of race in

housing its employees or in feeding these

employees..

IT IS SO ORDERED.

directed

The Clerk is

to enter this Order and forward

copies to counsel.

DATED this 31st day of October,

L. QUACKENBUSH,
States District

I-130

1983.
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United Judge
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APPENDIX

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

WES TERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON

FRANK ATONIO,
et al ,

Plaintiffs,

vs.

WARDS COVE PACKING
COMPANY ,
et al.,

INC.,

Defendants.

)

NO. C-74-145M

ORDER C
"OPINION

CORRECT ING
FOLL OWING

NONJURY TRIAL"
AND DIRECT ING
CORRECTION OF

"JUD GMENT"

Defendants request correcting

court' s Opinion at Finding

1.17) to list Mr. Parrish's occupation

purchasing agent and to strike the

language listing Mr. Parrish's occupation

as foreman.

deleting

Finding 148

The Opinion is corrected by

the last two sentences in

and by inserting ;instead,

the following language: "At the time of

writing thi s letter , Mr . Parrish

II-1

II

this

148 (p. 47 at

as

was

,



employed at WCP

a specific title ."

Mr. Parrish is listed as a purchasing

agent on Exhibit A-76 at 1551, according

to Mr. Parrish's deposition he was

assigned various jobs, without

benefit of

generally,

a particular job title.

Ct. Rec. 242 at 5-8.

See,

The only

testimony concerning

Mr. Parrish's dep

his job, is found in

position.

correction does not alter the

This

court's

conclusion at page 70 of the Opinion,

Mr., Parrish

company

was not responsible for

policy.

Finding No. 134 of the Opinion

is corrected to delete "1.

at 43

Pile driver"

from the list of unskilled positions.

only testimony with respect to this

position shows the job to be skilled.

Affidavit

paragraph

of Alex W. Brindle

142. The job of "pile

at 36,

driver"

is the same as the position "pile buck"

II-2

have While

the

that

The

See

(Red Salmon) but did not



found to be skilled. See

Opinion at 34, Finding No. 131. The court

would also

correcting to

not stipulate

agree Finding 134

the extent defendants

to the finding

bears

did

positions of

carpenter's

Nevertheless,

its finding t

apprentice carpenter

helper were

-and

unskilled.

this court will not disturb

hat these two positions are

unskilled.

The following errors

page 2, line 2 "1974"

are also noted:

is corrected to

"1971". At page 70, line 15, "1975" is

corrected to "1971".

Plaintiffs' Motion To Correct

Judgment to add

cer t if ied class

the definition of the

is also GRANTED.

Clerk of the Court is directed

the Judgment

The

to modify

by adding the following

paragraph

corrected

pursuant to Judge McGovern's

Order Certifying Class at Ct.

Rec. 138, p. 3:

II-3
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At
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The plaintiff class in this
case is defined as all
nonwhites who are now, will be
or have been at any time since
March 20, 1971 employed by
Wards Cove Packing Company,
Inc., or Bumble Bee Seafoods
Division - of Castle & Cooke,
Inc., in either company's
Alaska fishing or canning
operations, or by Columbia
Wards Fisheries at its Alitak,
Alaska or Ekuk, Alaska fishing
or canning operations.

IT IS SO ORDERED. The Clerk is

directed to enter this Order and forward

copies to counsel.

DATED this 6th day of December,

1983.

JtSTIN L, QUACKENBUSH,
United States District Judge

II-4
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APPENDIX

Frank ATONIO, Eugene Baclig, Randy del
Fierro, Clarke Kido, Lester Kuramoto, Alan
Lew, Curtis
Arruiza,

Lew, Rober
Barbara

administratrix of the e
Viernes,
situated,

and all

.t Morris, Joaquin
Viernes, as

state of Gene Allen
others similarly

Plain tiff s-Appellants,

V.

WARDS COVE PACKING COMPANY, INC. , Castle &
Cooke, Inc., and Columbia Wards Fisheries,
Defenar n i- co. va v l1 1 a

Nos. 83-4263, 84-3527.

United S.tates Court of Appeals,.
Ninth Circuit.

Argued and Submitted

Decided

Feb. 6, 1985.

Aug. 16, 1985.

Abraham

Employment

A. Arditi,

Law Office,

Northwest

Seattle,

Labor &

Wash .,

for plaintiffs-appellants.

Douglas M. Duntn, Douglas M. Fryer,

Seattle, Wash., for defendants-appellees.

Appeal from the United

District Court for the Western District

of Washington.
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Before CHOY, ANDERSON

Circuit Judges.

J. BLAINE ANDERSON, Circuit

The name plaintiffs in this class

action suit are former employees

several

brought

salmon canneries in Alaska..

this action against their

They

former

employers, Wards Cove Packing Company,

Tnc . ("Wards ") , Castle & Cooke ,

("Castle") ,

("Columbia" ),

nd Columbia

charging

Wards Fisheries

employment

discrimination on the basis of race in

violation

Rights Act

seg., and

of Title VII

of 1964,

of the Civil

42 U.S.C. § 2000e et

the Civil Rights Act of 1866,

42 U.S.C. § 1981. The class

all nonwhites who are

is defined

now, will be ,

as

or

have been at

1971, employed

canneries. T

any time since

at any one

The individual

March 20,

of five

canneries

under scrutiny are Wards Cove and Red

Salmon (operated by Wards), Bumble Bee

III-2

Judge:
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Inc.

and TANG,



(operated by Castle) , and Ekuk and Alitak

(run by Columbia) .

The Title VII claims against Wards

and Columbia were dismissed for lack of

jurisdiction early in the proceedings.

This court affirmed the dismissal as to

Columbia

Wards.

Inc., 70

remand,

1 d.eafeni 11 t

for defer

The

remote a

Alaska.

period e

salmon ri

year the

themselve

, but reversed the decision as to

Atonio v. Wards Cove Packing Co.,

3 F.2d 329 (9th Cir. 1983). On

and following a bifurcated

y trial, the district court held

ndants. The class appeals.

BACKGROUND

five canneries are located in

and widely separated areas of

They only operate for a short

each year, during the summer

uns. For the remainder of the

y lie vacant. The salmon runs

s are inherently unpredictable.

Due to this fact,

lines to operate at

the

each

number

facili

of

ty

canning

may vary

III-3



from year to year, and in any giv

particular facility may not o

all. Correspondingly, the n

employees needed to staff a p

cannery in any given year varies

size of the salmon run. As ear

much as possible each win

companies attempt to gauge the s

anticipated fish run for the

season, and likewise the n

employees that will be needed.

this assessment, management

part on forecasts provided by

Department of Fish and Game

Fisheries Research Institute

University of Washington. Des

efforts, the actual fish run

varies to a considerable degre

forecasts.

Each year the actual

operations begin in May or Ju

weeks before the anticipated

cannery

ne, a few

fish run,

III-4

ven year a

operate at

umber of

particular

with the

ly and as

ter, the

ize of the

upcoming

number of

In making

relies in

the Alaska

and the

at the

pite these

frequently

e from the



with a

Wo r k e r s

canning

from th

period known as

are brought in

equipment, repai

e winter damage

the preseason.

to assemble the

r the facilities

and generally

prepare the entire cannery for the onset

of the canning season. The district court

found that many preseason job positions

requie a variety of skills and skill

levels, and that there is too little time

during the preseason to train unskilled

workers for the skilled jobs.

Shortly before the fishing begins,

the cannery workers arrive. Cannery

workers, who comprise the bulk of the

summer work force, are the individuals

aff the actual

y worker posi

workers remain

s the salmon run

, and they are

minimum number

to be a short

canning l

tion is

at the

produces

guarante

of weeks

one. In

ines. The

unskilled.

cannery as

fish to be

ed payment

if the run

turn, when

III-5
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the canning is completed

workers depart and the

disassembled and winterize

workers.

Salmon are extremely

must be processed within

the cannery

canneries are

d by postseason

perishable

a short.

and

time

af ter being caught . Since the f ish runs

themselves are of short duration, cannery

operations are often characterized by

intense work and long hours . All the

while, the Food and Drug Administration

monitors the canning process closely, to

ensure a safe consumer product.

Basically, the canning process proceeds

as follows. Independent fishermen catch

the salmon and turn them over to company-

owned boats called "tenders," which

transport the fish from the fishing

grounds to the canneries. Once at the

cannery, the fish are eviscerated, the

eggs pulled, and they are cleaned. Then,

operating at a rate of approximately four

III-6



cans per second, the salmon are fi

into cans. Next, the canned salmon

cooked under precise time/tempera

requirements established by the FDA,

the cans are inspected to ensure

proper seals are maintained on the

bottom and sides.

In addition to the cannery work

each cannery staffs a variety of

classif ications . Machinists

engineers a

smooth and

canning equ

personnel

inspections

are staffed

operate the v

personnel ar

entire cane

example, c

keepers, boo

dock yard l

re hir

continu

ipnent .

conduct

and ~re

with

vessel.

e empl

ry comm

books,

okkeeper

labor an

ed

ous

to mainta

operation

in

of

lle d

are

ture

and

that

top,

ers,

job

and

the

the

Quality control

the FDA-required

cordkeeping. Tender s

a crew necessary to

A variety of support

oyed to operate the

unity, including, for

carpenters, store-

beach gangs

construction,

for

etc.

III-7
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The nat

most of

ure

the

of the industry i

jobs are seasonal

duration.

considered

consist of

personnel

Seattle a

winter,

carpenters

winter s

remainder

The few

perma

cert

who s

nd

and

and

hipya

of th

ain

staf

Ast

ten

rd

employees th-&e can be

nent or year-round

management and office

ff the home offices in

oria, Oregon in the

several machinists,

dermen who maintain the

in Seattle. The

e employees needed for the

summer canning season are hired

in the first few months of each

Due to the geographical

the companies must hire the

employees from var ious area,

Alaska and the Pacific Northwes

all employees are transported t

the canneries by the companies

where they are housed and fed

beginning

year .

realities,

necessary

primarily

t. Nearly

o and from

each year ,

throughout

the season. A few Alaska Native employees

III-8
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are able to ~reside in villages located

near some canneries

During their tenure, the appellants

were primarily employed as cannery

workers, the lowest-paid positions at the

canneries. Appellants' discrimination

complaints center on the fact that nearly

all cannery worker positions are f killed

by nonwhites, while the higher-paying job

classifications are predominantly white.

This disparity, appellants allege, is due

to hiding and promoting practices that

allow intentional discrimination and

produce a discriminatory impact as well.

To illustrate these charges, appellants

launched a wide-scale attack on the

employee selection methods and the

housing and messing practices used by the

companies.

Among the practices challenged is

the apparent lack of objective

qualifications for many job

III-9



classifications,

subjective

promoting.

positions,

criteria

When f ill

the respective

in hiring and

most job

hiring officers

generally seek to hire the individuals

who are , in the hiring

the best for the job.

officer ' s opinion,

Each different job

classif ication

officer to consider

naturally requires

the needs peculiar

the

to

that job. The district court found

the various job classifications at the

cannery are not fungible, and that the

most important qualifications

them, excluding cannery worker positions,

are skill and/or experience. The court

also found that the necessary skills are

not readily acquirable during the season,

primarily due to the time restrictions

involved, and that cannery worker jobs do

not provide training for other positions.

Further, the district court found that

preseason availability is a necessary

III-10
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qualification for many of the positions,

but that it is never a requirement for

cannery worker jobs.

The appellants also attacked the

recruitment of employees for different

jobs through separate channels. The

great majority of cannery workers are

hired from native villages in Al

through a primarily Filipino IL

in Seattle. Consequently, the

worker department is staffed

entirely by these ethnic

Openings in other positions

posted at the canneries,

companies do not promote fro

during the season. Inste

companies fill other positions e

through applications received du

of f-season at the mainland home

through re-hiring previous empl

those positions, and through

las

WTJ

ka and

local

cannery

almost

groups.

are not

and the

m within

ad, the

each year

wring the

offices ,

oyees in

word-of-

mouth recruitment. Appellants

III-11
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allege that nepotism is rampant i.n the

canneries, with relatives of white

company employees being given preference

in hiring. Finally, appellants allege

that nonwhites are segregated from whites

in housing and messing, and that that

bunkhouse

nonwhites

provided

In

companies

the mass

sides, i

data.

appellant

discrimir

companies

nondiscr

s and food provided

is far inferior

for whites.

holding for the

, the district court

of evidence introduce

including conflicting s

The cour t analyzed

s' claims for i

nation, concluding

had successfull

iminatory motivations.

for

to

d

t

n

t

y

the

that

defendant

evaluated

by both

atistical

all of

tentional

hat the

shown

The cour t

refused, despite

the contrary,

claims under th

of Title VII, r

t

e

appellants' arguments to

o evaluate all of the

disparate impact model

lying on authority from
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A few claims were subjected

to disparate impact. scrutiny, however,

and the court again found for the

defendants. Before this court, the

appellants challenge

raise

these findings and

a host of subsidiary issues.

ANALYSIS

I. Columbia Joint Venture

[1] Wards and Castle operate

Columbi a as a joint venture. Earlier

proceedings, we affirmed

dismissal of Title VII claims against

Columbia because

the prescri

therefore,

they were not

bed time limits

time-barred.

Atonio v. Wards Cove Packing Co., Inc.,

703 F.2d 329, 332 (9th Cir. 1983) .

Appellants now assert that.

the claims against

procedural

liability

those

the joint

reasons does not

of the joint

claims.

dismissal of

venture for

af fect the

venturers

Therefore,

as to

argue

III-13
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appellants, because they could have sued

either or both of the joint venturers

without suing the joint venture, the

Title VII claims against Columbia can be

asserted against Wards and Castle, both

of which were timely sued on separate

discrimination charges.

We have no trouble agreeing that

general common law agency principles,

including joint and several liability,

are applicable in Title VII cases. So

too, however, are basic procedural and

jurisdictional principles

The controlling fact.

appellants ignore, is that

claims against Columbia wer

time to grant jurisdiction.

ever filed against Wards

their capacity as joint

Columbia. The claims

dismissed as untimely, and

longer exist.

ap

here

the

e no

Nor

or

vent

were

they

Appellants

pplicabl

, wh

Title

t filed

were t

Castle

urers

prope

simply

le.

ich

VII

i1n

hey

in

for

rly

no

cannot now
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evade the jurisdictional

bringing these claims in

door.

prerequisites by

through the back

r m nat on

[2, 3]

correctly

plaintiff

always prove

such is

Title VII.

of liabili

requires.

di scr imi-nat

prima facie

dispa

intend

is no

r

t

t

The

recognized

suing under

ve intention

not always

Of the two

ty, only di

a showing

ion in orde

case. The

ate impact,

and, logical

a defense in

district

that

section

al di

the

Title

spar a

of

r to

alter

requires

ly enough

impact ca

court

while a

1981 must

scrimination,

case wi th

VII theories

te treatment

intentional

establish a

rnate theory,

no proof of

good intent

ases.

[4] Due to their inherent

larities, we can treat section 1981

Title VII disparate treatment under

intentional discrimination analysis.

plaintiff in such a case has the

III-15
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initial burden of proving a prima facie

case of intentional discrimination. If

successful, the burden of production then

shifts to the defendant to articulate

some legitimate nondiscriminatory reason

for the plaintiff's rejection. If the

defendant carries this burden, the

plaintiff can still prove by a

preponderance of the evidence that the

legitimate reasons offered were a pretext

for discrimination. The plaintiff always

the

Comm

burden of per

unity Affairs

252-256,

Ed . 2d

tough v.

F. 2d 1279

practical

burdens w

plaintiff

101

207,

Sec.

suasion.

v. Burdi

S Ct47«. ."

2

of U.

a, 1283 (9th

application,

orks to the

's prima

1089

15-21

S. Ai

Cir.

this

effec

facie

a

t

Texas Dept.

ne, 450 U.s.

1093-1095,

7 (1981) ;

r Force, 764

1985) . In

location of

that "after

case and

defendant' s 'articulation,' the trier of

decides the question

III-16
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discrimination based on the entire case."

Kimbrough, at 1283.

a Title VII case is

fully tried, we review the decision under

the clearly erroneous standard applicable

to factual determinations."

at 1281 ;

Kimbrough,

Anderson v. Bessemer City_,

S.Ct. 1504, 1511, 84

L.Ed.2d 518, 528 (1985) . The "'district

decide party's

explanation of the employer's motivation

it believes. '

factual

clearly

ransack

We will

determination

reverse

only if it is

erroneous . . . and we will

the record, searching

mistakes."

Navy,

1984)

Casillas v. United States

735 F.2d 338, 342-343

(quoting

Service v. Aikens,

(9th Cir.

nited States Postal

460 U.S. 711, 103

S.Ct. 1478, 75 L.Ed.2d 403 (1983) )

addressing apple llan ts '

several allegations of error, it should

III-17
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be noted that appellants have relied

heavily on this circuit's decision in

Domingo v. New England Fish Co., 727 F.2d

1429 (9th Cir . 1984) , modified, 742 F. 2d

520 (1984) . Domingo was originally

brough as a companion case to the action

at bar. Because of pre-trial delays in

the instant action, including the earlier

appeal, Domingo proceeded to trial and

appeal much faster. The facts in Domingo

are strikingly similar to the facts at

bar, as are the claims of the plaintiffs.

Both cases involve racial discrimination

charges in the Alaska canning industry.

Domingo resulted in a decision in favor of

the class, and the present plaintiffs

have cited that decision extensively. We

do not, however, feel compelled to

blindly apply stare decisis. Although

the similarities between the cases are

striking, the differences between them

are far more determinative.
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In Domingo,

liability phase of

and one-half days

we

the

wi

no

tr

th

ted

ial

the

company not challenging the plaintiffs'

statistics nor rebutting the plaintiffs'

prima facie case. 727 F.2d at 1433-1434.

In essence, the defendants in Domingo did

not defend against the allegations of

discrimination. Conversely, the

defendants at bar are different canning

companies and they have defended

themselves against these charges

vigorously. The liability phase of the

trial took twelve days, with the defense

introducing witnesses and statistical

evidence contrary to that of the

plaintiffs. Taking these important

factual differences into consideration,

Domingo is entitled to no more or no less

that the

lasted one

defendant.

precedential

Ninth Circuit

value

cases

than the many

in this area of

III-19
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A. Hiring,

Firing _

When confronting the bevy

evidence below, the district court began

its intentional discrimination inquiry

dividing

worker)

unskilled.

the at-.issue

jobs into two groups:

(non-cannery

skilled

Both the plaintiffs

defendants had introduced

statistics in an effort to

contentions. For reaso:

below, the district

and

and

labor-market

bolster their

ns discussed

court - rejected

plaintiffs' labor-market statistics,

while crediting those of defendants.

the plaintiffs

comparative statistics, which

only credited

unskilled

introduced

the court

in scrutinizing

jobs group.

Taking each group in turn,

first found that the unskilled.

the court

jobs. were

fungible,

statistics

and, thus,

were appropriate

comparative

for use in
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a prima facie case of

discrimination. Since the comparative

statistics

segregation

showed a pattern of job

throughout the cannery work

forces, the court found that

plaintiffs had

with respect

put on a prima facie case

to the unskilled jobs.

Nevertheless,

below, the

for reasons

court found that

discussed

defendants

had met their burden of production

showing motivation

discriminatory

plaintiffs had

animus,

failed in

other

and.

than

that

their ultimate

burden of proving pretext.

on to the skilled positions,

the district court had more difficulty

finding a prima facie case of intentional

discrimination,

statistical

discredited.

because the plaintiffs'

evidence

The

had been

court did find a

"marginal" prima facie case, but only by

way of combining all of plaintiffs'
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evidence

individual.

discriminat

post openin

qualif icati

promotion

employees

discredited

court four

significant

considered

court held

burden of

had failed

and claims o

instances

ion, deterrence,

gs, general lack

ons, lack of

procedure, re

in their old j

statistical ev

id that none c

probative

alone. In cc

that defendants

production and t

to meet their u

f

of

nepotism,

alleged -

ailure to

objective

a f

-hiring

obs, and

idence.

of these

value

inclusion

had met

hat plain

ltimate

normal

past

the

The

had

when

, the

their

ntiffs

burden

of persuasion.

Appellants contend that the district

court erred in not giving more credit to

their evidence of nepotism. The district

court noted that " [r ] elatives of whites

and particularly nonwhites appear 
in high

incidence at the canneries. However,

defendants have established that the

TII-22
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rl-at.tives hired in at-issue jobs were

highly qualified

which they were

because of their

court also found

for the positions in

hired and were chosen

qualifications.

that

The

plaintiffs'

statistics failed to recognize

number of persons became related

that a

through

marriage. after starting work at the

canneries, and

"that numerous

that the testimony

white persons

showed

who 'knew'

someone

and whites hired were paid

no more than non-whites."

court concluded

"preference"

canneries.

Therefore,

that there existed

for relatives at

the

no

the

1

[7] After carefully

record,

reviewing the

we cannot say that the district

court was clearly erroneous in making

1. The district court's analysis
of appellants' nepotism claims applies
equally under both the disparate impact
and intentional discrimination inquiries.
Disparate impact is discussed infra.
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these findings. The Supreme Court has

recently referated our role in reviewing

these findings of fact. "If the district

court's account of the evidence is

plausible in light of the record viewed in

its entirety, the court of appeals may not

reverse it even though convinced that had

it been sitting as the trier--of fact, it

would have weighed the evidence

differently. Where there are two

permissible views of the evidence, the

factfinder 's choice between them cannot

be clearly erroneous." Anderson v.

Bessemer City, U.S. at __, 105 S.Ct.

at 1512, 84 L.Ed.2d at 528 (emphasis

added) . The fact finder's account of the

evidence

legitima

for the

entirely

record .

te

concluding

and nonpr

that

eferen

the

tial

re were

reasons

hires of friends and relativ

y plausible in light of the

Consequently, we will

eS, is

whole

not

disturb it.
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For~ the same reasons, we will not

overturn the district court's findings

respect to alleged

instances of discrimination.

plaintiffs alleged that they

individual

A number of

were either

overtly discriminated against

hiring for at-issue positions,

they were deterred from seeking

in the

or that

at-issue

positions

alleged

because

history

discrimination.

of the defendants'

of

Using the

pervasive

four-part test

of McDonnell Douglas

2. It was set o
Douglas Corp. v. Green,
802, 93 S.Ct. 1817, 1824,
677 (1973) , that a
establish an inference o
by meeting four criteria.
individual belongs to
protected class..

,oapplied and was qualified. .-

position.
rejected..
rejection,

as a guideline,2 the

ut in McDonnell
411 U.S. 792,
36 L.Ed.2d 668,
plaintiff can

f discrimination
First, that the

hat he or she
for an open

Third, that he or she was
Finally,

the employer
that after the

continued tos eapplicants. See also Diaz v. AmericanTelephone & Telegraph, 752 F.2d 1356 (9th
Cir. 1985).

Appellants accuse the district
the test,

They

of misapplying
stringently, by using it too

are incorrect,
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court did not give greater

credit to the alleged instances because

it found that the respective plaintiffs

had not been hired for nondiscriminatory

reasons. Primarily, the district court

found that th

inquiries, w

applications,

he individuals had made

which

oral

were not considered

or that the applications

were untimely.3

apparently due
court's opini(
accusation, the

The court also found that

to a misreading
on.
court clearly said that

of the
to the

the McDonnell Douglas elei
inflexible formulation,
provide some guidance.

ments are
but

not an
rather

3. Applications could be
if made too early
showed that some
inquired
positins

during

or too late.
untimely

Testimony
plaintiffs had orally

one season about
i 1w1 r LU eLllnext season aya wyLL~AL ~a year away,and such inquiries were not considered an

application unless followed up by a
written application to the home office
during the winter.
the companies generally received far
applications
vacancies, an
received af t
The district
defendants d
nonwhites dif

more
than there were job

application was untimely if
er the opening was filled.
ti
id

court found that the
not treat whites

in theseferently
and

respects.
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some applicants had been unavailable for

preseason work and, therefore,

unavailable for the positions they

desired. There is ample evidence in the

record to support the district court's

findings regarding these individual

claims.

Nevertheless, appellants argue that

the fact that the companies use separate

hiring channels, word-of-mouth

recruitment, and fail to announce

vacancies should serve to excuse

appellants from the necessity of

establishing the timeliness of their

applications and automatically elevate

oral inquiries to the status of

applications. We disagree. Appellants

take this idea from a discussion of

damages issues in Domingo. 727 F.2d at

1445. We find that discussion inapposite

because, unlike the Domingo plaintiffs,

the appellants have not first established
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wide-ranging discrimination. Appellants

failed to convince the district court

that they had been intentionally

discriminated against, and they may not

rely on Domingo in this manner to

establish what they have failed to prove.

We cannot find the district court clearly

erroneous.

Appellants also

district court erred

their comparative

analyzing the skill

previously indicated,

accorded these static

the racial compositio

categories, little

contend that the

in failing to credit

statistics when

ed positions. As

the district court

stics, which compare

n of the various job

probative value

because they did not reflect the number of

employees possessing the requisite skills

or those available for preseason work.

[8] This court has recognized the

importance of statistics as

circumstantial evidence of discriminatory
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In the same breath,

court often admonishes that statistics

are "inherently

given

slippery"

to them depends

supportive fac

variables." p

Washington, 740

cert. denied, -

511, 83 L.Ed.2d

and the weight

on "proper

and the absence

aulding v. University of

F.2d 686, 703 (9th Cir .) ,

U-S- 105 S.Ct.

401 (1984) (quotations

omitted)-

evaluation of

determination

they

The district

conflicting

court's

statistics

of the probative

are to be accorded is a

weight

factual

inquiry.

clearly

Accordingly,

erroneous standard

we apply the

Gay v. Waiters' and Dairy Lunchmens

Union, 694 F.2d 531, 550 (9th Cir. 1982);

see also Allen v. Prince George's County,

Md., 737 F.2d 1299, 1303 (4th Cir. 1984).

Appellants fail to recognize

importance of minimizing variables

increase the reliability and significance
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of statistical evidence. In Domingo, we

said that "[i]n many cases, it is

necessary to consider the qualifications

of the applicant pool because without

that information, no inference of

discrimination may be drawn; the lack of

minority representation in the workforce

might simply be due to a lack of qualified

applicants." 727 F.2d at 1436. Although

we permitted the Domingo district court

to credit comparative statistics in that

case, it was because sufficient evidence

of discriminatory treatment had already

been presented, and the statistics were

not necessary to raise an inference of

discrimination. Td. We allowed them

merely to demonstrate the consequences of

the defendant's already-proven

discriminatory hiring practices.

The appellants at bar, however, have

not previously presented sufficient

evidence of discriminatory intent, and
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they desperately need these comparative

statistics credited for that very

purpose. This is a precise example of the

type of putting the cart in front of the

horse of which we were wary in Domingo.

Appellants cannot use these general,

unrefined statistics to meet their burden

with respect to skilled positions. This

case clearly illustrates why courts and

litigants

proffered

distortion

potential

must car

statistics

n of fact tha

to produce.

f

t

t

ully examine

o avoid the

they have the

The percentage of nonwhites employed

in the Alaska salmon canning industry

during the relevant time period was

approximately 50 percent. Of these,

approximately 88 percent were Alaska

Natives or of Filipino descent. It is

undisputed that the racial composition of

cannery workers is predominantly

nonwhite, and, therefore, those positions
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are primarily held by Filipinos and

Alaska Natives. We know that this is

because four of the canneries, Ekuk

excluded, have a contract with Local 37

in Seattle to supply cannery workers, and

we know further that Local 37 membership

is predominantly Filipino. We also know

that the Alaska Native cannery workers

primarily come from sparsely populated

areas immediately adjacent to four of the

canneries.

Yet, the district court found that

Filipinos constitute only about 1 percent

of-the population and labor force in the

geographical region from which the

canneries draw employees. Further, the

district court found that Alaska Natives

constitute only a small portion of the

overall general population in the section

of Alaska where canneries are located,

which includes predominantly white city

populations. From this comparison, it
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could easily be deduced that Alaska

Natives and, more particularly, Filipinos

are signficantly overrepresented in the

cannery worker jobs.

On the other side of the coin, the

district court found that the available

general labor supply in the relevant

geographic area was approximately 90

percent white. And, it is undisputed that

the majority of at-issue jobs were held by

whites.

With this background in mind, it is

obvious that the institutional factors

involved tend to distort the racial

composition of the work force. Thus, when

considering the skilled positions,

statistics which merely highlight the

segregation of whites and nonwhites

between the at-issue and cannery worker

jobs, without more, cannot serve to raise

an inference that the segregation is

attributable to intentional
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discrimination against any particular

race. They can, as Domingo pointed out,

serve to demonstrate the consequences of

discriminatory practices which have

already been independently established.

When jobs are not fungible, as in

this case, statistics must reflect the

qualifications of the applicant pool in

order to be probative and credible on the

discrimination issue. The fact that the

qualifications themselves are subjective

does not obviate this requirement as a

matter of law. In this case, the district

court found that the qualifications most

needed for the skilled positions were

skill and/or experience in performing the

respective jc certainly, there is a

degree of subjectivity present when an

employer chooses the applicant that he or

she feels is best qualified. But it is

not necessary that plaintiffs' statistics

show that they were the best qualified.
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It is e

percentage

this case

experience

were avai

preseason.

statistics

the mini

imposed by

inference

is then a

nough that they reflect

of qualified nc

, those with some s

in the desired jo

able to begin wo

Whether or

have sufficiently

mum qualifications

the employer so as

of

que

fact finder.

intentional

stion of fac

d

t

the

)nwhi tes-- in

kill and/or

obs and who

rk in the

not such

reflected

actually

to raise an

iscri

left

For these reasons,

minati

for t

on

he

we do not

hesitate to find that the district court

did not clearly err in assigning

appellants' comparative statistics little

probative value as to the- skilled jobs.

The appellants further allege the

district court erroneously held that the

labor-market statistics offered by the

defendant companies rebutted the

appellants'

intentional

prima facie

discrimination.

case

The distri

III-35_
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It foundcourt , however , did not so hold.

defendants

probate ve

because

counted r

successive

canneries

Impor tant

statistics

the cour t

had met t

previously

from the

were eval

criteria,

oral inqu

served to

including

appellants

' labor-market statistics more

than those of appellants

appellants' statistics had

e-hires of employees during

seasons and at successive

within the same season.

considerations apart from the

played a determinative part in

' s conclusion that defendants

heir burden of production. As

discussed, the court concluded

evidence that all applicants

uated according to job-related

albeit subjectively, and that

i ries and untimely applications

eliminate hopef ul employees,

some plaintiffs. Thus,

are incorrect in their basic

assertion.

We further cannot. find

court clearly erroneous in

the

its

district

findings
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_ _ -
I

concerning

Appellants

job-related

assert that the

criteria.

criteria were

never imposed.

otherwise, In

certain list

verbatim from

order. These

supported the

skill and/or ex

qualifications

of employees

After reviewing

conclude that

The

so d

ed

the

lis

court

peri

look

for

t

the

clearly erroneous

Bessemer City,

at 1510, 84 L.Ed.2d

[9] Appellant

on the ground that

findings failed

discriminatory natu

channels and

We decline to

distr

going,

ict

the

court

court

found

took

job qualifications

defendants' pre-trial

sts, however, merely

t's conclusion that

ence were the general

ed for in the hiring

the specified jobs.

e record, we cannot

district court was

See Anderson v.

.S. at , 105 S.Ct.

at 527.

also urge reversal

the district court's

to address the

e of separate hiring

U

s

ur

word-of-mouth recruitment.

do so. Findings of fact are
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enough onif they are explicit

the ultimate issues to give

clear understanding of the

this court

basis of

decision and to enable us to determine

the

the

grounds on which the trial court

its decision. Nicholson v. B

Educ., etc., 682 F.2d 858, 866 (

reached

board of

9th Cir.

1982) . See also Barber v. United States,

711 F.2d 128, 130-131 (9th Cir . 1983);

United States V. Apine Land & Reservoir

Co.,

den ie

697 F.2d 851,

d, U.S.

78 L.Ed.2d

Reinhardt,

Cir. 1982).

856 (9th Cir.) cert.

,

170 (1983) ;

686 F.2d 997,

104 S.Ct. 193,

De Medina v.

1011-1012 (D.C.

The ultimate fact, that there

existed no pattern

discrimination

or practice

in hiring,

of

promoting,

paying and firing , is supported

numerous subsidiary

district court.

findings

Throughout the

of the

findings,

the court discusses the manner in which
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the canneries hire and promote

Included

cannery

through

positions

are findin

workers

Local 37,

gs about the

are hired

employees.

fact that

routinely

but that skilled

are filled through individual

screening. It would have been convenient

had the district court

findings as addressing

labelled

"separate

certain

hiring

channels"

recruitment.

the end,

abundantly

and "word-of-mouth"

It is inconsequential

however, because

in

it is

clear from the district

court's opinion that these challenged

practices

finding.

were included in the ultimate

The court stated, "regardless

of the manner in which a prospective

employee came to the attention of the

hiring

evaluated

personnel,

according

the person

to job

was

related

criteria." Thereafter, in concluding

case, the court encompassed all of the

claims when it said "defendants
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discriminate

promoting,

in the hiring,

or paying . . ." The

firing,

decision

of the district

disturbed.

B. Housing

court will not be

[10] The vast majority of cannery

employees

the season

companies.

nonwhites,

live at the canneries during

in bunkhouses provided

The appellants claimed

particularly Filipinos,

by the

that

were

segregated

inferior

from whites and placed

bunkhouses because of racial

discrimination.

that appellants

facie

The district court found

had established. prima

case of intentional discrimination,

but that the defendants' evidence proved

nondiscriminatory motivations which the

appellants

pretextual.

found that

had failed

Specifically,

the employees we

to prove

the court

re housed by

time of arrival.

in

and by crew.
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The record contains ample

affirm the district,

usion. While none of the

ng appears to have been lu

evidence

court's

cannery

xur ious,

s om e

than

worker

first,

period

insular

worker

housed

bunkhouses were

others. Testi

s who arrived

during the

[, were housed tog

ted buildings.

s eventually ar

together in

bunkhouses. Thi

companies to main

housing needed at

Furthermore, the

primarily by crew,

inconvenience occa

departments worke

While some mixing

s

a

undoubtedly

nony

at t

colde

ether

When

rived

the

system

in only

any par

workers

thereby

asioned

d diff

of crews

better

showed that

he canneries

r preseason

in the best-

the cannery

they were

remaining

enabled the

he amount of

icular time.

were housed

t

t

minimiz

when di

erent

did occ

ing

ffe

shi

ur,

any

rent

fts.

the

cannery workers were all housed together,

IIII-41
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regardless of

of the record,

court clearly

4
race. BEased o

we do not find

n our review

the district

erroneous.

C. Messing

[11] Cannery workers were also fed

separately from the remainder of

force. The appellants

the work

alleged that

was due to racial discrimination.

this

The

district c

established

intentional

defendants

production

ourt agreed that they

a prima facie

had

case of

discrimination, but that the

had met their burden of

and the appellants had not

proved pretext. It is undisputed that the

cannery worker mess halls served what is

termed as a "traditional" oriental

4. The

appears
only exception

to have been the few
to this

female

cannery workers, who were housed apart
from male cannery workers. White female
cannery workers were housed
female cannery workers
nonwhite male
together.

cannery

with nonwhite
, just as white
workers were ho

and
used

111-42
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The

Local

district court noted

37 contract provided for

culinary crew, and that F

Asian persons dominated the m

Local 37. Further, the court

the quality and quantity of fo

the respective mess halls

responsibility of the respec

and that the older cane

preferred the traditional men

the younger workers acceded.

concluded that complaints abo

were attributable to personal

that the segregated messing

was attributable to the union

conduct of defendants. There

in the record

cannot f ind th

III. Disparate

[121 From

have insisted

analyzed under

that the

a separate

ilipino

embershi

t found

and

p in

that

od served in

were the

tive cooks,

ry workers

u, to which

The court

ut the food

taste, and

arrangement

and not the

is support

for these findings, and we

em clearly erroneous.

Impact

the beginning, appellants

that their claims also be

the disparate impact model
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Title VII.

exemplifies

purpose of

the broad prophylactic

Title VII, which is designed

to achieve

opportunities

equality of

by removing

employment

artificial

barriers that act as "built-in

winds" against

groups.

the progress of

Connecticut v. Teal,

minority

457 U.S.

440, 447-448, 102 S.Ct. 2525, 2530-2531,

73 L.Ed.2d 130, 137-138 (1982) ; Griggs V.

Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 431-432,

S.Ct. 849, 853-854, 28 L.Ed.2d 158, 164-

165 (1971) . To make out a prima facie

impact case, the plaintiff

facially

must show

neutral employment practice that

has a significantly

impact upon a Title VII

discriminatory"

protected group.

Connecticut v. Teal, 457 U.S. at 446, 102

S.Ct. at 2530, 73 L.Ed.2d at 137.

not necessary to prove discriminatory

intent. International Brotherhood

Teamsters
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324, 335 n. 15, 97 S.Ct.

n. 15, 52 L.Ed.2d 396, 415

Moore v. Hughes Helicopters, Inc., 708

F.2d 475,

of proof

establish

481 (9th Cir. 1983) . The burden

then shifts to the defendant

that the practice

to

has "a

manifest relationship to the employment

in question," Griggs, 401 U.S. at 432, 91

S.Ct. at 854, 28 L.Ed.2d

justified by a business

at 165,

necessity,

708 F.2d at 481. "The employer may also

rebut the employee's prima facie case by

showing the inaccuracy

statistics."°

of the employee's

Id. (citing Contreras v,

City of Los Angeles, 656 F.2d 1267, 1273

(9th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 455 U.S.

1021, 102 S.Ct. 1719, 72 L.Ed.2d

(1982) ) The plaintiff

by showing "that the

the practice

may still prevail

employer was using

as a mere pretext for

discrimination,"

457 U.S. at 447

Connecticut v. Teal,

102 S.Ct. at 2530
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L.Ed.2d

purpose

devices

at 137, "or that the

could be served by

with less discriminatory

employer 's

selection

impact,

Moore, 708

Rawlinson,

2720, 2726,

F.2d at 481 (citing

433 U.S. 3

53 L.Ed.2d

21, 329,

Dothard v.

97 SeCt0

786, 797 (1977) ) *

[13] The district

impact analysis to appellants'

court applied

claims of

nepotism,

balance

5 but declined to do

of appellants'

so for the

discriminatory

hiring and promoting claims.

noted a conflict in

The court

this circuit

concerning

proper

challenging

employment

whether impact

in situations where

the subjective

practices.

analysis

employees

e nature

Caught in the

5. The
impact
la~nguag~e

district
analysis
requirement an

h ld in in favor of

court also used

test an English
1d in an alternate

° gThe language
housing and messing claims. challe ngue
requirement finding is not aleedo

this appeal, and for reasons discussed

infra we will not review the court's

impact discussion regarding housing and

messing claims.
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<,

bind, the district court wisely chose to

follow the precedent authority by

refusing to use impact analysis across

the board. Appellants challenge this

legal decision, and we must attempt to

resolve the problem de novo.

Griggs v. Duke Power, supra, was the

first case to recognize that Title VII

outlaws practices that are fair in form,

but discriminatory in operation and

impact.

impact.

From

model

this cas

, chal

e grew the disparate

lenging employment

practices

(thus m

difficult

never the le

effect.

objective,

practices

scrutiny

adversely

s

a

that are neutrally applied

ing discriminatory intent

to prove ) , but that

s operate to discriminate in

Examples of the type of

outwardly neutral employment

early susceptible to impact

re pre-employment tests that

affect people of certain

cultural backgrounds and pre-selection
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requirements

restrictions

91 S.Ct. 84

Dothard, 433

L.Ed.2d 786

By and

have not ch

neutral pra

have mounted

the gamut

employment

stated that

particularly

such as height and weight

.' See Griggs, 401 U.S. 424,

9, 28 L.Ed.2d 158 (1971) ;

U.S. 321, 97 S.Ct. 2720, 53

(1977) .

large, however, appellants

allenged a specific facially

ctice. Rather, appellants

a broad-scale attack against

of defendants' subjective

practices. We have firmly

t subjective practices are

susceptible to

discriminatory abuse and should be

closely scrutinized. Kimbrough, at 1284.

At the same time, it is certain that

subjective practices and decisions are

not illegal per se. Id.; Heagney v.

University of Washington, 642 F.2d 1157,

1163 (9th Cir. 1981) . The gray area of

conflicting opinion is whether the close

scrutiny of these practices can or should
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take the form of imp- t

analysis.

In Heagney, upon which the district

court relied, the plaintiff challenged

the University's power to classify

certain jobs as "exempt"

personnel laws,

school

salaries.

complaint

more

which, in turn,

discretion

We held that th

was an objection

gave the

in setting

ie crux of the

to the lack of

well-defined criteria, which could not

equated. with practices such as personnel

or minimum physical requirements.

Thus, impact analysis was inappropriate.

642 F.2d at 1163. O'Brien v. Sky Chefs,

670 F.2d 864 (9th Cir. 1982),

followed on the heels of Heagney, and once

again held that the lack

criteria

disparate

must.

of well-defined

be challenged under

treatment.

The conflict in

with the decision in

this circuit a

Wang v. Hoffman,

rose

694
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from state

tests

be

Inc.,

a disparate



(9th Cir. 1982)

challenge

Corps of

employees

O'Brien,

analys is

the subje

the Corps

and could

eliminate

language

tradition

because

neutral-.-

concerns,

deeper

requir

disadv

1149.

intent

cases.

suppor

d the manner in which the Army

Engineers hired and promoted

Without cite to Heagney or

our court applied impact

to the plaintiff's claim that

ctive selection process used by

provided' inadequate guidelines

d be manipulated in order to

certain candidates. Although a

skills requirement--

ally subject to impact analysis

it is objective and facially

appeared

the

worry

ement was

antage the

Unfor tun

, which i

Nevert]

t the appel

central to the court's

discussion reflects a

that the language

added intentionally to

plaintiff. 694 F.2d at

lately, this speaks to

s irrelevant in impact

heless, Wang seems to

.lants' arguments at bar.

111-50
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See also Peters v. Lieuallen,

1390 (9th Cir. 198) .

In subsequent. cases

746 F.2d

we have

recognized

arid Wang,

resolving

the conflict between

and expressed

the question.

opinion

Heagney

without

See Moore,

F.2d 475 (9th Cir. 1983) (although

unnecessary to decision, disparate

treatment focus better suited to analysis

of subjective decision making) . Domingo,

727 F.2d 1429 (9th Cir. 1984) (disparate

treatment

because

facially

more appropriate

defendant's practices

neutral); Spaulding,

approach

were not

740 F.2d

686 (9th Cir. 1984) (holding

analysis

facially

only applicable

neutral

full-scale cha

practices, of

criteria is not

policies,

llenge to

which lack o

facially

to specific,

rather than a

an employer's

f well-defined

neutral)

We choose to follow the Heagney

of authority because we believe it

III-51
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question,Wi thou tthe correct view.

employment discrimination is an evil

which continues

must be battled.

to plague our society and

Title VII was designed

for that purpose, to make

etc.)

decisions.

however,

an irrelevant

race (or sex,

factor in hiring

It must be remembered,

that the disparate impact.

was not explicitly provided for

model

in the

statute, but rather was first enunciated

in Griggs as a mode of implementing

broad purposes of Title VII.

been argued that subsequent

While it has

congressional

actions have

the creation

served to

of dispara-

implicitly

impact,
7

ratify

it is

6. Moreover,

district court. Pr
we agree with the

incipled institutional

decision-making requires that we adhere

to Heagney, the first in line.

the other panels acted im

ignoring
circuit
over ruled
proceeding

We bel ieve
properly in

Heagney. It is the law uti
by which we are bound until

by appropriate
gs.

7. See Helfand & Pemberton, The

Continuing Vitality of Title VII Disprate

Impact Analysis, 36 Mercer 939, 944-954

(1985).
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no less clear that Congress was concerned

about mandating color-blindness with as

little intrusion into the free market

system as possible.

that it was

employers remain

qualifications as

so long as those

based on race, c

national origin.

436, 91 S.Ct. at

Contreras, 656 F.

Presumably,

deemed

free

the

equal

color,

See

856,

2d at

there

Courts ha

d essenti

to set em

y honestly

ifications

religion,

Griggs, 401

28 L.Ed.2d

1277-78.

fore,

ve

al1

plo

saw

wer

se

U.

at

the disparate

impact model was created to challenge

those specific, facially-neutral

practices that result in a discriminatory

impact and that by their nature make

intentional discrimination difficult or

impossible to prove. Were the facial-

neutrality threshold to disappear or be

ignored, the distinction between

disparate impact and disparate treatment
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ymen t
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would

large

being

race

diminish and inten

ly discarded element

an irrelevant fact

(or sex, etc.) coul

t

it

or

_d

overriding factor l

decisions. Employers wi

disproportionate to

representation in the lab

then face the choice of e

quota or defending ti

procedures against Title

do not find such a re

mandated by Congress or

Court interpretation

Therefore, practices and

lack of well-defined crit

decision making, hiring

sources or channels,

would become a

Rather than

as envisioned,

then become an

n employment

th work forces

the minority

bor force could

ither hiring by

heir selection

VII attack. We

result has been

through Supreme

of Title VII.

policies such as

eria, subjective

from different

word-of-mouth

recruitment, and segregated housing and

messing, which are not facially neutral,

lend-. themselves far better to scrutiny

for intentional discrimination.
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we hold that disparate

impact analysis was correctly withheld by

the district court when considering these

claims. 8

8.
within thi
appeals ar
disparate
employee
which hav
the Fift
D.C. Cir
Motors C
1972) ; Rc
Numerical
Cir. 198
Life Ins.
Cir. 1984
School D
1981) ; Gr
(11th Ci
738 F. 2d
circuits
apply im
objective
include t
Tenth Ci
Reserve
1983) ; Po
20 (4th C
Nat'l Ba
1984) ; Ca

I
s
e

i
s

n addition to the
court, the circuit
split on the applic

mpact analysis to
election practices.

ve applied
h, Sixth,
cuits.

conflict
courts of

ability of
subjective

Those
impact analysis
Tenth, Eleventh

See Rowe v. Gen

are
and

eral
orp., 457 F.2d 348 (5th Cir.
we v. Cleveland Pneumatic Co .,
Control, Inc., 69Q F.2d 88 (6th

2); Lasso v. Woodmen of World
Co., Inc., 741 F.2d 1241 (10th

) ; Williams v. Colorado Springs
ist., 641 F.2d 835 (10th Cir.
iffin v. Carlin, 755 F.2d 1516
r. 1985) ; Segar v. Smith,
1249 (D.C. Cir . 1984) . Those
which have said they will only
pact analysis to specified
employee selection practices

he Fourth, Fifth, Eighth, and
rcu
Ban
pe
ir.
nk,
rro

its..
k, 698
v. City
1982) ;
723 F

11 v.
708 F.2d 183
Carpenter v. Step
Univ., 706 F.2d 60
Pouncy v. Prudentia
795 (5th Cir. 198
States Postal Servi
Cir. 1983) ; Harris

See EEOC v. Federal
F.2d 633 (4th Cir.
of Hickory, 679 F.2d

Vuyanich v. Republic
F.2d 1195 (5th Cir.
Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
(5th Cir. 1983) ;
hen F. Austin State
8 (5th Cir. 1983);
1 Ins. Co., 668 F.2d
2) ; Talley v. United
ce, 720 F.2d 505 (8th

v. Ford Motor Co.,
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[14] Appellants'

allegations, which we have previously

analysis,

Bonilla v. Oak land Scavenger

697 F.2d

denied,

1297 (9th Cir. 1982) , cert.-

U.S. , 104 S.Ct. 3533,

82 L.Ed.2d

considered

previously

838 (1984) ,

by the district

discussed,

were properly

court.

the court

so

As

found

that no

existed

pattern

because

or practice

there was no

of nepotism

preference

for relatives.

findings

addition,

to be

We do not hold those

clearly erroneous.

we find appellants'

allegations of error, concernin

In

remaining

g re-hire

preferences and termination of Alaska

natives, to be without merit.

Accordingly, for the reasons set out

in this opinion, the district court

AFFIRMED.

651 F.2d 609
Mortensen v.
Cir . 1982) .

(8th

Callaway,
Cir.

672 F.2d
1981)

822 (lOt
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WARDS COVE PACKING COMPANY,
Cooke, Inc., and Colum
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INC. , Castle
tibia Wards Fisheries,

Nos. 83-4263, 84-3527.
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Before BROWNING, Chief Judge,

GOODWIN,

ANDERSON,

FLETCHER,

POOLE,

BOOCHEVER,

WALLACE, SNEED,

HUG, TANG, SKOPIL,

FARRIS,

FERGUSON,

NORRIS,

HALL, WIGGINS,

PREGERSON,

NELSON,

REINHARDT,

and BRUNETTI,

KENNEDY,

SCHROEDER,

ALARCON,

CANBY,
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Circuit
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- I

ORDER

a vote of the majority of the

regular active judges of this court, it is

ordered that this case- be

banc court pursuant to Rule

reheard by the en

25 of the Rules of

the United States Court of Appeals for

NinthCircuit. The previous three-judgepanel

assignment 768 F.2d 1120 is withdrawn.

IV-2

Upon.

the
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Appeal from the United States

District Court for the Western District

of Washington.

Before BROWNING, GOODWIN , WALLACE,

SNEED, ANDERSON, HUG, TANG, SCHROEDER,

FLETCHER, PREGERSON, and REINHARDT,

Circuit Judges.

TANG, Circuit Judge:

We grant en banc review in this

Title VII race discrimination case to

decide two questions. First, we decide

the procedure a panel should follow when

faced with an irreconcilable conflict

between the holdings of controlling prior

decisions of this court. Second, we

resolve that irreconcilable conflict, by

deciding that disparate impact analysis

may be applied to subjective employment

practices. The district court declined

to apply disparate impace analysis on the

authority of Heagney v. University of

Washington, 642 F.2d 1157 (9th Cir. 1981)

V-2



of hiring without

criteria cannot be subjected to disparate

impact analysis) and chose to disregard

the later decision in Wang v. Hoffman,

694 F.2d 1146 (9th Cir. 1982) (lack of

objective criteria for promotion can be

analy zed for disparate

Ninth Circuit panel that heard the appeal

from the

instant

judgment for the employers

case noted

in the

our conflicting

decisions but held. it was bound by Heagney

because it expressed the "correct view"

or, alternatively, because it was the

decision "first in line."

Wards Cove Packing Co., Inc., 768 F.2d

1120, - 1132

withdrawn,

and n. 6 (9th Cir. 1985) ,

787 F.2d 462 (9th Cir. 1985) .

[1] The panel's

resolve the broader

future panels

approach

question

should decide

did not

of how

a case

controlled by contradictory

now hold.

precedents.

that the appropriate

V- 3

impact) . The

Atonio v.

We

(practice well-deoffined



for resolving an irreconcilable

conTlict is an en banc decision.

faced with such a

en banc review,

conflict must

A panel

call for

which the court will

normally grant unless the prior decisions

can be distinguished.

"extraordinary"

United

Despite the

nature of en banc review,

States v. American-Foreign

Steamship Corp., 363 U.S. 685, 689,

S.Ct. 1336, 1339, 4 L.Ed.2d 1491 (1960) ,

and the general rule that en banc hearings

are "not favored," Fed.R.App.P.

banc review is proper "when consideration

by the full court is

or maintain

decisions."

necessary

the uniformity

Fed.R.App.P.

also American-Foreign

to secure

of its

35 (a) (1);

Steamship,

see

363 U.S.

at 689-90, 80 S.Ct. at 1339-40.

[2] Turning to the substantive

question which produced our conflicting

prior decisions, we note that this case

arises out of the cannery workers'

V-4

80

35(a), en

mechanism



allegations of both disparate treatment

and disparate impact. Thus it affords us

the opportunity to refine the analytic

tools for the identification and

eradication of unlawful discrimination.

Specifically, we now determine that

disparate impact analysis may be applied

to subjective employment practices.

I. BACKGROUND

Former salmon can

brought a class action

three companies with

discrimination on the bas

violation of Title VII

Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S

seq. (1982) and the Civil

1866, 42 U.S.C. § 1981 (198

alleged both disparate

disparate impact claims

minority persons. It all

pronounced concentration

ner

sui

is

of

.C.

Ri

2).

tre

on

ege

of

y workers

t charging

employment

of race in

the Civil

§ 2000e et

ghts Act of

The class

atment and

behalf of

d that the

Asian and

Alaska Native employees in the lowest

V-5



cannery worker

positions

such mi

paying

treatmen

alleged

practice

disparate

impact o

workers

separate

workers

paying,

of-mouth

policies

quali f ic

The

hired fr

through

Filipino

o

ti

t

s

e

and the relative s

rity employees in

positions proved

of minority people.

hat certain specific

of the companies p

treatment of and

carcity of

the higher

disparate

It also

employment

roved both

disparate

n minority people. The

challenged the companies'

hiring channels for

from those used for the

at-issue jobs, as well a

recruitment, nepotism,

, and the lack of object

at ions.

majority of cannery work

om native villages in Ala

a local union of p

members of the Inter

cannery

use of

cannery

higher

s word-

rehire

ive job

ers are

aska and

primarily

national

Longshoremen's

(ILWU) in Seat

and

tle.

Warehousemen's Union

Consequently, cannery

V-6
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workers are almost all members of these

ethnic groups. All other positions are

filled through applications received

during the off-season at the mainland

home offices, through rehiring previous

employees and through word-of-mouth

recruitment. These positions are held

predominantly by white people. Another

challenged practice, of particular

relevance in our en banc review of this

case,~ is the apparent lack of objective

qualifications for many job

classif ications, and the resultant use of

subjective criteria in hiring and

promoting. When filling most job

positions, the respective hiring officers

generally seek to hire the individuals

who are, in the hiring officer's opinion,

the best for the job.

In addition to / the racial

stratification of jobs, the cannery

workers complain that even those

VT- 7



nonwhite

companie

whites.

segregat

messing,

provided

to those

In

companie

the evi

include in

The co

workers'

discrimi

s who obtain positions with the

s are treated differently from

They allege that nonwhites are

ed from whites in housing and

and that the bunkhouses and food

for nonwhites are far inferior

provided for whites.

holding for the defendant

s, the district court evaluated

dence introduced by both sides,

conflicting

t analyzed

claims

nation, and

statistic

all the

for in

concluded

al data.

cannery

tentional

that the

companies

nondiscri

practices

contrary

Ninth C

evaluate

disparate

court sub

had successfully

minatory motivations

. Despite the cannery

arguments, the court,

ircuit authority, re

all of the claims

impact model of Title

jected a few claims to

shown

for their

workers'

relying on

fused to

under the

VII. The

disparate

V-8

ng

ur

na



impact analysis and again found

defendants.

II. ANALYSIS

A. Title VII Liability

[3, 4] Section

for the

703 (a) (2) of

Title VII, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2 (a) (2)

provides that:

It shall
employment
employer--

be an
practice

unlawful
for an

(2) to limit, segregate,
classify
applican
any way

his employees
ts for employment
which would deprive

or
or
in
or

tend to deprive any individual
of employment opportunities or
otherwise adversely affect his
status as an employee,
of such individual's
color, religion,
national origin.

se

because
race,

x, or

An employee may prove an employer's

Title VII liability through a theory of

disparate

disparate

treatment

employer

treatment o

impact. Pro

requires a

intent ionally

r a theory of

of of disparate

showing that the

"treats some

V-9
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people less favorably than others

of their race, color, religion,

because

sex, or

national origin. International

Brotherhood of Teamsters v. United

States,

1843,

(1977) .

431 U.s. 324,

1854-55 n. 15,

An illicit

in an individual

when the plaintiff

a protected class

335 n. 15,

52 L.Ed.2d 396

motive may be inferred

discrimination claim

shows he is a member of

who applied for, and

failed to get, a job for which he was

qualified

his

and which remained

rejection.

open after

McDonnell Douglas

Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 7

S.ct. 1817, 1824, 36 L.Ed.2d

92, 802, 93

668 (1973) .

An illicit

class-wide

sufficient

motive may be inferred

discrimination claim

showing of disparity

in a

from a

between

the class members

qualified members of

Segar v. Smith, 738

(D.C. Cir. 1984), ce

and

the ma

F. 2d

compar ably

majority group.

1249, 1265-66

rt. denied, 471 U.S.

V-10
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97 /S.ct.s



1115,

(1985)

n. 15,

A

105 S.Ct. 2357,

(citing Teamsters,

97 S.Ct. at 1854-5

disparate impact

"employment

neutral in

groups but

on one gro

justified

Teamsters,

at 1854-55

irrelevant

designed

concern w

employment

motivation.

401 U.S. 42

L.Ed.2d

original) .

pr

the

tha

u~p

by

431

n.

be

to

ith

pr

"4

z4,

158

commonly known.

case, plaintif

both of dispar

86

431

5 n.

clai

L.Ed . 2d

U.S. at

15) .

m challe

258

335

nges

actices that are facially

eir treatment of different

t in fact fall more harshly

than another and cannot be

business necessity."

U.S. at 336 n. 15, 97 S.Ct.

15. Illicit motive is

cause impact analysis is

implement Congressional

"the consequences of

actices, not simply the

Griggs v. Duke Power Co.,

432, 91 S.Ct. 849, 854, 28

(1971) (emphasis in

In a class action suit,

as a "pattern or practice"

fs typically asser t claims

ate treatment occasioned by

V-11
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disparate
an employer's practices and of

impact produced

Segar,

by

738 F.2d at 1266.

Court noted in Teamsters, a

:hose practices.

As the Supreme

pattern and

practice class

theory may, of

action case,

course,

"[e]ither

be applied to a

particular set of facts."

n. 15, 97 S.Ct. at 1854-55

431 U.S. at 336

n. 15.

B. Impact Analysis in the Ninth Circuit

1. Conflict

Disparate treatment and disparate

impact are but.

be used in

two analytic tools which

the appropriate Title VII

case to resolve the ultimate

whether

question,

there has been impermissible

discrimination by an employer .

e ., Goodman v. Lukens Steel_ Co.,

See,

777

F.2d 113, 130 (3d Cir. 1985) . Despite

Teamsters language stating that either

theory may be applied to a set of

courts have not uniformly interpreted

V-12

may

the

facts,

the



scope of impact

have arisen from the conflicting views

whether impact analysis

evaluate

1. T
Tenth, Elev
Circuits
subjective
e.g.,
F. 2d

h.

employment

he Second,
enth

can be applied

procedures.

Third,
and District

of

to

or

Sixth,
of Columbia

apply impact analysis
practices and criteria.

Zahorik v.
85 (2d

Bethlehem Steel
Cir. 1980), cert.
101 S.Ct. 3083,.

Cornell

to
See,

University, 729
Cir. 1984) Grant v.

Corp., 635 F.2d 1007 (2d
denied, 452 U.S.

69 L.Ed.2d 954 (
Wilmore v. City of Wilmington, 699
667 (3d Cir. 1983) ; Rowe v. Clev
Pneumatic Co., Numerical Control,

940,
1.981) ;
F. 2d

eland
Inc.,

690 F.2d 88 (6th Cir. 1982); Hawkins v.
Bounds, 752 F.2d 500 (10th Cir. 1985);
Lasso v. Woodmen of World Life Insurance
Co., Inc., 741 F.2d 1241 (10th Cir.
1984), cert. denied, 471 U.S. 1099, 105
S.Ct. 2320, 85 L.Ed.2d 839 (1985); Coe v.
Yellow Freight
(10th Cir.
Springs Scho
835 (10th Ci
755 F.2d 15
Smith, 738
cert. denie
2357, 86 L.E

System,
1981) ;

Inc., 646 F.2d 444
Williams v. Colorado

)ol District No. 11, 641 F.2d
ir. 1981); Griffin v. Carlin,
16 (11th Cir. 1985) ; Segar v.
F.2d 1249 (D.C. Cir. 1984),
d, 471 U.S. 1115, 105 S.Ct.
Ed,2d 258 (1985) . The Fourth

Circuit does not apply
subjective
E.E.O..C. v

criteria.
. Federal

F.2d 633 (4th Cir. 19
grounds sub nom.
Reserve
2794, 8

impact analysis to
See, e.g.,

Reserve Bank, 698
83), rev'd on other
Cooper v.

Bank, 467 U.S. 867,
1 L.Ed.2d.

of Hickory, 679 F.2d
but see Brown v. G

Federal
104 S.Ct.

(1984); Pope v. City
20 (4th Cir. 1982);

aston County Dyeing

V-13

analysis.l Differences



from the objective
different

test and diploma

in the seminal

height and weigh

-. , r-

requirement scrutinized

Grigs decision or the

ht requirements analyzed

457 F.2d 1377 (4th Cir .),
Miac ., a 3 S .3 9
cert. denied, 409 U.S. 982, 93 S.Ct.31,

34 L.Ed.2d 246 (1972) ; Robinson v.

Lorillard Corp., 444 F.2d 791 (4th Cir.) ,

cert. dismissed, 404 U.S. 1.006, 92 S.Ct.

573, 30 L.Ed.2d 655 (1971) . The Fifth,
- ~ -ffched

Seventh and Eighth Circuits have rea
conflicting results, sometimes applying

impact analysis and sometimes refusing to
U

apply it. See, e.-, Page

Industries, nc., 726 F. 2d 1038 (5th Cir.

1984) ; Rowe v. General otors Corp.,

457 F.2d 348 (5th Cir. 1972) (applying

impact analysis) ; contra Bunch V.

Bullard, 795 F.2d 384, 394 (5th Cir.

1986)
Bank ,

Vuyanich v. public Nationl

723 F.2d 1195 (5th Cir.) cert.

469 U S 1073 105 S.Ct 567, 83

L.Ed.2d 507 (1984); Pegues v .

Mississippi State Employment Service, 699

F.2d 760 (5th Cir.) , cert. denied,

U.S. 991, 104 S.Ct. 482, 78 L.Ed.2d 679

(1983) ; Carroll v. Sears Roebuck & Co.,

708 F.2d 183 (5th Cir. 1983); Pouncy v.

Prudential Insurance Co., 668 F.2d 795
(5th Cir. 1982); Griffin v. Boardof

Regents, 795 F.2d 1281, 1288-89 and n. 14

(7th Cir . 1986) (refusing to apply impact
C hr slerr

analysis
Cor,

); contra Clark ,
)73 F. 2d 921 (7th Cir .) cert.

9 U S 873 103 S.Ct. 161, 74
de 3e , 45 .n.td

L.Ed.2d 134 (1982); Talley v. United

States Postal Service, 720 F.2d 505 (8th

Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 466 U.S. 952,

V-14
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in Dothard v. Rawlinson, 433 U.S. 321,

S.Ct. 2720, 53 L.Ed.2d 786 (1977).2

This circuit has clearly held that

subjective practices and decisions are

illegal per se. Heagney v.

104 S.C
Harris V
(8th Cir
analys is
722 F.2
denied,
L.Ed. 2d

t. 2155, 80 L.Ed.2d 541 (1984) ;
. Ford Motor Co., 651 F.2d 609
. 1981) (refusing to apply impact
); contra Gilbert v. Little Rock,
d 1390 (8th Cir. 1983) , cert.
466 U.S. 972, 104 S.Ct. 2347, 80

820 (1984) .

2. See, enc., Page v. U.S.

Indusries, Inc., 726 F.2d 1038, 1054 (5th
Cir. 1984) (applying impact analysis to

subjective employment practices in accord

with Rowe v. General Motors Corp., 457

F.2d 348 (5th Cir. 1972) because
"promotional systems which depend upon

the subjective evaluation and favorable

recommendation of immediate supervisors

provide a ready vehicle for
discrimination."); E.E.O.C. v. Federal

Reserve Bank, 698 F.2d 633, 639 (4th Cir.

1983), rev'd on other grounds sub nom.

Cooper v. Federal Reserve Bank, 467 U.S.

867, 104 S.Ct. 2794, 81 L.Ed.2d 718 (1984)

(allegedly discriminatory promotion
policies could not be subjected to impact
analysis because the subjective criteria
did not amount to an "objective standard,
applied evenly and automatically" as arm
a diploma
height or

requirement,
weight requi

a test or
cement) .

a minimum

V-15
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642 F.2d 1157,

1163

we h

are

(9th Cir .

ave stated.

particu

1981) .

that su

larly

discriminatory abuse

closely scrutinize

Secretary of United

F.2d 1279, 1284 (9th

Barrows Co., 660 F.2d

1981). The conflict

developed because p

all agreed that th

subjective practices

the form of a dispar

In Heagney, the

the University's

certain jobs as

personnel laws, which

school more disc

salaries. We held

complaint was an obj

se

d.

Sta

At the same time ,

bjective practices

susceptible to

and should be

Kimbrough v.

ates Air Force, 764

Cir . 1985) ;

1327, 1334

in our deci

ior panels

Nanty v.

(9th Cir.

sions has

have not

e close scrutiny of

can or should take

ate impact analysis.

plaintiff challenged

power to classify

exempt" from state

h, in turn, gave the

retion in setting

that the crux of the

ect ion to the lack of

well-defined criteria, which could not

V-16
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equated with practices such as personnel

tests or minimum physical requirements.

Thus, although we had previously noted

that both treatment and impact analysis

may be applied, we held that impact

analysis. was inappropriate.

F.2d at 1163. We followed

Heagney, 642

Heagney in

O'Brien v. Sky Chefs, 670 F.2d 864, 866

(9th Cir. 1982)

impact analysis

and refused to apply

to 7n employer's lack of

well-defined promotion criteria,

that the lack of such criteria does not

per se cause an adverse impact.

On the ether hand, this court

applied

criteria

impact analysis to subjective

in at least two cases.

Wang v. Hoffman,

In

694 F.2d 1146, 1148 (9th

Cir. 1982), which challenged the hiring

and promotion

of Engineers,

promotion s

criteria could

policies of the Army Corps

the panel held

system lacking

.d be challenged

that a

objective

for its

V-17
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disparate

Lieuallen,

and in Peters v.

746 r.2d 1390, 1392 (9th Cir.

the panel. held that impact

analysis

criteria

could be applied to subjective

used during interviews to screen

candidates, but that the plaintiff

show that

adverse

use of

impact.

the criteria caused

See also Yartzoff

the

v.

Oregon,

(impact

745 F.2d 557, 558 (9th

analysis of subjective

Cir. 1984)

promotion

criteria

d iscr iminatior

appropriate in

case, but plaintiff

to offer proof of disparate impact).

subsequent

recognized the conflict between Heagney

and Wang, but felt i

resolve the question.

t unnecessary to

See Moore v.

Hughes Helicopters, Inc., 708 F.2d 475,

481 (9th Cir. 1983) (noting that "[t]he

law in this court is unsettled" stated

disparate treatment focus well suited

analysis of subjective decision mak ing) ;

V-18

1984),

must

age

failed

In cases we have

to

impact,



Spaulding v University of Washington,

740 F.2d 686, 709 (9th.

defined criteria

discrimination

disparate tr

Cir.) (lack of

facilitating

better presented

eatment model on

well

wage

under

the

authority of Heagney, followed

cf." citation to Wang) ,

U.S. 1036, 105 S.Ct. 511,

cert. denied,

83 L.Ed.2d

(1984) .

2. Resolution

We now hold

analysis.

subjective

criteria

that disparate

may be applied

employment

provided

impac t--

to challenge

practices

the plaintiffs

or

have

proved a causal connection between those

practices and the demonstrated

members of a protected class.

impact on

The three

elements of the plaintiffs'

case are that they must (1) show

significant disparate

protected

employment

class, (2) identify

practices or

specific

selection

V-19

by a "but
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criteria and (3) show the causal

relationship between the identified

practices and the impact. We are

persuaded that this holding 
comports with

the express language of the statute, the

intent of Congress as revealed in its

discussions of the 1972 amendments, the

enforcement agencies' interpretation, and

the broad prophylactic purposes of

Title VII.

3. Rationale

a. Statutory Language

W\Te begin with the observation that

Title VII.

employment

without ref

subjective

that it

practice

classify .

for employ

proscribes all

discrimination.

erence to either o

practices. Title

is an unlawful

"to limit, -segr

- employees or

meant in any a_"

forms of

:t does so

objective or

VII states

employment

egate, or

applicants

42 U.S.C.

§ 2000e-2 (a) (2) (1982) (emphasis added) .

V-20



Court construed this

proscribing "not only overt

discrimination but also practices that

are fair in form, but discriminatory

operation." Griggs, 401 U.S. at 431,

S.Ct. at 853.

disparate im

discrimination

Congress' int

The Court developed the

pact model _ for proving

in recognition of

ent to remove "artificial,

arbitrary, and unnecessary barriers to

employment."

involved re

diploma an

Id . Although

quirements of a

d an objective

high.

test

opinion

analysis

did not expressly limit impact

to such criteria.

b. Congressional Intent

There is considerable evidence

Congress endorsed the Griggs decision

during discussion of amendments

Title VII in 1972. H.R.Rep.

Cong., 1st Sess. 19, 24 (1971

in 1972 U.S.

No. 238, 92d

), reprinted

Code Cong. & Ad.News 2137,

v-21
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Griggs

school
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to

languageThe Supreme



2164; S.Rep. No. 415, 92d Cong., 1st Sess.

1, 14-15 (1971);

U.S. 440, 447 n

Connecticut v. Teal, 457

. 8, 102 S.Ct. 2525, 2531

n. 8, 73 L.Ed.2d 130 (1982); see Helfand

and Pemberton, The Continuing Vitality of

Title VII Disparate Impact Analysis,

36 Mercer L.Rev. 939, 948-54 (1985) . The

section-by-section analyses of the 1972

amendments submitted to both houses

Congress expressly stated that

not addressed by the amendments, existing

case law was

govern.

intended to continue to

118 Cong. Rec. 7166, 7564 (1972);

Teal, 457 U.S. at 447 n. 8

2531 n. 8. Thus, although

102 S.Ct. at

Title VII was

not amended

disparate

practices,

specifically

impact analysis

to extend

to subjective

decisional law incorporated

that time included not

such

only Griggs,

cases as United States v. Bethlehem

Steel Corp., 446 F.2d 652, 647-58 (2d Cir.

1971) , which applied Griggs to invalidate

V-22
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standards and

procedures.

c. Enforcement
Agencies'

Additional

Interpretation

authority for

decision to apply the disparate

model is found in the announcement

four agencies

Title VII--the

charged with enforcement

Equal

of

Employment

Opportunity Commission, the Office of

Personnel Management, the Department

Justice and the Department

the law requires

of Labor--that

application of the

disparate

procedures

objective.

impact model to all selection

whether

Griffin

subjective

v. Carlin,

or

755 F.2d

1516, 1525 (llth Cir. 1985) . The Uniform

Guidelines

Procedures,

procedures

applies

on Employee

adopted in

Selection

1978, define the

to which impact analysis

as:

[a]ny measure, combination of
mesures,
basis

or procedure used as a
anyfor employment

V-23
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of
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decision. Selection procedures

include the full range of

assessment techniques

from . . - physical,

.ed.cational, and work

experience requirements through

informal or casual interviews.

29 C.F.R. § 1607.16(Q) (1985).

Because the statutory language

legislative history support

administrative

guidelines a

defere-nce,"

"expressing

GriggS, 401 U.

d . Purp

Applying

impact analys

and criteria

implement

re

and

the

S. a

pose

th

is t

is

interpretat i

'ent ;. t led

can be tr

will of

t 434, 91 S.C

of Title VII

e tool of

o subjective

necessary

the prophylactic

on,

to gr

eated

Congress

Ct. at 8

dispa

pract

to f

purpose

the

eat

as

855.

rate

ices

fully

of

Title VII to achieve equal- emplo

opportunity and remove arbitrary

unnecessary barriers which have ope

to favor white male employees

others. Teal, 457 U.S. at 451, 102

V-24
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at 2532-33; Teamsters, 431 U.S.

S.Ct. at 1869; Grigcs, 401 U.S.

at 364, 97

at 431, 91

S.Ct. at 853. It is essential. precisely

because such practices will quite often

discriminatory animus .

Subjective

"'built-in

practices can operate as

headwinds'" for minority

groups

criteria,

as readily as can objective

401 U.S. at 432, 91

S.Ct. at 854, and these practices

likewise be exposed and eradicated when

they cause adverse impact without

of a redeeming business necessity.

proof

The

Supreme Court. has not held otherwise.

e. Furnco

There

discussion

has been

about the meanin

considerable

g of Furnco

Construction Corp. v. waters, 438 U.S.

567, 98 S.Ct. 2943, 57 L.Ed.2d

Some courts and commentators

Supreme Court restricted the

957 (1978) .

suggest the

application

of Griggs impact analysis to objective

v- 25

lack any

should

:



criteria.3

however, do

of Furnco

The majority of circuits,

not subscribe to this

and have applied

analysis to subjective

The employment p

practices.

reading

impact

4

ractice challenged

in Furn

jobsite

co was the refusal

applications for br

to accept

icklayers to

reline blast furnaces

Instead,

with firebrick.

the job superintendent

only bricklayers he

hired

knew were experienced

3. See,
Discrimination
Supp. Nov. 198

e.g., Lar
§ 76.36

son, 3 Employment
n. 90

5) (collecting
(1984 &

cases) .

4. See, e.g., Gr

Steel Corp., 635 F.2d 100
cert. denied, 452 U.S.

3083, 69 L.Ed.2d 954 (19

rant v. Be
07 (2d Cir.

940, 10

thlehem
1980) ,

1 S.Ct.

81) (a post Furnco
decision in which, on virtually identical
facts, the court held that word of

hiring should
discriminatory

be
treatment

discriminatory impact.
Bauer v. Bailar, 647
(10th Cir. 1981) ("S
promotion decisions,

evaluated

Id.
F. 2d

mouth
as

and for
at 1016-17)
1037, 1043

objective hiring and
particularly where

made in the absence of specific standards
and guidelines[,] may not go unexplained

if there is a significantly
disproportionate non-selection
of a [protected] group. .

also cases cited supra, n. 1.

of members
.") . See

V-26



or who

foremen.

had been recommended

Furnco, 438 U.S. at 570,

S.Ct. at 2946. In applying the McDonnell

Douglas formula of disparate treatment

the Court noted the case did not implicate

employment

Griggs

tests previously treated in.

and Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody,

422 U.S. 405, 412-13,

70, 45 L.Ed.2d

particularized

as those discu

at 329,

95 S.Ct. 2362, 2369-

280 (1975) (Moody)

physical requirements s

ssed in Dothard, 433 U

or

uch

U.S.

97 S.Ct. at 2726-27, and that it

was not a pattern and practice case as was

Teamsters, 431 U.S. at 358, 102 S.Ct. at

1866, Furnco, 438 U.S. at 575 n. 7, -98

S.Ct. at 2948-49

We do not

preclude

presented

read this footnote to

impact analysis of the claims

in the case at bar. Clearly,

the facts giving rise to allegations of

discrimination may support

case of disparate treatment

a prima facie

or disparate

V-27
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impact. See, Teamsters, 431 U.S. at 336

n. 15, 102 S.Ct. at 1854-55 n. 15

("[e]ither theory may, of course, be

applied to a particular set of facts.") In

other words, Furnco imposes no 
limitation

on use of impact analysis beyond the

restrictions inherent in demonstrating a

prima facie case.

The Furnco plaintiffs identified a

specif ic practice, but were unable to

prove that the practice had an adverse

impact on black bricklayers. 438 U.S. at

571, 98 S.Ct. at 2946. Because they

failed to demonstrate disparate impact,

they failed to establish a prima facie

case of disparate impact, and thus, use of

that analytic tool was inappropriate.

[5] In contrast, the plaintiffs in

this case content they are consigned to

lower paying jobs by a system of racial

segregation implemented through a variety

of specific employment practices. The
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statistics

significant

challenged p

disparate im

are entitled

analysis as

to challenge

the company

have satisfy

face case:

impact on

identificati

practices o

provide

disparate

practices ar

pact. Thus

to

an

th

es'

ed

a

on

r

evidence

impact

e agreed

these p

the application

appropriate ana:

e discriminatory

practices bec

the elements of

a significant

protected c

of specific

selection. criteria

of a

and the

to cause

laintiffs

of impact

ytic tool

effect of

.use they

the prima

disparate

ass, the

employment

and a

causal relationship between the

identified practice and the impact.

f. Logic Supports Impact Analysis

Although the language of the statute

and Congressional discussions of

Title VII, as well as Supreme Court

pronouncements are sufficient authority

for the application of disparate impact

analysis to subjective employment

V-29



practices, we should also note that we are

unpers

to our

uaded by

decision

or social

there is a

between

practices

categorize

proof of

In their v

nature an

and thus

discrimin

only obj ec

for dispa:

the

ba

policy.

logical

objecti

and.

tion of

impermi

view subj

d define

should

tory

t ive

ate

We disag

may well be a

intentional

defendants poi

engendered by

or carried

adherence

defendants' objections

sed on appeals to logic

Defendants argue that

basis for a distinction

ve and subjective

for the correlative

the analysis of the

ssible discrimination.

jective practices are by

tion based upon intent

be evaluated only for

animus.

practices

impact.

ree . Sub

covert me

discrimin

Lnt out , bu

a totall

on as

to pa

a

st

They argue

can be evalu

jective

ans to

ation,

t they

y benign

matter of

practices

that

ated

practices

effectuate

as the

can also be

gn purpose,

routine

whose
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purposes

Subjective practices

neutral in intent as

in fact, the subjec

"covert means"

are undiscoverable.

are as likely to be

objective ones.5 If,

tive practices are a

to discriminate

intentionally, by definition intent will

be difficult to

are the cause

prove.

of adverse

If the practices

impact, the

purposes of Title VII are well-served by

advancing proof of adverse impact,

thereby

proving

adverse

obviating

intent.

impact can

the necessity of

Proof of intent where

be shown may

only unnecessary but undesirable

be not

because

of the animus the process generates.

We also do rot

objective

5.
Statistics
§ 1.23 (19
the dispar

agree that only

practices can be analyzed for

See D. Baldus and J. Cole,

1 Proof of Discrimination
80 & Supp. 1985) ("The logic of

ate impact doctrine appears
apply to covert legitimate
matter how discretionarily
applied, as well as it does

policies,
to
no

they are
to overt

nondiscretionary criteria.")

v-31
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disparate

employment

impact.

practices

When

from the

we view

perspective

of their impact on a protected class, we

are unable to see a pr incipled and

meaningful difference between objective

and subjective practices. There is no

bright line distinction between 
objective

and subjective hiring criteria, because

almost all criteria necessarily have both

subjective and objective elements. For

example while the requirement of a

certain test

"objective," the

tested and of the

measure them

elements of judg

"subject ive' requ

personal appear

certain objecti

terms merely

score

choice of

testing

involves

meant. S

uirements

ance in

ve" fact o

represent.

may appear

skills to be

instruments to

" subject ive"

uch apparently

as attractive

fact include

rs. Thus the

extremes on a

continuum,

demarcation.

and

to

cannot

guide

provide a

courts in

V-32
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the appropriate analytic tool in a

Title VII discrimination case.

Finally, we think a distinction

between subjective and objective

practices serves no legitimate purpose.

To the contrary, preserving the

distinction could serve to encourage

employers to abandon "objective" criteria

and practices in favor of "subjective"

decision making as a means of shielding

their practices from judicial scrutiny.

It would subvert the purpose of Title VII

to create an incentive to abandon efforts

to validate -objective criteria in favor

of purely discretionary hiring methods.

See Griffin v. Carlin, 755 F.2d 1516,

1525 (11th Cir . 1985) ("Rather than

validate education and other objective

criteria, employers could simply take

such criter-ia into account in subjective

interviews. . . . It could not have been

the intent of Congress to provide

V-33



employers

devices r

criteria.

g.

The

placed on

somehow

with

ather

an incentive to

than validated

use such

objective

Policy Considerations Support

Impact Analysis

defendants argue that the burden

an employer in an impact case is

made unduly onerous when the

practices identified as having a

disparate impact are subjective in

nature. A class claim of disparate impact

is essentially an allegation that a

disparity in the position of nonwhites

and whites, often proved through

statistical evidence, is "the systemic

result of a specific employment practice

that cannot be justified as necessary to

the employer's business." . Segar, 738

F.2d at 1267. As in a disparate treatment

claim, the initial burden is on the

plaintiffs. To establish a prima facie

of disparate

prove that

impact, the

a specific

plaintiffs

business

V-34
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"s ignif ican tly

discriminatory impact." Teal, 457 U.S.

at 446, 102 S.Ct. at 2530; Dothard,

U.S. at 329, 97 S.Ct

reiterate, plaintiffs'

at -2726-27.

pr ima facie case

consists

disparate

of a showing

impact

of significant

on a protected class

caused

employment

criteria.

by specific,

practices or

identified,

selection

[6] Once the plaintiff class has

disparate

specific, identif iable employment

practices or criteria, the burden shifts

to the employer. The crucial difference

between a treatment and an impact

allegation is the intermediate burden on

the employer.

showing of di

may

To rebut the prima facie

sparate impact the employer

refute the statistical evidence as in

the treatment claim and show that no

disparity exists. But if the employer

V-35
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To

shown impact caused by

pr act ice has a



defends by explaining the reason for

disparity

that areas

relatednes

practice.

S.Ct , at

decision

persuasion

plaintiff

preserved

burdens it

he must do

on. He

s or busir

Moody,

2375.

in Burdine

always

in a

the

an

stated that

factual is

character o

differ when.

facially neu

discriminato

classes."

Affairs v. B

n. 5, 101

L.Ed.2d 207

su

f

tr

tr

ry

4

T

more than a

must prove

ess necessi

22 U.S. at

he Supreme

that

stay

treatment.

different

impact cas

it "recogni

es, and

the evident

he plaintiff

al employmen

impact

Texa

Burden

S.Ct.

(1981)

s

e

1

Dept

450

089,

rticul

the

ty of

425,

Cour

the

ate

job

the

95

t's

the burden of

s with the

case expressly

allocation of

e. The Court

zed that the

therefore the

ce presented,

claims that a

t

on

o

U.

09I

policy has a

protected

f - Community

S. 248, 252

93 n. 5, 67
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Precisely what the employer must

prove will vary with the factors of

different job settings, but "[t]he

touchstone is business necessity."

Griggs, 401 U.S. at 431, 91 S.Ct. at 853.

In our view, proving business necessity

is no more onerous in a case involving

subjective practices than one involving

objective practices, because in either

case the employer is the person with

knowledge of what his practices are and

why he uses the methods and criteria he

does, as well as the person with superior

knowledge of precisely how his employment

practices affect employees. See Segar,

738 F.2d at 1271; Pouncy v. Prudential

Insurance Co., 668 F.2d 795, 801 (5th Cir.

1982) . The burden of proof on the

employer is commensurate with the greater

burden on the plaintiff to prove impact

and to establish the causal connection

between the practices and the impact.
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Once a challenged practice which causes

disparate impact is identified, it does

not place an unf air bur den

employer

practice.

to justify

6

proving-. busine

arduous task,"

We emphas

ss necessi

the challenged

ize that while

ity may be

Bunch v. Bullard,

"an

795 F.2d

384, 393 n. 10 (5th Cir. 1986),

burden will not arise until the plaintiff

has shown a causal connection

challenged practices and

between

the impact

protected class.

weighing competing

considerations urged by the defendants,

6 . We note that a related concern

is that the "impact model is not the

appropriate vehicle from which to launch

a wide ranging attack on the cumulative
effect of a company's employ

practices," Spaulding, 740 F'.2d at
However , this is not such a case.
class has not simply complained about

ymen t
707.
The

t the

overall consequences of a collection of

practices; rather it has

identified specif ic employment practices
which cause adverse
specific practices which
impact may be considered

collectively.

impact..
ch cause adverse
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primary guidance is provided by the

purpose of Title VII, namely to eradicate

the existence and effects of

discrimination in employment. Treatment

and impact analyses are interpretive

constructions intended to provide

guidance in evaluating the evidence

presented in discrimination cases so as

best to effectuate Congressional intent.

In this case, that intent is best realized

by a decision to apply disparate impact

analysis to subjective employment

practices.

Fo L

that di

applied

practice

decis ion

are expr

We

reconsid

CONCLUS ION

the reasons discussed , we

sparate impact analysis ca

to subjective employ

s. To the extent our

s have held to the contrary

essly overruled.

return this cause to the pan

er the district co

h old

an be

yment

prior

they

el to

hurt's
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claims inthe plaintiffs'

light of~ this decision.

SNEED, Circuit Judge, with whom

GOODWIN,

Circuit

WALLACE,

Judges,

and J. BLAINE ANDERSON,

join, concurring

separately:

I agree that. en banc resolution

conflict, such as existed with respect to

Heagney v. University of Washington, 642

F.2d 1157 (9th Cir. 1981) , and Wang v.

694 F.2d 1146 (9th Cir.

the appropriate means of

tangle of conflicting

1982) ,

unraveling

is

a

holdings in circuit

law.

On the other hand, while I agree

mere fact that an employment

is subjective does not shield

that

practice

it from

attacks

theory,

presents

under

my view

the disparate

of the problems this

is different enough

impact

case

from that of

the majority that it is best to set forth

in some detail both my summary of

V-40
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facts and my analysis of the law with

respect to those facts. My thesis, in a

nutshell, is that the disparate impact

theory is designed to be applied to

certain types of cases only. The majority

opinion, although not holding otherwise,

might unfortunately be read to suggest

that the disparate treatment and

disparate impact theories may be used

interchangeably in any given fact

situation. While this would read the

opinion too broadly, it is certainly fair

to say that the majority opinion provides

no guidance in describing the

circumstances to which each theory is

applicable. This guidance is necessary

to prevent the conversion of all, or

substantially all, Title VII class

actions into disparate impact cases.

I now turn to the facts which will be

set out somewhat differently than in the

majority opinion.
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I.

FACTS

The five defendant canneries are

located in remote and widely separated

areas of Alaska. They operate for a short

period _ each year, during thd summer

salmon runs, and lie vacant for the

remainder of the year.

The cannery operations begin in May

or June, a few weeks before the

anticipated fish run, with a period known

as the preseason. The companies bring in

workers to assemble the canning

equipment, repair winter damage to the

facilities, and prepare the cannery for

the onset of the canning season. Shortly

before the fishing season, the canary

workers arrive. Cannery workers, who

comprise the bulk of the summer work

force, generally are unskilled

individuals who staff the actual canning

lines. These workers remain at the

V-42



cannery as long as the salmon run lasts;

they are guaranteed payment for a minimum

number of weeks if the run is shorter than

usual. When the canning is completed, the

cannery workers depart and the canneries

are disassembled and winterized by post-

season workers.

Salmon are extremely perishable and

must be

after be

are of

involves

canning

Independ

and turn

which tr

grounds

workers

processed within a short time

ing caught. Because the fish runs

short duration, cannery work

intense and long hours. The

process proceeds as follows.

ent fishermen catch the salmon

them over to companyowned boats,

ansport the fish from the fishing

to the canneries, Cannery

eviscerate the fish, remove the

eggs, clean

cans. Next,

salmon under

requi rements

the fish, and place them in

the cannery workers cook the

precise time and temperature

established by the Food and

V-43



Drug Administration (FDA) and inspect.

cans to

maintaine

Beca-u

the canne

contained,

great var

engineers,

canning

personnel

inspection

crews ope

tasks re

carpenters

and beach

constructi

the salmon

short dur

employees

in Seattl

Oregon in

th

the

ensure that proper seals are

on the top, bottom, and sides.

use of their remote location,

ries must be completely self-

employing individuals in a

iety of jobs. Machinists and

for example, maintain the

equipment. Quality control

conduct the FDA-required

s and record-keeping. Boat

rate transport boats. Other

quire, for example, cooks-

store-keepers, bookkeepers,

gangs for dock yard labor and

on. Because of the brevity of

runs, most of the jobs are of

ation. The few permanent

either staff the home offices

e, Washington and Astoria,

the winter, or maintain the

winter shipyard in Seattle.
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Another

canneries'

consequence

location in remote

that the companies hire the

of the

areas is

necessary

employees from various areas--primarily

Alaska and the Pacific Northwest--and

transport them to and from the canneries

each year . They provide housing and mess

halls at the canneries throughout the

season.

Most of the cannery

are unskilled,

worker jobs,

are held by

minorities. Most of the higher-paying

jobs are held by

plaintiffs prese

demonstrating

disparity. Re

they challenged

caucasians. The

nted statistical evidence

the breadth of this

lying-on this evidence,

the following

practices the canneries use in

the higher-paying jobs at issue:

hiring

filling

(1) the

use of separate hiring channels and word-

of-mouth recruitment for skilled workers;

(2) nepotism; (3) rehire policies;
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(4) the

qualif icat

discriminat

and housing

The di

the pract

treatment

defendants,

nondiscrimi

practices.

practices,

"objective,

model; i

this ana

The

lack

ions.

of

They

objective

also alleged

job

racial

ion in the canneries' messing

practices.

strict court evaluated all of

ices under the disparate

model; it found for the

holding that they had shown

natory motivations for these

It also evaluated some of the

those it characterized as

" under the disparate impact

found for the defendants under

lysis al

panel.

so.

to which this case was

assigned agreed with the

that disparate impact an

applied only to "objectiv

conclusion was based

University of Washington

(9th Cir. 1981) , but

Wang v. Hoffman, 694 F.2

district court

alysis should be

e" factors. Its

on Heagney v.

642 F.2d 1157

conflicted with

d 1146 (9th Cir.
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1982) . See Atonio v. Wards

Co., 763 F.2d 1120, 1132 & n. 6 (9th Cir.

1985)

As already mentioned, we granted

banc review to address the circumstances

under -which it is appropriate to employ

the disparate impact analysis. Par t II

of this opinion sets forth an analytic

framework

disparate

for determining when the

impact approach should be used.

Part III applies that framework

facts of this case.

II.

ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK

The relevant section of

42 U.S.C. 5 2000e-2(a) (2),

Title VII,

provides:

It shall be an unlawful
employment
employer

practice for an

. a .
classi

to limit, segregate,
fy

applicants
his employees
for employment

or
or
in

any way which would deprive or
tend to deprive any
of employment

individual
opportunities or

otherwise adversely affect

en

to the

Cove Packing

. O " e

his



status as an employee, because
of such individual's
color, religion, sex,
national origin.

The Supreme Court's interpretation

of this provision has identified

separate theories of recovery: disparate

treatment and

briefly,

treatment

disparate

a plaintiff

impact. Put

alleging disparate

must demonstrate intentional

discrimination. See, e.c), international

Bhd. of Teamsters v. United States,

U.S. 324, 335 n. 15, 97 S.Ct. 1843,

2 T.Ed.2d 396 (1977) .

disparate

hand,

impact

does

claim, on the other

not require proof

discriminatory

attacks

intent.

"employment.

facially neutral in

Instead,

practices that

their .treatment

it

are

of

different groups but that in fact fall

more harshly on one

Id. at 336

group than another."

n. 15.

The Supreme Court has not clearly

articulated the types of cases to which
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each of these

In Teamsters,

theories should be applied .

for example, the Court said

that "[e]ither theory may, of course,

applied to a particular set of facts ."

Id. One could conc

that both theories

from this comment

were applicable to all

Title VII claims without regard to their

specific nature.

This conclusion,

inconsistent

disposition

however,

with the Suprem

of Furnco

is plainly

e Court's

Construction

Corp. v. Waters,

2943, 57 L.Ed.2d

case, the Supreme

438 U.S. 567, 98 S.Ct.

957 (1978) . In that

Court expressly refused

to apply disparate impact analysis.

plaintiffs were individual bricklayers

who were not hired because

the jobsite,

they applied

rather than through

at

the

regular

Court's.

application process.

explanation

The Supreme

consisted of

footnote stating that the case was

similar to Griggs v. Duke Power Co.,

not

401
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U.S. 424, 91 S.Ct.

(1971)

under

Dothard

(evaluating

disparate

849, 28 L.Ed.2d 158

standardized tests

impact

v. Rawlinson, 433

analysis) ,

U.S. 321, 97

S.Ct. 2720, 53 L.Ed.2d

(evaluating

requirements

analysis) ,

height

under

or Teamsters

disparate treatment

438 U.S. at 575 n.

786

and

disparate

(a

case) .

(1977)

weight

impact

class action

See Furnco,

7, 98 S.Ct. at 2948-49

n. 7.1

It should not be surprising that the

lower courts have employed

explanations of this footnote

different

in Furnco.

1. Comprehension of
treatment of
complicated

the court'-s
the impact claim in Furnco is

by Justice Marshall's

explanation. He argues that the Court's
rejection of the impact claim was merely

an affirmance of the circuit court's
affirmance of the district court's
rejection of that claim on the merits.
438 U.S. at 584-85, 98 S.Ct. at 2953
(Ma r sh all,

dissenting
explanation
explanation
refuse to r

J., concurring
in part.) Beca

in part ,
cause this

is not consistent with the
of the Court's

ely on it.
own opinion, I
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Two basic explanations have emerged, one

represented by Wang and

Heagney. The Heagney app

the disparate impact

objective practices;

the other by

roach restricts

analysis to

the Wang approach

applies it to all practices. 2

2. The decisions in
in fact
situatio
posi tion
that som
analysis
to the c
evident

reflex
r, with
s. It

be cour
only

ounting
from t

cases. See,
Roebuck & Co.,
Cir. 1983) (
apply dispa
claims of di
promotion
employees
651 F.2d
curiam)
impact an
based on
Other cc
analysis
whatsoeve

)
6
(

a

ru

r
Pneumatic
Cir . 198
disparate
allowing r
foremen) ;
F.2d 921,
disparate
mouth rec
selection

a7

r
s

I think

other circuits
ect a __more complicated
h a variety of different
is fair to say, however,

ts apply disparate impact
to practices closely akin
g, measuring, and weighing
he existing Supreme Court

e.g., Carroll v. Sears,
708 F.2d 183, 188-89 (5th
isdom, J.) (refusing to
ate impact analysis to
crimination in training,

, and classic fiction

Harris v. Ford M~otor Co
09, 611 (8th Cir. 1981) (p
refusing to apply dispara
lysis to system allowing f ir i
evaluations of supervisors
rts apply disparate impa
to any identifiable practi
. See, e.g., Rowe v. Clevela
Co., 690 F.2d 88, 92-93 (6
2) (per curiam) (applyi

impact analysis to syst
ehiring based on opinions
Clark v. Chrysler Corp., 6

927 (7th Cir.) (applyi
impact analysis to word-o
ruitment and discriminato
of hiring channel) , cer

of
.,

er
te
ng
).
ct
ce
nd
th

ng
em
of
73
ng
f-

ry
t.
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both of these approaches

alleged practice funct

consequence, one is too

other too narrow.

Moreover , the dist

ignore

ions.

broad

how the

As a

and the

inction between

"objective"

practices o

these cases

example,

qualificati

the other

good looks

entirely "

of these t

and "subjective"

or criteria

suggest.

that an

.ons

han

and

subj

two

and to the e

"objective."

resting enti

caprice can

"subjective. '

"objective" a

continuum, li

test i

d, hiri

d appear

jective.

criteria

xtent s

On

rel

b

I

are

ke

employment

is not as clear as

A requirement, for

applicant pass a

s "objective." On

ng on the basis of

ance is by no means

Specific aspects

a can be identified

o identified become

ly an employment prac

y on personal whim

e said to be wh

n short, "subjective"

only the extremes

night and day. I bel

tice

and

olly

and

of a

1ieve

denied, 459 U.S. 873, 103 S.Ct. 161, 74

L.Ed.2d 134 (1982).
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are inappropriate tools

bounds of disparate

for defining

impact and

disparate

E

r

treatment. analysis.

even "subjective" practices

majority points out, have

capacity to cloak discriminat

Grigcs led the Supreme Cour

disparate impact analysis.

I think the key to under

proper spheres of disparate

disparate treatment analysis

the nature of the

discrimination. A brief re

of the nature of the two forms

demonstrates this point. To

prima facie disparate i

requires that the practice be

that there exists an impact

protected class, and that t

caused the adverse impact.

Obviously, the b

establishing this prima faci

s,

i

t

st

i

c

ca

M oreov

as

the s

on that

to cre

anding

impact

s found

claims

pitulat

of analysis

establish a

impact case

identified,

adverse to a

he practice

urden

e case

of

will
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preclude certain claims from receiving

disparate impact

the requirement

analysis. For example,

that the plaintiffs

identify

plaintiffs

a specific practice

from "launch [ing]

prevents

a wide

ranging attack on the cumulative

of a company's

Spaulding v.

employment

Univers ity
of

effect

practices."

Washington,

740 F.2d 686, 707 (9th Cir.) (quoting

Prudential Ins. Co. of Am., 668

F.2d 795, 800 (5th Cir. 1982)), cert.

denied,

L.Ed.2d

Carlin,

469 U.S. 1036, 105 S.Ct. 511, 83

401 (1984) . But cf. Griffin v.

755 F.2d 1516, 1523-25 (11th Cir.

1985) (applying disparate impact

to the

without

end result

requiring

of a hiring

analysis

process,

the plaintiffs

articulate which specific practices

caused the impact

this requirement,

in question) .

the disparate

test would put on employers

Absent

impact

the burden of

demonstrating the business necessity

Vt-54
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each facet of their

even if the plainti

no disparate impac

those facets. See

801. Accordingly,

the plaintiff to i

practice;

business

practice.

The

prevents

certain

plaintiff

cannot st

employer

- practices

workers

significa

qualified

there are

children

practices

employment decisions,

ffs could demonstrate

t caused by some of

Pouncy, 668 F.2d at

the analysis requires

identify some specific

the defendant

necessity of

must

that

show

spec

the

ific

requirement of causation also

disparate impact analysis of

claims. For example, a

's class consisting of children

ate a cause of action against an

merely because his recruiting

designed to obtain quarry

overlooked children. No

nt number of children are

to be quarry workers. Because

e not a significant number of

so qualified, the employer's

in recruiting quarry workers
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have caused
cannot be said to

on the children.

causation element

At a minimum, then,

requires demonstration

by the plaintiff that 
significant

of the plaintiff

the job.

numbers

class are qualified

See, e-.- . Segar v. Smith,

F.2d 1249, 1274 (D.C. Cir . 1984) ,

denied,

L.Ed.2d

471 U.S. 1115,

258 (1985) ;

105 S.Ct. 2357, 86

Grant v. Bethlehem

Steel Corp., 635 F.2d 1007, 1019 (

1980) (noting that some members,

2d

of

Cir.

the

plaintiff class were clearly qualified,

despite the employers' protestations

the contrary), cert. denied, 452

940, 101

(1981) .3

S.Ct. 3083, 69 L.Ed.2d

3. I
plaintiffs
proof b Lsed

do not mean to say that

must introduce statistical
alifications of

applicants who have b

job. obviously,
itself could fail to

the
because

qua
yen rejected for the

represent adequately

number of qualified

practices
Rawl inson
2720, 272.

of discriminatory
See, 3

, 433 U.S. 321,
7, 53 L.Ed.2d 78G

33

minorities

recruitment
Dothard v.

0 97 5.Ct.

(1977) -
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plaintiff has established a

face case, the employer must

attack one of the three elements of

facie case or demonstrate that

the practice is a "business

The latter can be shown on

practice

necessity."

ly when. the

is job-related and serves to

help identify the

perform the work

qualities necessary to

satisfactorily. See,

Dothard v.

321, 333 n. 14,97

Rawlinson,

S.Ct. 2720,

433 U.S.

2728 n. 14,

53 L.Ed.2d

Power Co.,

786 (1977) ;

401 U.S. 424, 431

Griggs v. Duke

91 S.Ct. 849,

853, 28 L.Ed.2d 15

The disparate

quite

case

different.

typically

8 (1971).

treatment structure

There the prima fa

requires that

discriminatory
themselves
impact analysis.

recruitment
are subject

But is

practices
to disparate

is important to

remember that a prima facie case that the

recruitment practices in question have

caused a disparate impact requires

demonstration of a significant number of

qualified persons overlooked because

the challenged practices.
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aggrieved show (1) that he is a member of

a protected class, (2) that he applied,

(3) that he was rejected, and (4) that

after the rejection the position remained

open and applicants having qualifications

similar to the aggrieved's continued to

be

Corp

acce

. v.

pted .

Green,

S.Ct. 1817,

The burden t

that a non-d

his conduct.

at 1824-25.

may attempt

explanation

804, 93 S.C

burden of

aggrieved

treatment.

Affairs v.

101 S.Ct.

(1981)

See

411

1824, 36

hen is on

iscrimina

See id.

Therea

to show

i2s

Ct.

pe-r

to

T

McDonnell

U.S. 792,

L.Ed.2d 668

the employer

tory

at

after,

tha

pretextua

at 1825.

suasion r

show

exas Dep'

ine, 450

1089, 1093-94,

reason

Doug

802,

(197

to s

las

93

3) .

how

explains

802-03, 93 S.Ct.

the aggrieved

t the proffered

l. See id. at

The ultimate

emains on the

discriminatory

t of Community

U.S. 248, 253,

67 L.Ed.2d 207
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The Supreme Court cases to date have

applied disparate impact analysis only to

practices akin to counting, weighing, and

measuring, an even narrower limitation

than the "objective"/"subjective"

distinction some courts have adopted. I

think the appropriate distinction can be

more accura

disparate

applied wh

that the

unnecessary

plaintiff's

irrelevant.

treatment

claims tha

qualificati

hire him b

impermissib

of discrim

difficult,

tely delineated

impact analys

enever the pl

employer has

practice th

true

This dif

case, in which

at,

ons

eca

le

ina

if

us

c

to

knowing th

the emplo

se of race

haracterist

ry intent

not imposs

is

ai

ar

As I see it,

should be

ntiff claims

ticulated an

at makes the

qualifications

fers from a

the plaintiff

he plaintiff's

yer refused to

or some other

ic. A showing

is extremely

ible, when an

employer asserts that he did not hire
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individual because of a facially neutral

requirement

Court in

justify

ent. Faced with this reality

Griggs held that employers m

such requirements under

necessity test.

crucial issue in any Title

s into which category

's alleged wrong properly f

employer

of some

t practicE

tons of a

employer

business

The

case i

employer

Has the

reason

employee

qualific

has th

qualifi

reason?

pleaded

and ex

Because

case t

discri m

burden.

"impact

e1

c.

e

c

t

o1

principally

" of the pr

is

ac t

allegedly

facially

to asce

protected

ignored

a dis

of the

ermines

plaintif

the

ust

the

VII

the

its.

failed by

neutral

rain the

class, or

the known

criminatory

wrong as

the nature

's burden.

utile in an impact

plaintiff to show

the plaintiff's

one of showing the

ice. Proof of the
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1

impac t'

failure

a subst

class .

response

practice

job-rel

practice

goes far toward establishing

to consider the qualifications

antial number of the protec

At that point the employee

logically can only be that

e serves to ascertain a relev

ated qualification; that is,

e rests on business necessity.

a

of

ted

r ' s

the

ant

the

This

necessity

grievance

although

defendant

because o

treat this

treatment

plaintiff

discrimin

defendant

that wha

business

treatment

burden of

has no pla

is that

show

ce if

his

vailable to and

employer, have

a discriminatory

as an impact case

case would

of the burden of e

tory intent and

the burden of

he

ecess

did

ity.

case,

w as

In

ing a business

the plaintiff's

qualifications,

known by

been -igno

motive.

rather tha

relieve

stablishin

impose on

demonstrat

done because

the context of

this would

the

red

To

n a

the

g a

the

ing

of

a

amount to
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imposing the

prove that he

Thus, it

from the plea

nature of eac

burden on

did not d

is neces

dings and

h claim th

the defendant to

iscriminate.

sary to determine

the evidence the

e plaintiff makes.

Although it

nor treaty

irrevocably

practices,

properly

is

ent

to

it

ca

interchangeably.

case each cla

determine which

or treatment,

alleging only t

to hire him is

cannot force t

his failure

nec

pla

e

i

ssi

nti

ty.

ff

plaintiff's

been hired.

true that

analysis

a

is

nno

im

t

is

ha

ba

he

w

This

show

race

The

specific

also tr

tf b

It follow

must be

ype of an

proper

t the emp

sed on ra

employer

as due

remains t

s that

neither-- impact

can be tied

category of

rue that they

e employed

ws that in this

analyzed to

analysis, impact

An employee,

loyer 's failure

ce or religion,

to prove that

to business

rue even if the

others of

or religion also had n

employee has alleged

ot

a
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treatmerlt case and the burdens are

allocated as McDonnell Douglas and

BurdiOne indicate. 
n the other hand, such

an allocation is entirely inappropriate

- that the test

where the allegation is tha

employed by the employer 
disqualifies all

aplicants other than Protestants. This

pleads an impact case.

Complications arise when the

practices lend themselves to being

the basis of either a treatment
alleged as th bsi

or impact case. Equally complicated 
are

sn in which multiple practices
situations in

are employed and some properly suggest

r_.act analysis while other treatment

analysis. In such situations, a court

should evaluate each practice 
separately,

applying the appropriate analysis to each

practice. Guided by this analysis, 
I nOW

proceed to examine the district court's
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treatment of the plain t iff's claims in

this case.
4

4. I acknowledge that this

position has not been articulated in the

decisions of other courts that have

examined similar questions. A brief

suvey of the law in other circuits

reveals, however, that most of the

decisions in this area are consistent

with the approach I suggest.
The Second Circuit has applied

disparate impact analysis to employment

systems that relied on subjective

employee evaluations. Zahorik v. Cornell

Univ., 729 F.2d 85, 95-96 (2d Cir. 1984) .

Under my approach, such decisions would

often be subject to the disparate impact

analysis.
The Third Circuit applied disparate

impact to invalidate a test that

partially based promotions on

administrative skills. In that case, the

employer had a practice of assigning

whites to jobs that developed the

administrative skills tested for by the

exam. Accordingly, reliance on the

administrative skills was improper. See

Wilmore v. City of Wilmington, 699 F.2d

667, 675 (3d Cir. 1983).
None of the Fourth Circuit decisions

commonly cited in this area seems to have

dealt specifically with the

objective/subjective distinction. For

instance, in EEOC v. Federal Reserve

Bank, 698 F.2d 633, 638-39 (4th Cir.

1983) , rev d n other rounds sub nom.

Cooper v. Federal Reserve Bank, 467 U.S.

867, 104 S.Ct. 2794, 81 L.Ed.2d 718

(1984) , the court flatly stated that

disparate impact analysis could be

applied only to objective practices. In
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III.

APPLICATION TO THIS CASE

A. Separate
of-Mouth

Hiring Channels and.
Recruitment

The first practice the plaintiffs

challenge is the use of separate hiring

that case,
apparently
practice;
challenge
process.
refusing
the plai
practice
Similarly
F.2d 20
treatment
discrimin
was imply
practice.
Machine
cert. der
34 L.Ed
distinguish
treatment
Lorillard
cert. di
60, 404
L.Ed.2d 6
for app
analysis
despite
Robinson,
disparate
system
subjective

The
display

however,
identified

the
no

plaintiffs
specif ic

instead, they seem to have been
ng the entire employment

I would reach the same result,
to apply disparate impact unless
ntiffs can identify a specific
that causes a disparate impact.

y, Pope v. City of Hickory,-479
(4th Cir. 1982) , was a disparate

case; the plaintiffs alleged
nation in general, not that it
emented through some specific

Brown v. Gaston County Dyeing
Co., 457 F.2d 1377 (4th Cir.),
Hied, 409 U.S. 982, 93 S.Ct. 319,
.2d 246 (1972) , failed to
.sh between the impact and
analysis at all. Robinson v.

Corp., 444 F.2d 791 (4th Cir.) ,
.smissed pursuant to Sup.Ct.R.

U.S. 1006, 92 S.Ct. 573, 30
655 (1971) , is actually precedent
lication of disparate impact
to more subjective systems,

the flat statement in EEOC. In
the Fourth Circuit applied
impact to use of a seniority

that was at least partially
ve.
decisions

a similar
in
lack

the
of

Fifth Circuit
resolution in
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channels and word-of-mouth

for cannery workers and for the skilled

at-issue jobs. The use of separate hiring

channels

drawing a
subjective
that cjrcu
the circui
disparate
factors, r
Insurance
(5th Cir
Republic N
02 (5th C
1073, 105
(1984) ; Ca

can insulate

1
pr

ine
act

betwe
ices.

it have though
t precluded
impact analy
elying on Po
Co. of Amer

1982) .
at'l Bank, 72
ir.), cert.

S.Ct. 567,
rroll

708 F.2d 183,
(Wisdom, J.) ; Pe
Employment Serv.
Cir.), cert. de
S.Ct. 482, 78 L.
least one rece
noted Pouncy
disparate impac
that based prom
evaluations of
United States
1045-46 (5th Cir

an employer 's

en objective and
Several panels of
ht that the law of

application of the
ysis to subjective
uncy v. Prudential
ica, 668 F.2d 795
See Vuyanich v.

23 F.2d 1195, 1201-
denied, 469 U.S.

83 L.Ed.2d 507
v. Sears, Roebuck & Co.,

188-89 (5th Cir. 1983)
gues v. Mississippi State

699 F.2d 760, 764 (5th

nied, 464 U.S. 991, 104
Ed.2d 679 (1983) . But at
nt Fifth Circuit panel
and went on to apply

t analysis to a system

otions on the subjective
foremen. See Page v.

Indus., 726 F.2d 1038,
. 1984) . The clarity of

the ostensible rule of Pouncy is also not

evident from that opinion itself. In
fact, the opinion had alternative
holdings: f irs t, that the plaintiffs had
not established that the practices caused

the impact; and, second, that the

practice was not susceptible to the

disparate impact analysis because of its

subjectivity. 668 F.2d at 800-01. I also

note that in none of the Fifth Circuit

cases following Pouncy would plaintiffs
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decisionmaking process from any need to

consider the qualifications of unwanted

minorities. Accordingly, disparate

clearly have prevailed under my disparate
impact analysis anyway. See Vuyanich,
723 F.2d at 1201-02 (plaintiff apparently
failed to identify a specific practice) ;
Carroll, 708 F'.2d at 188-90 (apparently
the plaintiffs failed to show causation) ;
Pegues, 699 F.2d at 764-65 (practice not
by an employer, but by a state employee
commission).

In the Sixth Circuit, disparate
impact analysis has been applied in cases
challenging rehiring based on unguided
opinions
Cleveland
93 (6th Ci

The
strikingly
disparate
to word
selection.

of foremen .
Pneumatic Co.,
r. 1982) (per
Seven
simi

impact
-of-im
of

Clark v. Chry
927 (7th Cir
873, 103 S.Ct.

In the
cases that ar
approach. Th
firm refusal
analysis to
"subjective"
Gilbert v. Li

See
690 F.2d

curiam) .
th Circuit, in
lar to this one,-
analysis, as I

outh recruitmen
hiring channels.

sler Corp., 673 F
.) , cert. denied,

161, 74 L.Ed.2d l34
Eighth Circuit, I
e not reconcilable
at c
to
what
pra
ttle

(8th Cir. 1983)
analysis to a
individual discret
U.S. 972 (1984);
Postal Serv., 720
Cir. 1983) (refu
analysis) , cert.

circuit
apply

it
ctices

Rock

Rowe v .
88, 92-

a case
applied

do here,
t and

See
2d 921,

F59 U.S.
(1982) .

do find
with my

has maintained a
disparate impact
characterizes as

See, e.g.,
, 722 F.2d 1390

(applying treatment
system relying on

ion) , cert. denied, 466
Talley v. United States

F.2d 505, 506-07 (8th
sing to apply impact
denied, 466 U.S. 952,
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this claim is
impact analysis

appropriate.
5

But this does not mean that Atonio's

claim must prevail. As part of his prima

104 S.Ct. 2155, 80 L.Ed.2d

Harris v. Ford Motor Co.,
(8th Cir. 1981) (per curiam)

the reas
think the
that thi

541 (19
651 F.2d

(same)

ons articulated in the t

se cases are incorrect.
s footnote demonstrates t

84) ;
609
For

ext, I

I note
hat my

at1

approach is consistent with t e gre
majority of existing authority.

The Tenth Circuit has uniformly

applied disparate impact analysis to

practices that use subjectivity to cloak

discrimination. See, e.-, Hawkins v.

Bounds, 752 F.2d 500, 503 (10th Cir.

1985) ; Lasso v. Woodmen of the World Life

Ins. Co., 741 F.2d 1241, 1245 (10th Cir.

1984) , cert. denied, 471 U.S. 1099, 105

S.Ct. 2320, 85 L.Ed.2d 839 (1985); Coe v.

Yellow Freig-ht Sys., 646 F.2d 444, 450-51

(10th Cir. 1981) (dicta) ; Williams v.

Colorado Springs, Colo. School Dist.

No. 11, 641 F.2d 835 (10th Cir. 1981).

I have already noted the

inconsistency of one recent Eleventh

Circuit decision with my opinion. See

Griffin v. Carlin, 755 F.2d 1516, 1523-25

(11th Cir. 1985) (applying disparate

impact analysis to the e

hiring process without

plaintiffs to identify
practice) . That disagree

requirements of the prima
not extend, however, to t

impact analysis itself.

impact analysis to the fa

only reaching a different

h

c

requiring the
a particular

went as to the

facie case does

e scope of the
I would apply
ts of Griffin,
result.
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facie case, he must establish causation.

In turn, that element requires proof that

a substantial number of the class possess

the qualifications legitimately required

Finally, the D.C. Circuit has
recently articulated a complicated
position, not completely in accord with
either of the common positions exhibited
in the other circuits. See Segar v.
Smith, 738 F.2d 1249, 1270-72 (D.C. Cir.
1984), cert. denied, 471 U.S. 1115, 105
S.Ct. 2357, 86 L.Ed.2d 258 (1985) . In
that opinion, the panel discussed the
following scenario. After a plaintiff
establishes a prima facie treatment case,
defendants frequently advance an
employment practice as a legitimate
reason for their hiring decisions.
According to the Segar panel, the
employers' articulation of that practic
as a defense to the treatment case
establishes a prima facie impact case
against the practice in question.
Accordingly, the defendants must defend
the practice under the business necessity
test required by disparate impact
analysis.

5. I recognize
quite similar to the

that
claim

this claim
presente

Furnco Construction Corp. v. Wate
U.S. 567, 98 S.Ct. 2943, 57 L.Ed
(1978) , a claim to which the Court
to apply disparate impact analys
at 575 & n. 7, 98 S.Ct. at 2948-49
In that case, the Court emphasi
"importance of selecting people
capability
defendant. "

has
Id.

been.
at 574,

rs,
.2d
ref
is,
& n

zed
w

demonstrated
98 S.Ct. at

m is
d in
438
957

used
id.

. 7.
the

hose
to

2948
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The districtthe skilled jobs.

did not make any

Because

remand

point.

findings on this point.

the record is unclear,

for further factfinding

I would

on this

See Icicle Seafoods, Inc. v.

Worthington,

1527, 1530,

each job that

substantial

plaintiffs,

evaluate

separate

U.S.

89 L.Ed.2d

106 S.Ct.

739 (1986) . For

the district court finds

number of

the district

the business

hiring

a

qualified

court must

necessity

channels.

B. Nepotism

The

employees

(quot irg the

second hiring practice

challenge is nepotism.

lower court opinion).

this were treated as a job

under my analysis the i

the

The

If
ion,

mpact analysis
W Jl d

would apply, but the ,plaintiffs

have failed to establish a prima

case because they were no

footnote is

resolve the

just not specify
question before

t

ic
us

think it is useful to search at

an explanation for the Furnco

Court declined

wou
facie

lified.
the Furnco

enough to
I do not

length for
result the
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ct court

analys is

subjected

pursuant

in Boni

F .2d 12

denied,

L.Ed.2d

claim,

lla v.

97, 130

467 U.

838

finding

Oaklan

3-04 (

S. 125

(1984)

that

hired because of

than their relati

Excerpt of Record

might construe thi

canneries had no

apart from their

word-of-mouth recr

so, the plaintiffs

th

0

s

nd Scavenger Co., 697

9th Cir. 1983), cert.

1, 104 S.Ct. 3533, 82

It rejected the

the individuals were

heir abilities rather

n to the employers.

(E.R.) at 324-25. I

as a finding that the

practice

admitted

uitment.

challen

of

pr

If

e w

nepotism,

active of

this were

ould fail.

Because the appropriate

was less than clear at

district court considered

would remand this claim bac

for further consideration.

legal standard

the time the

this case, I

k to that cour t
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C. Rehire Policies

The third practice

challenge is the rehire

employers.

the employees

policies of the

Like the practices discussed

above,

employer

rehire policies insulate

from the need to consider

the

the

applications

minorities.

applied disp

practice, b

challenge b

of possibly

The district court

Karate impact analysis

)ut rejected

because it foun

qualified

properly

.s to this

the employees'

d the practice

was justified

the

by business necessity, viz.

short season and the dangers of

industry. E.R. at 334. Because

finding

affirm

is not clearly erroneous,

the district court's

I would

disposition

of this claim without addressing

aspects

other

of it.

Lack of Objective Employment

Criteria .___the

Next, the employees challenge

employers'

criteria.

lack of objective

The district court

employment

found as a
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fact that

objective

pretrial

qualifications

the jobs in

evidence, the

these qualifi

required for

E.:R. at 299.

the record

qualifications

the emplo

criteria.

order listed

yer

The

a

assertedly

question.

court explici

cations were

successful.

Although som

suggests

were n

s did have

defendants'

number of

necessary for

After hearing

tly found that

"reasonably

performance."

e evidence in

that these

not applied

evenhandedly, discrimination in

application raises a treatment claim. It

is only the choice of qualifications that

is subject to disparate impact analysis.

I cannot say that the district court's

decision was clearly erroneous.

Accordingly, I would affirm its

disposition of this claim.

E. Housing and Messing Practices

Finally, the employees allege racial

discrimination in the canneries' housing
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and messing practices. I do not think

this claim is properly susceptible to

disparate impact analysis. In no way do

these Practices enable an employer to

reject prospective minority employees

without considering their qualifications.

The only Title VII challenge to these

practices can be under the disparate

treatment theory. The district court's

rejection of the claim on that theory,

E.R. at 336-37, was not clearly

erroneous . Accordingly, I would affirm

the district court's treatment of this

claim.

In summary, 1

district court's

~-tiffs' claims

policies, subjective

and racial discrimin

messing practices.

district court's

separate hiring ch

would affirm the

dismissal of the

regarding rehire

employment criteria,

ation in housing and

I would reverse the

dismissal of the

annels and nepotism
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claims and would remand for further

factfinding.
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Appeal from the United States

District Court for the Western District

of Washington.

Before CHOY, ANDERSON, and TANG,

Circuit Judges.

TANG, Circuit Judge:

I.

Former salmon cannery workers sued

their employers for discrimination on the

basis of race, advancing both disparate

treatment and disparate impact claims

under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of

1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e et seq., and the

Civil Rights Act of 1866, 42 U.S.C.

§ 1981. The district court declined to

apply disparate impact analysis to

certain subjective employment practices

and this panel affirmed that decision.

Atonio v. Wards Cove Packing Co., 768

F.2d 1120, 1132 & n. 6 (9th Cir . 1985) ,

withdrawn, 787 F.2d 462 (9th Cir. 1985) .

An en banc panel decided that "disparate
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impact analysis

challenge

or crater

proved a

practices

subjective employment practices

ia provided the plaintiffs have

causal connection between those

and the demonstrated impact on

members of a protect

810 F.2d 1477, 1482

banc). The en banc

cause to this panel

district court's d

plaintiffs' claims.

In our prior

presented the factual

case in considerable

not repeat it here.

at 1122-24. We have

legal principles gov

Title VII disparate

Id. at 1124-31.

ed class." Atonio,

(9th Cir. 1987) (en

panel returned the

to reconsider the

isposition of the

Id. at 1486.

decisions we have

background of this

detail, and we will

See Atonio, 768 F.2d

also explained the

evening analysis of

treatment claims.

The en banc panel

adopted

analysis

"subject

the rule

may

ive

that dispa

be applied

employment

rate impact

to the

practices
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challenged in this case,

explain in any detail h

should be applied. See A

810 F.2d at 1482. We

explanation, in light o

and rationale of the e

adopting impact analysis.

DISPARATE IMPACT

but it

ow the

tonio (

now prove

f the

n banc

did not

analysis

en banc) ,

vide that

reasoning

panel in

ANALYS IS

[

impact

1-3]

is

A

essent

a disparity

and whites

statistical

result of a

that cannot

the employee

Smith, 738

1984) , cert.

S.Ct. 2357,

quantity an

evidence wh

inference th

class

ally

in the pc

of ten

evidence,

specific

cl

an

aim

all

sition

prov

is "

emp loym

be justified as

r's business."

F.2d 1249, 126

denied, 471 U.

86 L.Ed.2d 258

7

d quality of

ich will give

at the disparity

of disparate

egation that

of nonwhites

ed through

the systemic

ent practice

necessary to

Segar v.

(D.C. Cir.

S. 1115, 105

(1985) . The

statistical

rise to an

is caused by
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the employer's practices is the same as

that which will give rise to an inference

of discriminatory intent. _Id.

The crucial difference between a

disparate treatment and a disparate

impact allegation is the intermediate

burden on the employer. To rebut the

prima facie showing of disparate impact

the employer may refute the statistical

evidence as in the treatment claim and

show that no disparity exists. But if the

employer defends by explaining the reason

for the disparity he must do more than

articulate that reason. He must prove the

job relatedness or business necessity of

the practice. Albemarle Paper Co. v.

Moody, 422 U.S. 405, 425, 95 S.Ct. 2362,

2375, 4-5 L.Ed.2d 280 (1975) . The Supreme

Court's decision in Texas Dep't of

Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S.

248, 253, 101 S.Ct. 1089, 1093, 67 L.Ed.2d

207 (1981), that the burden of persuasion

V I-5
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in a
always stays with the plaintiff

treatment case expressly preserved the

different allocation of burdens in an

impact case. The Court stated that it

"recognized that the factual issues, and

therefore the character of the evidence

presented, differ when the plaintiff

claims that a facially neutral employment

policy has a discriminatory impact on

protected classes. " Id. 450

n. 5, 101 SCt. at 1093 n. 5.

Precisely what the employer must

prove will vary with the unique factors of

different job settings, but "[t]he

touchstone is business necessity."

Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424,

431, 91 S.Ct. 849, 853, 28 L.Ed.2d 158

(1971) . Business necessity of employee

selection criteria may be shown by

demonstrating that the selection criteria

applied are essential to job safety or

efficiency, Dothard v. Rawlinson,

VI-6
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U.S. 321, 331 no 14, 97 S.Ct. 2720,

n. 14, 53 L.Ed.2d 786 (1977), or

correlated with success on the job.

Contreras v. City of Los Angeles,

F.2d 1267, 1280 (9th Cir. 1981), cert.

denied,

L.Ed. 2d

455 U.S. 1021,

140 (1982).

102 S.Ct. 1719, 72

In short, the

employer must demonstrate the "manifest

relationship"

practice and

between the challenged

job performance. Griggs,

401 U.S. at 432, 91 S.Ct. at 854.

relatedness is thus the means of proving

"business necessity" when the purpose

a criterion is to predict the capacity

of

of

particular individuals to perform a job

successfully.

When other employment practices are

challenged.

predict

whose purpose

successful

is not to

job performance,

business necessity turns on

burden or benefit to the

proof

business

practice under scrutiny. See Schlei and

VI°7
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Discrimination

1329 (2d ed. 1983) . Business

means more than a business

necessity

purpose.

Business

practice

necessity requires that

"must substantially promote

a

the

proficient

Chrisner v.

operation

Complete

of the business."

Auto Transit, Inc.,

645 F.2d 1251, 1262 (6th Cir. 1981). See

Williams v. Colorado Spr ings

District No. 11, 641 F.2d 835, 842 (10th

Cir. 1981)

essential,

Accord

("The practice

the

Crawford

purpose

v. Western

must be

compelling.").

Electric Co.,

745 F'. 2d 1373 (11th Cir . 1984);

Colony Furniture Co., 613 F.2d

696, 705 n. 6 (8th Cir. 1980); Parson v.

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp., 575

F.2d 1374, 1389 (5th Cir. 1978), cert.

denied,

L.Ed . 2d

441 U.S. 968, 99 S.Ct. 2417, 60

1073 (1979) ; Head v. Timken

Roller Bearing Co., 486 F.2d 870, 879 (6th

Cir. 1973); Robinson v. Lorillard

V I-8
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444 F.2d 791, 798 (4th Cir.), cert.

dismisse

L.Ed.2d

404 U.S. 1006, 92 S.Ct. 573, 30

655 (1971)

After the employer

business necessity

proves

of his practices,

plaintiff class has the opportunity

the

the

to

demonstrate

practices

that other

or selection

employment

devices _ could

serve the employer's needs with a lesser

on the protected class. Moody,

U.S. at 425, 95 S.Ct. at 2375; Moore v.

Hughes Helicopters, Inc., 708 F.2d 475,

481 (9th Cir .

1263.

1983); Chrisner,

Whether the plaintiff:

645 F.2d at

s' proposed

alternative rebuts, or should prevail

over, the employer's proof of the

bus mess

practice

necessity

is then

of the original

the ultimate

determination to be made.

VI-9
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APPLICATION OIC

ANALYSIS

A. Standard of Review

The ultimate

discriminatory

finding of no

intent in a Title VII

action is a factual finding that may be

overturned on appeal only if it is

erroneous.

Anderson

564, 573,

v.

Fed.R.Civ.P.

City of Bessemer,

clearly

52(a);

470 U.S.

105 S.Ct. 1504, 1511, 84 L.Ed.2d

518 (1985) ; Pullman Standard

456 U.S. 273, 102 S.Ct. 1781, 72 L.Ed.2d

66 (1982) ;

Enforcement

Gibbs v.

Support

Pierce County

Agency,

1396, 1401 (9th Cir. 1986).

Law

785 F.2d

See also

Kimbrough v. Secretary of the United

States Air Force, 764 F.2d X279, 1281 (9th

Cir. 1985) ("After a Title VII case is

fully tried, we review the decision under

the clearly erroneous standard applicable

to factual determination.") . Under the

clearly erroenous test, this court must

V I-10

v. Swint,

OF IMPACT



r

s

unless "left with the definite and

conviction

committed."

that a mistake

Gibbs,

has been

785 F.2d at 1401

(quoting United States V. United States

Gypsum Co. , 333 U.S. 364, 395, 68 S.Ct.

525, 542, 92 L.Ed. 746 (1948)) .

"'district court must decide which

party's explanation of the employer's

motivation it believes.' We will.reverse

that factual determination only if it is

clearly erroneous . . . and we will not

ransack the

mistakes."

record,

Casillas

searching

V.

for

United States

735 F.2d 338, 342-343

(quoting

(9th Cir.

United States Postal

Service Bd. v. Aikens, 460 U.S. 711,

103 S.Ct. 1478, 1482, 75 L.Ed.2d

(1983) ).

Of course, we review legal questions

United States v. McConney,

F.2d 1195, 1201 (9th Cir.) (en banc),

V I-Il

firm

The

1984)

716,

403

de novo. 728

y.
"

;.
'

r :

'.,'
rt ;.
',c "

r

determinationaffirm the district court's



cert. denied

83 L.Ed.2d

, 469 U.S.

46 (1984).

824, 105 S.Ct. 101,

The conclusion a

district court reaches about whether a

Title VII plaintiff has satisfied

elements of a prima facie case is reviewed

de novo.

County,

See, e.g., Clady v. Los Angeles

770 F.2d 1421, 1427 (9th Cir.

1985), cert. denied,

S.Ct. 1516, 89 L.Ed.2d 91

Thorne v. City of El Segundo,

5 (1986) ;

726 F.2d

459, 464 n. 5 (9th Cir. 1983), cert.

denied, 469 U.S. 979, 105 S.Ct. 380, 83

L.Ed.2d

802 F.2d

Waiters'

315 (1984) , appeal after remand,

1131 (9th Cir. 1986) ; Gay v.

and Dairy Lunchmen's Union, 694

F.2d 531, 540-45

We have also suggested,

the question, that

standard for r

conclusion at

discriminatory

that an employer

& n. 13 (9th Cir. 1982).

without deciding

the appropriate

the lower court'seviewing

the third stage

treatment c

's proffered

of a

ase--proving

explanation

VI-12

the
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for differential

pretext--is

review. Thorne

B. The Class

also subject to de

mere

novo

e, 726 F.2d at 465 & n. 6.

Claims

As _ the en banc panel emphasized,

class action pattern and practice case is

amenable to both treatment and impact

analysis.

reivewing

Atonio, 810

the district

of the class claims,

F.2d at 1480. In

court's resolution

our organizational

pr inciple is the practices complained

rather than the mode of

we discuss the district

of the statistical

both parties.

1. Statistics

proof. But first

court's

evidence

treatment

offered. by

Statistical evidence

critical value in creating an inference

of either discriminatory

impact.

importance

We have

of

recognized

statistics

circumstantial evidence of discriminatory

VI-13
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but have cautioned

weight given to them depends

supportive

variables."

Washington,

that the

on "proper

facts and the absence

Spaulding

740 F. 2d 686,

v. University

703 (9th Cir .) ,

cert. denied, 469 U.S. 1036, 105 S.Ct.

511, 83 L.Ed.2d

other grounds,

401 (1984) ,

Atonio,

overruled on

810 F.22d 1477 (en

banc) .

of

The district

conflictin g

determination

court' s evaluation

statistics

of the probative

they are to be accorded

inquiry. Accordingly,

clearly erroneous stand

weight

is a factual

we apply the

rd of review.

694 F.2d at 550; see also Allen v.

Prince George'5 County, Md., 737 F.2d

1303 (4th. Cir. 1984)..

The

comparative

plaintiffs

statistics

introduced

showing the

disproportionate concentration

nonwhite persons in the lower paying

In analyzing the evidence

VI-14

intent,
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of
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Gay,

1299,

jobs.

of
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treatment, the district

began its inquiry

issue (non-cannery

by dividing

worker) jobs

the at-

into two

groups: unskilled and skilled.

in turn, the court

first found that the unskilled

fungible,

statistics

and, thus,

d jobs were

comparative

were appropriate for use

establishing a prima facie case of

discrimination. Since the comparative

statistics

segregation

showed

throughout

a pattern of job

the cannery work

forces, the court found that

plaintiffs

case with

had established a prim

respect to the unskilled

In considering

positions,

difficulty

the

a facie

jobs.

skilled

the district court had more

in finding a prima facie

- of intentional discrimination, because it

did not consider plaintiffs' statistical

evidence probative.

that the practice

The court concluded

of hiring through

:-15

Taking each group

in

the

case

disparate cour t

1,

E

t

I
f



had tended to distort the racial

composition of the work force. Thus, when

considering the skilled positions, the

court found that statistics which merely

highlight the segregation of whites and

nonwhites between the at-issue and

cannery worker jobs, without more, could

not serve to raise an inference that the

segregation is attributable to

intentional discrimination against any

particular race. Although we accept this

finding, we stress that such statistics

can serve to demonstrate the consequences

of discriminatory practices which have

already been independently established.

Domingo v. New England Fish Co., 727 F.2d

1429, 1436 (9th Cir.) - (per curiam),

modified, 742 F.2d 520 (9th Cir. 1984) .

The cannery workers contend that the

district court erred in failing to credit

their comparative statistics when

analyzing the skilled positions. The

VTI-16
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district cour

comparing the

various job c

value because

number of

t accorded these statisti

racial composition of

ategories, little probat

they did not reflect

employees possessing

requisite skills or

preseason work. Thi

when job qualificatio

issue, the burden is

prove that there

minority people for

Kaplan v. Internati

those

s was

ns are

on

are

the

onal

cs,

the

ive

the

the

available for

error because

themselves at

the employer to

no qualified

at-issue jobs.

Alliance of

Theatr ical

1354, l

Hoffman ,

1982) .

and Stage Emp

358 n. 1 (9th Cir.

694 F. 2d 1146,

Furthermore, it is

expect statistics to be

loyees

1975

1148

unre

cali

525 F.2d

) ; Wang v.

(9th Cir .

alistic to

.brated to

reflect preseason availability when the

preseason starts only one month earlier

than the season.

The comparative statistics offered

by the cannery workers are sufficient to

VI-17
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support an inference of discrimination in

hiring practices

s killed jobs.

discounted the c

evaluating the

discrimination

them sufficient

impact. The sta

stratification b

sufficient

some practi.

has caused.

by race and

employer

necessity o

the plainti

Domingo,

demonstrate

t

ce

t

t

ff

0

both as to

While the

comparativ

claim

in skille

ly probate

atistics

y job cat

raise anI

d

e

of

d

iv

sho

unskilled and

istrict court

statistics in

intentional

jobs we find

e of adverse

w only racial

egory.

infer e

or combination of

he distribution of

to place the burden

justify the

the practices iden

:s. As the court

comparative s

"the consequences

This is

ence that

practices

employees

en on the

business

tified by

stated in

tatistics

of . .

discriminator

F.2d at 1436.

Thus, i

comparative

y hiring practices." 727

n this case,

statistics

because

support

VI-18
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inference of discriminatory impact, and

because the cannery workers have

identif ied certain practices which cause

that impact, it is incumbent on the

district court to evaluate the business

necessity of the practices. Of course, it

i.s also essential that the practices

identified by the cannery workers be

linked causally with the demonstrated

adverse impact.

2. Employment Practices

a. Nepotism

[6] The cannery workers contend

that the district court erred in not

giving more credit to their evidence of -

nepotism. The district court noted that

"[r]elatives of whites and particularly

(sic) nonwhites appear in high incidence

at the canneries. However, defendants

have established that the relatives hired

in at-issue jobs were highly qualified

for the positions in which they were hired

VI-19



were chosen

if icat ions ."

plaintiffs'

because

The court

statistics

recognize that a number of persons became

related through marriage after starting

work at the canneries, and that the

testimony showed "that numerous white

persons who 'knew' someone were not hired

due to inexperience, and whites hired

were paid no more than nonwhites."

Therefore, the court concluded that there

existed no "preference" for relatives- at

the canneries.

The district court subjected the

cannery workers' nepotism allegations to

impact analysis, in accordance with

Bonilla v. Oakland Scavenger Co., 697

F.2d 1297 (9th Cir. 1982), cert. denied,

467 U.S. 1251, 104 S.Ct. 3533, 82 L.Ed.2d

838 (1984_) . We think the district court

may have missed the point of Bonilla in

evaluating nepotism at these canneries.

VTI-20

and

qual

that

of

also

fail

their

found

ed to



If nepotism exists, it is

practice of

relatives, and

hiring are p

practice nece

impact on nonw

evidence shows

hires in four

during 1970-75,

nonwhites.

individuals wer

and not

serves

discrimi

meet the

claim o

required

business

policy.

80. As

giving preference

where those doing

predominantly

ssarily has

bites. Id.

that of 3

upper- leve

332 were of

That the

re hired for

a

4-

t because they we

to dispel the i

natory intent but

defendants' burden

f disparate impact

is that the defenda

necessity of t

Id.; Contreras, 656

we said in Bonill

to

the

white, the

an adverse

at 1303. The

49 nepotistic

departments

whites, 17 of

court found

their skills

re relatives

nference of

it does not

in refuting a

. What is

nts prove the

he nepotism

F.2d at 1275-

a, generally

"nepotistic concerns cannot supersede the ''

,,

a=.

i
s

'l
,s

k

VI-21
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nation's

opportune

b.

[7]

workers'

ty

S

A

tr

absence o

it allow

making. C

criteria

discriminate

Inland Ma

1236 (9th

855, 105 S

Domingo,

evaluating

treatment

suspect

paramou

for all

ubjectiv

crucial

eatment

job

edl

f cri

for

nt goal

." 697 F.

ve Criteria

aspect of

claim was

teria and

subjective

Courts recognize

are ready

nation. See,

rine Industries,

Cir.) , cert. d

S.Ct. 180, 83 L.-

727 F.2d at

a claim

subjective

because they

of

2d at

the

the

the 1

e d

that s

mechani

e.g.,

729 F

denied,

Ed.2d 11

1436 n.

of

crite

may

ub

sm

equal

1303.

cannery

alleged

ati

eci

jec

s

tud e

s ion

tive

for

EEOC v.

.2d 1229,

469 U...S.

.4 (1984) ;

3, In

disparate

ria are

mask the

influence

making hi

court

were

that

of impermissible

ring decisions.

considered

no objective

there were

racial bias

The distr

the claim th

job criteria

in fact

in

ict

lat there

but found

objective

VI-22
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It adopted

pretrial.

io

or

ns which

successf

number of jobs. Opi

not, however, find

criteria were actual

who made hiring dec

point noted the

objective job qualif

at 60. The court

evaluated according

criteria, but in con

apparently meant onl

criteria of experien

considered but subject

hiring officials. Th

supported the conc

and/or experience

verbatim

order a

from

list

it found "reason

ul performance"

union at 34. It

that these spec

ly applied by t

isions, and at

"general lack

ications." Opi

the

of

ably

of a

did

ific

hose

one

of

union

said people were

to job-related

text that statement

y that the general

ce and skills were

actively evaluated by

us the lists merely

fusion that skill

were the general

qualification

of employees

cour t also

s looke

for the

found

d for

speci

that

in

fied

the

the hiring

jobs. The

necessary

VI-23
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skills are not readily

the season, primarily due to the time

restrictions involved, and that cannery

worker jobs do not provide training for

other positions. Further, the district

court found that preseason availability

is a necessary qualification for many of

the positions, but that it is never a

requirement for cannery worker jobs.

While these findings are not clearly

erroneous, and may serve to defeat the

inference of discriminatory animus, they

do not support a finding that there was no

disparate

practice

The

lack of

the con

subjecti

impact.

industry

causal

e

e.

impact occasioned by this

e cannery workers allege that the

objective job qualifications and

sequent hiring on the basis of

ve evaluations has an adverse

on nonwhites in the canning

. The companies concede the

relation between their hiring

VI-24
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criteria and the n

the at-issue jobs,

are objective

differentiate amon

in such a way that

nonwhites for the

district court, as

were qualification

including specific

umber of nonwhites in

but argue that there

qualifications which

g potential employees

there are no qualified

at-issue jobs. The

discussed, found there

ons for the jobs,

skills and experience.

Wqe think the court must analyze whether

these qualifications were actually

applied in a non-discriminatory manner.

The Supreme Court has held that only "non-

discriminatory standards actually

applied" by employers are pertinent in a

discrimination case." Franks v. Bowman

Transportation Co., 424 U.S. 747, 773

n. 32, 96 S.Ct. 1251, 1268 n. 32, 47

L.Ed. 2d 44

original) .

which sugges

not applied.

4

Th

ts

(1976) (emphasis

ere is anecdotal evi

that these criteria

For example, the dis

VI-25

in

dence

were

trict

l

i
S

f
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court found that reasonable

qualifications for a dry tender engineer

included "one year of related boat

experience or six months engine

mechanical experience and one season of

tender experience." But one dry tender

engineer, who was a relative of a company

home office employee, had had no

mechanical experience or training other

performing

car, and no

preventive maintenance on

experience working on a

More impor tantly, the court must

bear in

are at

employer

people i

F. 2d at

694 F.2d

to prove

under

mind that

issue, the

to prove t

.n the nonwhi

1358 n. l.

at 1148, " [h

e that he qua

a system

where qualifications

burden is on the

he lack of qualified

te group. Kaplan, 525

As we said in Wand,

h]e cannot be required

lifted for promotions

he alleges to be

discriminatory unless. the legitimacy

VI-26

than

his

boat
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the system

Finally, and

established . "

most importantly,

must make findings

relatedness

as to

crf the criteria

the court

the job-

actually

applied.

c. Separa
Word-

ate
of-Mouth Recruitment

[8]

reversal

court ' s

The cannery workers urge

on the ground that the district

findings f ailed

discriminatory nature of

to address the

separate hiring

channels and word-of-mouth recruitment .

We are troubled by this omission. There

is, however, sufficient indication that

the court considered the practices

apparently

companies'

honoring

found them explained by

professed

their commitments

unions and finding

concerns

appropr iat

and

the

w ith

to various

ely s k illed

workers.

Education,

See Nicholson v. Board of

682 F.2d 858, 866 (9th Cir .

1982)

VI-27
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The

of-mouth

skilled

those us

significant

jobs he

Specif ica

cannery

through

thus sec

paying

Alaska N

cannery workers argue that word-

recruitment and recruitment for

jobs in different channels from

ed to fill unskilled jobs are a

ant cause of the disparity in the

ld by whites and nonwhites.

ally, the companies sought

workers in Native villages and

dispatches from ILWU Local 37,

during a work force for the lowest

jotrs which was predominantly

ative

departments

i-nformal

predomin

foremen,

employee

a discri

Domingjo,

has long

separate

wor

antly

who

t

d

s . That

minatory

727 F.2

recogn

hiring

and Filipino. For other

he companies relied on

-of-mouth recruitment by

white superintendents and

recruited primarily white

such practices

impact is obv

at 1435-36.

zed the contr

channels to p

can ca

ious.

This co

ibution

roving

use

See

urt

of

the

disparate impact of a pattern or practice

VI-28
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of discrimination.

Ironworkers Local

(9th Cir.),

S.Ct. 447,

involved

claims, w

86,

cert. den

30 L.Ed.2

both tre

e held

recruitment of whites

time giving little

information concerning

I:

procedures for

gaining union

opportunities,

membership, work referral

and the operation of the

apprenticesh

community,"

programs

was probative

in the black

of a pattern or

practice of discrimination against

in the construction

courts,

industry.

too, have long recognized

word-of-mouth recruiting

"discriminatory

to perpetuate t

of a work force."

ecause of its

a all-white c

Barnett v. W

tendency

)mposition

7.T. Grant

518 F.2d 543, 549 (4th Cir. 1975).

VI-29
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In United States v.

443 F.2d 544, 548

ied, 404 U.S. 984, 92

d 367 (1971) , which

atment and impact

that the "active

,.. while at the same

or no publicity to

blacks

Other

that

is
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The defendant companies do not claim

their practices have no impact, rather

they assert business justifications for

the practices. The companies say there

are no people qualified for skilled jobs

in the channels they tap for cannery

worker positions, namely Local 37 and the

Native villages. However, in considering

the claims of the twenty-two individuals

who alleged they had been discriminated

against, the district court did not find

they lacked qualifications, but rather

that they did not make timely

applications. Thus, there is evidence

that some of the people counted in the

comparative statistics -may be qualified

for skilled jobs, and it is not disputed

they could fill the at-issue unskilled

jobs.

We also point out that logic simply

does not support the inference, in a time

of widespread unemployment and

VI-30
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underemployment, that persons who hold,

or are willing to take unskilled jobs,

lack the skills for other , more demanding

and higher paying jobs. The burden must

shift to the companies to prove the

business necessity of this practice. The

district court observed that it is not a

reasonable business practice to seek

skilled workers in remote, sparsely

populated regions. We cannot agree

without a more specific development of

the facts and rationale that would

explain

notify a

why

11

y it would be

potential empl

unreasonable

oyees of all

job openings available.

We also agree with the plaintiffs

that the district court may have erred in

crediting the companies' claims that the

people in the channels from which it

recruited for unskilled jobs were

unavailable for preseason work and thus

did not meet one of the requirements for

VI-31
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the at-issue jobs.

Alaska villages

available for t

evidence simply

broad conclusion t

were unavailable.

in May and the s

June and broad st

enough about

otherwise qualified

d. Rehire P

[9] The s

rehire preference

their old jobs .

stratified, givin

former employees

existing stratifi

Brotherhood of

States, 431 U.S.

1861, 52 L.Ed.2d.

clear whether

would logically be

he preseason and the

does not support the

hat members of Local 37

The preseason begins

eason's work begins in

atistics do not tell us

the availability of

ed individuals.

references

lmon canneries give

to past

When job

g rehire

tends to

cation.

Teamste

324, 349,

396

the

considered whether this.

employees in

s are racially

preference to

perpetuate the

International

rs v. United

97 S.Ct. 1843,

(1977)

distr

It

ict

practice

is not

court

derived

V I -32
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I

II
from an intent to discriminate . When i t

addressed the obvious disparate impact. of

the practice it held that rehires were

justified by business necessity. The

court found that the short season and

dangers of the industry justified the

rehire practice. This finding is

supported by the evidence.

3. Race Labeling, Housing and
Messing

[10-12] Race labeling is pervasive

at the salmon canneries, where

"'Filipinos"° work with the "Iron Chink"

before retiring to their "Flip

bunkhouse." The district court did not

find the conduct laudatory but found that

it was not "persuasive evidence of

discriminatory intent." Perhaps not, but

the court must carry the analysis further

and consider whether such a practice has

any adverse impact upon minority people,

i.e., whether it operates as a headwind to

minority advancement .
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The vast majority of

employees live at the canneries

the season in bunkhouses provided

companies. The plaintiff class

that nonwhites, particularly Fil

were segregated from whites and p

infereior bunkhouses because of

discrimination. The district cou

that the cannery workers establ

prima facie case of int

discrimination, but that the def

evidence

motivations

proved

which

nondiscri

the class fa

cannery

dur ing

by the

claimed

ipinos,

laced in

racial

rt found

ished a

national

pendants'

minatory

filed to

prove pretextual. Specifically, the court

found that the employees were housed by

their time of arrival and by crew rather

than with an intent to discriminate. The

record contains sufficient evidence to

support the district court's conclusion

that the companies articulated a

nondiscr iminatory reason for their

practice.
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R<

z,

i

1'

also fed

of the work

was due to

district

court agreed that they had established a

prima facie case of intentional

discrimination, but that the defendants

had met their burden of production and the

cannery workers had not proved pretext.

It is undisputed that the cannery worker

mess halls served what is termed a

"traditional" oriental menu. The

district court noted that the Local 37

contract provided for a separate culinary

crew, and that Filipino and Asian persons

dominated the membership in Local 37.

Further, the court found that the quality

and quantity of food served in the

respective mess halls were the-

responsibility of the respective cooks,

and that the older cannery workers

preferred the traditional menu, to which

i

i

i

VI-35
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workers were

rom the remainder c

alleged that this

rimination. The

Cannery

separately f

force. They

racial disc



the younger workers acceded. The court

concluded that complaints about the food

were attributable to personal taste, and

that the segregated messing arrangement

was attributable to the union and not the

conduct of defendants. There is support

in the record for these findings, and we

cannot find them clearly erroneous.

The district court also evaluated

the complaints of segregated housing and

messing under the impact theory and found

that business necessity justif ied these

practices. See Wambheim v. J.C. Penney,

705 F.2d 1492 (9th Cir. 1983) (impact

analysis applies in employment benefits

cases) , cert. denied, 467 U.S. 1255, 104

S.Ct. 3544, 82 L.Ed.2d 848 (1984) . The

impact is clear in this case. The

segregated housing aggravated the

isolation of the non-white workers from

the "web of information" spread by word-

of-mouth among white people about the

VI-36



See Domingo, 445

F. Supp. 421,

aff'd, 727

modified, 742

But the dis

companies could

winterize all

bunkhouse ass

availability re

unnecessary.

rationalization

wit

bus

may

if

435 (W.D.

F.2d 1429

F. 2d 520 ( c

strict cou:

d

si

n

bout more, t

mness necessi

be viewed as

the companies

measures are

the proficie

See Chrisner

economizing

necessity, t

opportunity

accomplished.

not be

of their

gnment

ders such

We hold

is no

o sustain

ty. Effort

a business

subs tant

Wash. 1977) ,

(9th Cir.) ,

9th Cir . 1984) .

rt found the

required to

housing when

by date of

an expenditure

that such a

t sufficient,

a finding of

ts tc

nece

iate

clearly necessary

nt operation of the

645 F.2d at 1262.

is seen as a

he plaintiffs must

to show that it

with a

economize

ssity only

that these

to promote

business.

Even if

business

ave the

could be

lesser impact upon

VI-37
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people in the cannery work

for ce.

The court found the separate mess

facilities mandated by the employer-union

agreements with

correctly

Local 37.

noted that

Since it also

an agreement with a

union will not immunize an employer

discrimination

Owens-Illinois,

claims, Williams v.

Inc., 665 F.2d 918, 926

(9th Cir.) , cert. denied, 459 U. S. 971,

103 S.Ct. 302, 74 L.Ed.2d 283 (1982) ,

are unsure what its conclusi

the discriminatory impact

on was as to

of separate

messing .

In assessing how racial labeling

segregated housing and messing

may cause an adverse impact

that the court consider the

facilities

we suggest

message that

such practice

population.

conveys to the general

As the Supreme Court has

warned:

The ["whites only"]
be communicated

message can
to potential

VI-38

from

we

and
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4

a

actua -
consistent

by an employer's
hispractices--by

discriminatory
treatment of actual applicants,
by the m
publicizes
recruitment
responses
tentative i
the rac

manner in which he
vacancies,
techniques,

casualto
nquires,
ial o

his
his
or

and even by
ethnic

composition of that part of his
work force from which he has
discriminatorily
members of minority

excluded
groups.

Teamsters, 431 U.S. at 365, 97 S.Ct. at

1870.

C. Individual Claims

[13] Twenty

that they

discriminated

two plaintiffs

were

against

either

in the

alleged

overtly

hiring for

at-issue

deterred

positions, or that

from seeking at-issue

they were

positions

because

history

of the defendants'

of pervasive

alleged

discrimination. The

district court correctly noted that a

plaintiff seeking relief under 42 U.S.C.

intentional

discrimination. and then analyzed

VI-39

§ 1981 mus t show
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as clearly
applicants more subtly
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but just

or



3 1981 and the Title VII

under the McDonnell Douglas

McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Gre

U.S. 792, 802, 93 S.Ct. 1817,

L.Ed.2d 668 (1973) . The court

individuals had failed to est

prima facie case because they c

show they had applied for exis

openings and thus no infer

t

een,

1824,

found

ablis

could

ting

ence

est.

411

36

the

h a

not

job

of

discriminatory intent arose. They had

made oral inquiries, which were not

considered applications, or their

applications were untimely. Applications

could be untimely if made too early or too

late. Testimony showed that some

plaintiffs had orally inquired during one

season about positions for the next

season a year away, and such inquiries

were not considered an application unless

followed up by a written application to

the home office during the winter.

Conversely, because the companies

vT-40

clai mstreatment



generally received

than there were

----

i

application

after the

district co

did not

differently

also found

unavailable

therefore,

they desire

the record

court's

individual..

was untimely if

opening was fill

urt found that the

treat whites and

in these respects.

that some applicant

for preseason w

unavailable for the

d. While there is e

*to support the

findings

claims,

reg

the

received

ed . The

defendants

nowhi tes

The court

s had been

work and,

positions

vidence in

district

arding

findings

these

are

premature in light of the decision that

the practices of these employers must be

evaluated for disparate impact.

The cannery workers argue

persuasively that the companies' use of

separate hiring channels and word-of-

mouth recruitment, and their failure to

announce vacancies should serve to excuse

VTI-41

i

far more applications

job vacancies, an



the cannery workers from the necessity of

establishing

applications

oral inquiries

the timeliness of their

and automatically elevate

to the status of

applications. See O'Brien v. Sky Chefs,

670 F.2d 864, 868 (9th Cir. 1982),

overruled on other grounds, Atonio,

F. 2d 1477 (en banc) . The cannery workers'

argument derives from a discussion

damages issues in Domingo, 727 F.2d at

1445. In Domingo we said it would be an

unrealistic burden on claimants to prove

timely applications when application

procedures were informal and word-of-

mouth recruitment made it difficult

present or prospective employees

become aware of openings

occurred.

the district

Id.

when they

For the same reasons, if

court in this case finds that

challenged practices violate

Title VII under the impact analysis, it

must then conduct additional proceedings

VI-42
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,,.

.r

3

;

773 n. 32, 96

D. The Moti

We decli

for attorney'

litigation.

law remain

leave to th

upon proper

whether and

prevailing

award of at

Echerhart,

76 L.Ed.2d

made it

yin

le

r

t

pa

to

46

40

s

S.Ct. at 1268 n. 32.

on for Attorney's Fees

ne to entertain any motion

s fees at this point in this

There are issues of fact and

g for determination. We

district court to determine,

motions, properly supported,

o what extent any party is a

arty for the purposes of an

rney's fees. See Hensley v.

1 U.S. 424, 103 S.Ct. 1933,

(1983) . If any fee award is

hall include appropriate

consideration of fees for thi

all proceedings in the distri

s appeal.

ct court.

and

VI-43
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to determine appropriate individual

relief, even though individuals have not

persuaded the court of their disparate

treatment. See Teamsters, 431 U.S. at

361, 97 S.Ct. at 1867; Franks, 424 U.S. at



is VACATED and

cause is REMANDED for further proceedings

consistent with this opinion.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In counsel's judgment, the court's

opinion

overlooked

filed on September

a material point

2, 1987

of fact

dealing with ~a principal contention

defendants.

II.

ARGUMENT

The opinion of the court states,

pertinent part (slip op. at 14):

The defendant companies do not
claim their practices have no
impact, rather they assert
business justifications for the
practices. The companies say
there are no people qualified
for skilled jobs
channels they tap for
worker
Local 37
villages.

positions,
and the

in the
cannery
namely
native

The opinion also states (slip

12) that the defendants argue that there

are no qualified nonwhites for the at-

issue jobs.

VII-l

of

in

op. at



Defendants,.

dispute that

on the contrary,

their practices

disparate

opening

impact.

brief (Brief

pp. 8-13, 25-26,

See defendants'

of Appellees) ,

28-29, 34-35, and 45-46;

Supplemental

3, 4, and 5.

Brief of Appellees,

Nor do defendants

are no people qualified for

argue that there

skilled jobs

in the relevant labor

workers

Alaska.

supply,

union, or in the remo

Those sources

the cannery

te areas of

of employees are

but one slice, of the overall labor

that is approximately

supply

10% minority.

District Court op. at 20, Finding of Fact

Appellees,

Defendants did hire qualified

in every job classification.

minorities

Finding of

Fact 123.

is central. to defendants'

position

d i spar ate

that plaintiffs

impact. The

did not show

panel opinion

V II-2

do

have

pp- 1,

107; Brief of p. 8.

It

5

'
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,,

is requested

reargument on

that the court permit

the application of the

disparate impact analysis on the facts of

this case.

DATED September 16, 1987.

DOUGLAS M. FRYER,

DOUGLAS M. DUNCAN,

RICHARD L. PHILLIPS,

of Mikkelborg,
Fryer & Yates,
Attorneys for

Broz, Wells,

Appellees.

VII-3
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September

foregoing

causing t

postage

16, 1987,

Petition

OF SERVICE

CERTIFIED that

I served

for Rehearing,

wo copies thereof

prepad, to

plaintiffs-appellants, as

CERTIFICATE

IT IS HEREBY

by

to be mailed,

forcounsel

follows:

Abraham
Northwest.

A. Arditi, Esq.
Labor and Employment

900 Hoge Building
705 Second Avenue

Seattle,

Law Office

Washington 98104

DOUGLAS M. DUNCAN,
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RANDY del FIERRO,
CLARKE KIDO, LESTER
KURAMOTO, ALAN LEW,
CURTIS LEW, ROBERT
MORRIS, JOAQUIN
ARRUIZA, BARBARA
VIERNES, as admin-
istratrix of the
estate of Gene
Allen Viernes, and
all others
similarly situated,

Plaintiffs-,
Appellants,

vs.

WARDS COVE PACKING
COMPANY, INC.,
CASTLE & COOKE,
INC. , and COLUMBIA
WARDS FISHERIES,

Defendants-
Appellees.

CIRCUIT

Nos . 83-4263
84-3527

D.C. No.
CV 74-145 JLQ

ORDER CLARIFYING
OPINION

Before: CHOY,
Circuit

ANDERSON,
Judges.
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and TANG,
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Disparate

joint venturers

and Castle &

extinguished by

discrimination c

claims against

Wards Cove Packing

Cooke,

the failure

charges

Inc.

to ever

against Wards

or Castle in their

venturers and

timely

venture,

Atonio v.

by the

capacity

failure

EEOC charge against

Columbia

Wards Cove

Wards.

Packing

as joint

to file a

the joint

Fisheries.

Co., 768

F.2d 1120, 1124-25 (9th Cir.), withdrawn

on other grounds, 787 F.2d 462 (9th

1985) .

Filed by Cathy A. C
United States Court
Circuit on November

atterson, Cl
of Appeals

12, 1987.
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FRANK ATONIO,
EUGENE BACL IG,
RANDY del FIERRO,
CLARKE KIDO, LESTER
KURAMOTO, ALAN LEW,
CURTIS LEW, ROBERT
MORRIS, JOAQUIN
ARRUIZA, BARBARA
VIERNES, as admin-
istratrix of the.
estate of Gene
Allen Viernesr and
all others
similarly situated,

Plaintiffs-,
Appellants,

VS .

WARDS COVE PACKING
COMPANY, INC.,
CASTLE & COOKE,
INC . , and COLUMBIA
WARDS FISHERIES,

Defendants-
Appellees.

CIRCUIT

Nos. 83-4263
84--3527

D.C. No.
CV 74-145 JLQ

ORDER DENYING
PETITION FOR

REHEARING

Before: CHOY, ANDERSON,
Circuit Judges.

and TANG,
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The

Petition

panel has

for RE'hearing.

considered

The Petition

Rehearing is denied.

by Cathy A.

States Court
Catterson, Clerk of

of Appeals Ninth

Circuit on November 12, 1987.
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